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Another Christmas!
Another Annual!
The years slip by so relentlessly
that we hardly
seem to note their passing.
The only drawback to yet another Annual is that we are all yet
another year older.
The advantage of an accumulation of years is an accumulation of memories.
I hope that this edition of our famous Annual may serve to bring back to you a flood of happy
memories Which, withou t it, would have remained donnant.
It was Charles Dickens vtlo said that we never tire of the friendships we fonn with books.
We are lucky.
for beyond forming friendships with books, we have all made many, many friendships as a result of those old books which we love.
it is fitting
As 1966 gradually passes away into history,
that we should look back for a
JIK)ment. In some ways it has been a sad year, for a number of the old stalwarts have been taken
from our midst since the last Annual appeared.
The hobby is much the poorer for their passing.
Our happy memories of than live on.
The magazine has gone
for Collectors• Digest it has been a remarkabiy successful year.
from strength to strength, thanks to the loyal support of our increasing bane of readers and
thanks to the h2.rd work and enthusiasm of our gifted contributors.
Looking ahead, 1967 should be a milestone for our
the year it will reach, not only its 250th issue, but also
given the key to the door, and certainly we shall have to
next year, all being well, Collectors• Digest Annual will
t o be an exciting year.

world-famous C.D. Towards the end of
its 21st birthday.
Maybe we shall be
celebrate the event in some way.
And
reach its 21st edition.
1967 promises

finallY, happy thankful memories or Herbert Leckenby who did so much for so many in years
gone by.
Happy thankful memories of Bill Gander vtlo played an unforgettable
part in making our
hobby what it is today,
And, back in the present, thanks to our writers ·anc our artists vtlose spr·ing of keenness
and loyalty never runs dry, and to our printers,
York Duplicating Services, who strive with
undiminished success to give us perfection in their side of the hobby - JIK)nthafter month, year
after year.
Lastly, dear friends and readers, my personal thanks to you - for without you it would
all be nothing a t all.
I count you all among my many blessings.
A HAPPYCHRISTMAS,EVERYONE. A PROSPEROUS
ANDPEACEF'UL
Nm YEAR.
Your sincere

friend,
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Charles Halllilton's Style
By Roger M. Jenkins
it's
Whether it's good, bad , or indifferent,
"No one can ever write as I do.
"If
,
remarked
he
occasion
another
on
and
,
Hamilton
said Charles
quite individual,"
just
writers
other
dozen
a
not
did
why
imitated,
easily
so
Frank's writing could be
readers will
Discerninf
go and do it, and become surtax payers like Frank?"
to provice a
easy
so
not
is
it
but
remarks,
these
of
truth
the
readily appreciate
possible to
be
At the best, it may
of Charles Hamilton's style.
analysis
detailed
highlig ht some of its more oustanding qualities.
Perhaps the most obvious element in his writing is the extensive and impressive command of vocabulary.
when masters
In particular,
·j\l
spoke they complained of
~
effrontery"
"unparalleled
;;;;;;;
~iiii!~~~~~
at
and their indignation
"an
by
being designated
opprobrious epithet."
had
"Condign chastisement"
such
for
out
to be meted
Even
"a heinous offence,"
if this was all sl ightly
above the level of
it did at least
reality,
furnish a convincing
the scholarly
atmosphere:

"but I'd like to saJ that I pitched Into
"Bend over that chair ! " ordered llr. Quelch. "Very well," said Wharton;
the Junior meeklJ.
that Htchcllffe man because he catapulted my Form master, sir ! " explained
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shades of Greyfriars
and St. Jim's really were inhabited by scholarly
pedants
whose respect for dead languages was extended to cover the vernacular
tongue.
A
school story writer who has no respect for scholarship
can never hope to convince
all his readers.
Charles Hamilton's intense interest
in the literature
of many
languages was of supreme importance in providing a credible background:
this was
a real school where (subject to certain interruptions~)
real work was being done.
The joke about declining
the article
in Magnet 1306, a pun on the mechanics of
German grammar, is typically
Hamiltonian.
He may not have been educated at a
public school, but he was at least well up in public school work , and his abound ing references
to academic studies are all authentic.
Another well-known element of his style is his use of classical
quotations
and allusions.
This habit was not much in evidence in early days. but became
commoner with the maturing of the author's
style,
and was readily noticeable
from
(The substitute
about 1923 onwards.
writers soon fastened on to this trait,
and
repeated Hamilton's favourite
quotations
like parrots,
but, as they could not
master the other elements of his style,
they never really succeededo)
Some
quotations
appeared again and again, whilst others made only one solitary
appearance: for example, in Magnet 1042 Coker was to be caned in his form-room by Vir.
Prout, and in other form-rooms the boys were listening
intently
for sounds of
tumult:Some fellows said that they had heard a crash, or a burrp, from the Fifth Form room. Others
Hobson declared that. he had seen Coker whisk
averred that they had heard the sound of running feet.
past the doorway of the Shell room, going strong.
Dicky Nugent of the Second stated that he nact
g1impsed Coker in the quad from his Form-room window. Like the guests of the Lady Brank.some in olden
tlmes: II Some heard a sound in Brank.some Hal 1,
Some saw a sight not seen by all. 11

A story containing
a unique quotation,
like this one, is often above average in
quality,
and in point of fact Magnet 1042 has strong claims to being the finest
single number of all.
The Magnets of the Golden Age contained some striking
imagery.
Admittedly,
it is true that in some stories
before and after this time the similes and metaphors were trite and commonplace:Sefton stared at Figgins as if he would bite him. (Gem 369)
Came reeled against a treeo His face was like chalk. (Magnet. 1274)

but, at the peak of his performance~ Charles Hamilton could handle imagery in a
manner that was both surprising
and amusing, as in Magnet 1150, when Mr. Quelch
was returning
to Greyfriars
after a long absence,and was anxious to return to the
fray:Mr. Quelch, seeing a Greyfriars fellow, felt llke the war-horse snuffing
It was like the smell of the barracks to an old soldier.

the battle

from afar.

and again:"Very well," said Mr. Quelch grimly, and if a royal Bengal tiger
wow.a have uttered it in precisely the same tone or voice.

The differe
exemplifies

could have sald "Very well" he

nce in the imagery between the first
two and last two examples quoted
the special brilliance
of the Golden Age Magnets.

Apart from such figures of speech as simile and metaphor, Charles Hamilton
made extensive use of irony.
Mro Quelch was undoubtedly his favourite
adult
character.
but he did not hesitate
to present the Remove master in an ironic
light when he wished to amuse the reader.
Sometimes we are invited to smile at
Mr. Quelch's lack of understanding,
as in Magnet 1086 when he caught Bunter
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imitating

his voice~ but did not recognise

11

Did you suppose,
J t was I who spok<>?tt

when this

absura

it as an imitation

boy spoke in that

gruff,

of himself:-

unpJeasant

Sometimes we arE intended to chuckle over his self-conceit,
he was reading one of his own articles
in a magazine:-

0

ridiculous

voice,

that

as in Magnet 1269 when

Like most authors,
Quelch was fond cf reading his own wor.K:So They seemed so superior,
somehow,
to the works cf anyoody elseo
Perusing tha~ masterly ar·:1cle on an lmportant, subJect, Quelch could not help t eling pleased.
The June sunshine at his window was refleot.ect in the frosty but genial smtle on his c ountenance.
0

Sometimes we are invited to smile ironically
at the contrast
between his real feelings and the facade he was compelled to keep us, as in Magnet 1215 when he was
by a Highcliffe
junior who ran away: catapulted
"One moment0 Wharton."
"Yes, siro 11 The Junior turnea back .
"Did you - h'm - did you admlnlster
a severe castigation
11Yes, rather,
siro
1 mean, certainly,
sirt"
"l cannot, of c ourse. approve of anything of the kind,"
certain that the cascigation
was severe?"

to the - the Hl ghc11ffe
sala Mr. Quelch,

ooy, Wharton?"

c ough i ng.

"But you are

So far as irony is concerned 1 Bunter is of course an even better subJect for comic
deflation
than ~lro Quelch, for many people consider that irony rests on the contrast between appearance and realltyo
Bunter had no means of appreciating
his true
appearance,
as was made painfully
clear in Magnet 1160 when he was offered a Job in
a circus:Rollo had told him to look !n the glass;
but Bunter might have looked .in a dozen glasses with out guessing the dreadful tc>uth. When Bunter looked in a glass, he saw a handsorre, wen - set=up fellow,
with rather aristocratic
bearing.
His glasses,
he fancied, rather added to nis aistjnguishea
appearance than detracte<1 from 1t. He had no doubi. that had Apollo looked in a mirror, he would have seen
something l lke whar, Bunter saw there.
Never in his wildest imaginings would 1t have occurred to Bunter
that his mirror r·e:'le<"tect anyihing suitable
to be added to a freak show in a c ircus.

"The actua.l fact is that if you want to write for boys you must write for
adults,"
said Charles Hamilton, and in that one sentence lies the key to the endur ing magic of his stories.
Boys could not have understood all his extensive
vocabulary,
his classical
references?
quotations,
and figures of speech, but they
could undoubtedly appreciate
the humour the author intended to conveyo
Fourteen
ye ars ago I quoted the following extract from Magnet 1325 as the epitome of the
mellow humour of his style, and I have not discovered anything to better it since
th at time:Mro Hinks was one of those born with a natural dislnclinat1on
to work. Under happier auspices
Bue, as a matter of
he mlght have been a Cabinet: Minister or an or·nament of the Dlplomatic serv~ce
sad fa;;t, he was a tramp.
0

Boys might know little
of the government
in the last sentence could be appreciated
humorous presentation
of Mro Prout, again
vision he had of himself and the reality
Magnet 1129: -

or the civil service,
but the anti-climax
by all.
Equally amusing was the
ironic in its comic emphasis between the
that everyone else could observe, as in

But those days wef'e Jeng pasto
Since those days P'."Out ha.a found, with every passing year, more
and more difficult;{
in bucwning h i s walstcoat..
Perpendicularly,
P.,..0ut was not impressive;
but his
diameter ana circu1lferenre
'lf.e::e '.mposingo HLS form - not in hi.s hearrng, of course - likened him to
beast" ment,tonea by Macaulay.
the "huge earth-shakrng

and again:

-

Henry Samuel Quelch 11Vasa man O' fellV words, and those were not always pleasant, words.
Chacting
was not much in hi.s lineo
Prolil,, on the other hand, was a chaLty gent l emano Prout woula take a
colleague by thP. a~m and walk him from th" commonroom to his study foe a c·ha.t; and tM expression
on
Prout w0uld d.,..op In t o the galllP.s st udy to Ghat
the victim's face ~ight have moved a hear t of stone"
with merrbers of his form. He bellev~d !.n keeping up a spint
of free and fr i endly confidence between
master and pupll.
What the F lfth form men felt lJke on these occasions Prout never" knew, and never
suspectea.
Somettnes, in a chatty mood, he had found the games stuay deserted a:.. an hour when It was
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usually full of the F'ifth;
but he neve:r guessed that that was because he was sspied from afar, and
warning given in time that Prout was coming for one of his talks.
He did no: know that F'itzgerald
of the F'ifth had suggested having a fire escape fitted to the winaow of the games study so that
fellows could esc ape by the window when Prout got to the door. Prout valued those free and frlendly
chats with his Form in leisure hours . He haa no doubt that his F'orm valued them: and he often spoke
of them in Common-room.

The delightful
humour of this long discursive
passage is typical of Hamilton at
his best 9 and by Hamilton at his best I mean the Magnets of the Golden Age.
Hamilton 1 s style owed much to his reading of the classics.
He himself
thought he resembled Thackeray, and of Thackeray's more famous contemporary he
said, 11Dickens I loved when I was young - I don't care much for him now."
Yet
his o~m work resembled that of Dickens' in many ways.
They both liked type-names,
whether it was Lord Mutanhead in "Pickwick Papers" or Mr. Tiper the printer
in
Rylcombe.
The Day and Martin boot-polish
referred
to in chapter 25 of 110l iver
Twist" was often used as an uncomplimentary reference to Hurree Singh 1 s complexion.
When Martin Chuzzlewit went to the United States 9 he observed that everyone was a
colonel and all food wa~ devoured in a revoltingly
greedy manner, as the Greyfriars
fellows discovered for themselves in the Hollywood serieso
Perhaps it is no coincidence,
too, that Hookey Walker was mentioned both in chapter 22 of "David
Copperfield"
and in the blue Gems.
Certainly Bunter was often compared with
Jaggers ' famous witness in "Great Expectations"
who was prepared to swear to anything in a general kirid of way, and many things were compared with Sam Weller's
knowledge of London which in "Pickwick Papers 11 was stated to be extensive and
details,
Charles Hamilton shared with
peculiar.
But apart from these little
of being able to create memorable characters,
characters
that
Dickens the faculty
were sometimes a little
larger than life, but characters
that really lived.
And,
again like Dickens, Hamilton was prepared to allow these characters
to dominate
the story-telling.
The situation
never really mattered:
what was important was
re-acted
to new events.
the way these characters
As Hamilton grew older, his liking for Dickens decreased,
but Lewis Carroll's
never waned, and 11Jabberwocky 11 was fruitf ul source of new words.
appeal apparently
Many other writers adopted "frabjous"
and "chortle,"
but Charles Hamilton was
From
probably unique in using the portmanteau words 11burble 11 and 11Bandersnatch."
to the Baker, who, on
"The Hunting of the Snark 11 came the frequent references
sighting
the Boojum, softly and suddenly vanished away.
The mad logic of Lewis
Carroll is probably one of the most enduring enchantments.
Perhaps the most teasing and provocative
element in Charles Hamiltonts style
is the way in ,·rhich he parodied some well -known quo tation without explanation.
These little
jewels are usually embedded in the text and have to be prised out like
jewels from an oyster.
For example, in Magnet 1110 we read:Mr0 Q.uelches indigest i on had ceased from troubling,

ana his rhetmatism

was at res.:..

which is a parody of the last line of Tennyson's poem 11The May Queen" (itself
a
quotation from the Book of Job in the Old Testament).
Again, in Ma&"ll.et1566 Mr.
Quelch was disturbed when he was typing the History of Greyfriars,
and:His fingers

ceased to wander idly over the no.isy keys.

which is a parody of the words of Sullivan ' s song "The Lost Chord."
These parodies
are probably the most refined aspect of his style, and were put in solely for the
adult readers:
yet they are amusing in themselves,
and the boy who did not spot
them would not have his pleasure in the story marred in any way.
This is part of
the secre t of Charles Hamilton ' s universal
appeal.
For these reasons,
therefore , I am led to the conclusion that Charles
Hamilton at his best stood head and shoulders above all other writers of boys'

T
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stories,
simply because of his style alone, quite apart frorr: the merits of his
characterisation
and plot-constructiono
In a way it is amazing that an author of
his calibre should have devoted himself almost exclusively
to the ephemeral world
of weekly papers.
To be able to combine prodigious output with high quality is a
rare achievement and, though he was unusually gifted as a story-teller
9 his
success was undoubtedly due more to cultivated
art than to natural ability.
It is
doubtful whether a comparable writer will ever again choose to shine in the world
of boys' literature,
but Charles Hamilton would assured1y have echoed the words of
Virgil,
one of his favourite
Latin authors:Hoc opus, hie labor

esto

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
WANTED

Monster Libraries,

Magnets,

Bullseyes,

Comics, Hotspurs.

WILL EXCHANGE:Gems (1938,9) - 40 (Fra...'1.kRichard stories
in back);
Modern Boys
- 24 (Captain Justice and Charles Hamilton stories
in back);
Silver Jacket - 6
(Frank Richards stories);
Dreadnought - 1 (Frank Richards story);
id Marvel - 1;
1d Marvel - 2; 2d Marvel - 1; The Captain - 1; td Sports Library - 1; id True
Blue - 1; 1d True Blue - 1 ; 1d True Blue War Library - 1; Boys of England
(dated 1874) - 1; The Startler
- 24; fd Boys Realm Football Library - 5;
Schoolgirls
Own Libraries
- 50; Hospital Romance Libraries
- 30; American
& Weird American Stories - 12; B.O.P. 1902,
Detecti ve Magazines - 30; Fantastic
1919, 1918, 1898; Chums 1927/28, 1941; Scout Annual - 1; Greyfriars
Holiday
Annuals - 4; Champion Annuals - 3; Cigarette
Card Album - 1; Knockout Comics,
Knockout, Rover & Adventure, Billy Bunt er's Knockout, Valiant & Knockout, Lion,
Tiger, Hurricane,
The Victor - 65; Boys Friend Libraries;
Champion Libraries;
Comics; Pix People;
Post;
Parade;
etc.
etc.
29 COLSONST°'

F. KNOTT,

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * *
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s Story
The LeonardShield
By W. 0 . G. Lofts

elder::.y artist,
The srr,all , slight,
painfully
gled
stn... 6
~ow in retirement,
he wr,s
to complete the illustration
his drawon
boys
1ttempting of smiling
ing board .
His once so clever and ca: Hble hu.ds
·,,ere now, alas, crj ppled wi th arthritis.
They had, in their day , dra~L tho~sands of
whict not only tud
bril li ant illustrations,
~nd gir~s, but
boys
of
1elighted generations
the
towards
much
undoubtedly contributed
.
questior:
in
success of the papers
His name, of course , was Leom,rd
of the
Shie l ds - one of the most brilliant
Amalgamated Press illustr3.to r s - and <>lso, in
the opinion of many, the best of tr.e MAGNET
This statement comes from r:one
artists .
other than that fine old gentleman , and pro, Mr. C. ~.
illustrator
li fjc Greyfriars
friend of
great
a
only
not
was
Chapman, who
many
for
him
with
ely
clos
his but worked
.
admjrer
greatest
his
was
and
years ,
Leonard Shields was born at Mexborough
in Yorkshire on the 18th November 1876 , and
c
the
was the son of Robert James Shields,
drugi,id.
and
local High Street chemist
in the
Cert ain ly there were no other artists
from
came
ancestors
his
Originally
famil y.
of
some
folk,
seafaring
were
and
Sunderland,
.
M~riners
Master
them being
As a boy , Leonard loved to drr.i,, arid wa8
considered well above average in art at
school , but hi s fath er had high hopes of him
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following in the family footsteps
and had him trained at Sheffield
University
where
he became a Bachelor of Science.
Still greatly interested
in art, he entered an
Art Competition held by Alfred Harmsworth and not only won first
prize but also an
invitation
to come to London and illustrate
for them.
Putting all ideas of being
a chemist behind him~ much to the dismay of his father,
and also leaving Mexborough,
where the family was greatly respected,
Leonard Shields left Yorkshire for London,
to seek fame and fortune as it were.
It must be recorded that Leonard Shields had had no training
to be an artist
nor had he attended any art school.
Apart from story illustrations
he was just as
clever with comic art and most of his early work is to be found in the comic papers
ILLUSTRATED
CHIPS/COMICCUTS type - an example around 1896 being the Bunsey Boys
on the back page of the latter,
(the English version of the famous Katzenjammer
Kids) whilst proof that his work was thought highly of in those days can be gauged
from the fact that he was commissioned to illustrate
the Christmas Double Number
of the UNIONJACK in 1899.

Gradually turning more and more towards story illustrating.
a fact not
generally knoi;.m to collectors
is that he drew the very f-irst St. Jim 1 s stories
PLUCKin 1906 - before the GEMcame out;
apart of course from turning out a
terrific
'..illlount of material for other boys' papers in that period.

in

The coming of the first
world war saw Leonard in active service,
when he
served in .Anti-Aircraft,
and did not go overseas because of some slight disability
How many of the older generation
to his foot.
can recall that famous war-time
poster - asking the population to eat less bread - and depicting
a sheaf of wheat
and soldiers
in the background9
This was the work of our Leonard, drawn whilst on
active service,
and what a famous 11saving bread for our forces" poster it was , too:
Returning safely from the war he resumed his work for
and his slight familiar
figure - with blue naval demobbed
sandy hair - boots ( he never wore shoes in his life) and
greatly liked, and in tremendous demand by all editors at

the .Amalgamated Press
jacket - closely cropped
Yorkshire accent, was
Fleetway House.

About 1926 Mr. C.H. Chapman who had carried on the illustrations
from .Arthur
and HOLIDAY.ANNUALS
- almost single
Clarke in 1911 on Grey-friars in the MAGNET
handed - was finding the strain too much, and his work was beginning to suffer.
Readers have only to look at the cover illustrations
from MAGNETS
956/959 to see
what I mean.
This is certainly
not meant to be any reflection
on Mr. Chapman whose sterling
work, and ability
will always be greatly admired by myself.
But
the plain fact is that Mr. Chapman was being grossly overwor ked and he had to have
a companion artist
to take some of the work from his shoulders - and what better
illustrator
was there than Leonard Shields?
Leonard, had of course contributed
to the HOLIDAYANNUAL
in 1923 in a plate of
"Fire-Drill
at Greyfriars
School" and possibly other features
- but according to my
researches
his first
illustration
in the MAGNET
was in No. 960, July 10th 1926 the start of tht, India Series - the covers in this period being occupied by portraits
of famous cricketers
- in connectio:r: with a free gift scheme.
At the same
time Leonard Shields was also illustrating
the delightful
SCHOOLGIRLS
OWNand
Library - of l'fo.2cove SchooL
GIRLS FRIEND LIBRARY,BOYSFRIEND, FILM FUN, KINEM.A
COMIC, WONDER,
BUTTERFLY,BUBBLES,SUNBEAM,JESTER, PLAYTIME,COMICLIFE, PUCK,
were also a few of the papers his story illustrations
can be found - currently
with week July 10th 1926~ So the reader can Judge what a busy man he was!
Many readers have found difficulty
i n distinguishing
Leonard Shields at times.
The simple explanation
kindly

Mr. Chapman's work from
given to me by

¥1r ,

Chapman
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is that ofter: they used to do half each of certain
illustratior.s
- and so its
impor;sible
to tell
in ::come cases.
A 10o% S.Jields illustration
hm-iever is easi l y
recognisable
by hie seerrj ne;lY young er Gr eyfriars
boys with bright
cheery faces.
Shields
&.lways looked to detail
and al l his art work was dra11.rr.with meticul ous
care.
The best of his work can be found in the famous Water Lily series
in the
30s - probably one of the best Hol i day series
ever written
by "Fr artk Rjchbrds."
Like Mr. Chapmcin, Leonard S.,ields used to t ake the original
manm;cripts
horrE·
with him c11d pick out incidents
to make up illust r ations
for the story in q_uestion.
His favourite
d1E1rncter was Herbert Verr1on- Smith - and this may be the reason why
he drew hm less of a bounder than as portrayed
by Mr. Chapman.
He disliked
Harry Wharton, ar,d could not stand the character,
and thought him 1.oo rr.ucr. of a
prjg.
If Shields
:lid have ar1y failings
it w1:,s i n drawing horses!
He:,used to
hate drawing then:, and had to look up text book:::. to get the exact posit.ion
of
them as desj_r·ec. in Hie iJlui::tratior..
I should add that in this departmeni
Mr.
Chapman exceJ.led.
Having two as pets in his lifetime,
Mr. Chapman has al.ways
ar,im1Jls
made a great study of them - and stilJ
watches what he Cells tte grec:test
God ever gave to this earth closely
in show- jumping or:, 1'. V.
A fast worker, Leonard Shield::; could finish
a fror:t cover illustration
in an
hour and wc.E,on the whole an extremely
hard working· man.
In fact , he worked too
hard, whict made an impa.ct or: his heal th muct to the disrr,ay of his wife, who ,,,;as
always begging him to take t:bings easy.

An extremely ILocest mar., he never bothered to keep any originals
of his work .
He kr.ew tis lirrd tations
and never tried
to go on to better
in the artis t ic field;
things - as did Warwid: Reynolds.
Hi s son, whom I was privileged
tc mee t , is an
ecitor
on one of the leading
Sporting
pa pe r s , whilst his daughte r does show an
inte r est in art - paint i ng in oi12 - tr. ough not corrmerciaJly.
The art is tic s1·ill,
in a leading
howe\·er, is shown in the fami]y by a grandson who i s a t rumpeter
Theatre Company .
Thrj fty by nature,
he we.s a great home-l ov i ng man and devoted
he met working down Fleet St reet i n the early part of this century

cr ied Cora ,
COLLI
DES WITH POLLYf• wi"Bot h t her!
CORA
her a ~II. "I 've just
I'm eo ao rr y !
The
lawg h in9
,apolo gy c am e a• Cor a k noc ked
1

•

11

e ca ttering

at i t ho books

upo n th e "o o r.

as if ah e we re ve lC.e
d
lo rg ot t.en tha t I -- Oh,
v i9ten tt y a gain•\
Po l ly,

to his

wife

whom

.
ThrH'ty
though he mE.y have
beer. , like Johnny
Bull of the Grey fr i ars Remove he
was at heart an
extremely
kindly
man, and neve r
failed
to help a~y
fellow artist
or
friend
in neec .
A cari C8. ture of
Leonard Shi eld s
appeared in MAGNET
1036 Decemter 24th
1927 , whict cer tainly
did not do
him justice
as
Leonard wa.s quite
pleasant
look i ng in
reel life,
and

Pa e 1
far from being a comical character

as the unknown artist

portrayed

him.

A keen photographer,
he was never happier than on holiday taking snaps of his
family;
whilst still
even working on illustrations
for the various papers.
The end of the MAGNET
in 1940, saw him gradually fade into retirement,
when he
continued to draw boys just for the sheer pleasure of doing soo
Comfortably well
off, through careful investments and legacies 9 he had no need to work at all.
The last few years of his life were spent in visits
to the theatre and long rides
to the countryside in Surreyo
He simply loved viewing the landscapes,
and who
can forget his delightful
Greyfriars
river scenes.
As already mentioned at the start of this article,
Leonard Shields had the
misfortune to become crippled with arthritis
in his hands at about the age of 70,
but despite great pain and difficulty
still
tried to draw the boys that he loved
so well.
The great handicap made him extremely moody at times and he passed away
aged 72 on the 11th January 19490
Probably the most astonishing
thing that the press was able to write about
such a great illustrator
was the size of the fortune he left £67,902, of which
£17,589 went on death dutieso
His wife Mrso Ada Shields died only a few months
later.
Both were cremated at Putney.
Two early water-colours;
a portrait
of his father complete with mutton chops,
and a book of cartoons are the only originals
that his son Mr. E. S. Shields has,
whilst our Yorkshire friends may be interested
to know that in the Parish church at
Mexborough, Leor.ard Shields had a stained-glassed
window put in, with the Shields
name underneath in memory of his father.
years Leonard Shields gave pleasure to millions and hls work
For over f:ifty
is still
admired and treasured today by collectors.
He worked hard all his life,
to keep generations
of people happye
"Darke Towers'' in one of the girls'
(EDI TORIALCOMMENT: Shields illustrated
papers a few years after he had illustrated
the first Sto Jim 1 s story in Pluck in
1906 .
The other picture is a Shields Morcove picture of the early nrneteentwenties.
The cartoon in the Magnetf referred to by Mr. Lofts, was a selfportraito)
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of an Old-Timer
Reminiscences

By Fr ank Vernon Lay

CHUMS

time authors
A Fine
left with us .
can
So you
Sporting
i magine my
Yarn of
and
surprise
Racing and
pleasure ,
when, a f ew
the Ring
months ago,
answerjng a
ring at the door , I wc.s confronted with a gentleman who
introduced h i mself as Edmund
Burton Childs, sent to see me
on the re commer.dation of Mr.
As , under :he name
Samways.
of Edmund Burton, he has been
writing for "juveniles"
steadily
a ctively
an d i s still
1912
since
be
truly
may
he
day,
to
writing
stagers
old
the
of
one
be
to
said
Born in Drumcondra , Dubl i n

More Mirth a l St.
.. '
'

t

~

two boys ' storjes
less specia l ised
_F.riend" in those

~

EDMUND
BURTON

on the 25th
bruary, 1887
i<~e
Edmund Burton
is now, apart
from a few
twinges of
arthr i tis , a hale
and hearty 79 .
He was educa te d at
Merchant Taylors
er,do"Wedschool,
.
Well i ngton Quay,
Dubli n and , at the
CHUMS
age of fifteen
ente r ed the Yor kAgain
rk
o
shi re Insurance
W
at
HarJ
or
nt
e
v
Ann e's. Th at Boy-In
8ompany, follo~ed
by a pe r jod in
the Gr esham . In
1911 he abandoned
i nsurance f or a
writin g career
and , ea rl y i n
1912 , had his
th r ee
first
acc epted
storjes
r 's
"Horne
for
Week l y '' and
"Sunday Circle,"
to be folJowed
late r ir the same
yea r by his fjrst
Thereafte r he more or
, both pubb shed i n "The Boys ' Frier..d . "
Lewis Carltor. was editor of "The Boys
i n wri ting for boys .
ds . _ _ _
days and Burton ' s fi rst st or y was ori gina lly only 600 wor
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Lewis Carlton, wrote back a most friendly and encouraging letter
telling
him
that although he liked the story, it would have to be 6,000 words.
With muct
sweating (and swearing!) Burton managed it and was overjoyed to get a cheque for
£3s 10. Od.
Carlton accepted his second story, same length same pay.
Apart from his first few stories
Burton was one Oi the few writers who
book rights.
In consequence of this
where and many of them are obtainable
benefit to his i~come.

and certain later unavoidable exceptions
only sold the first-serial
and under-shilling
he was able to sell most of his stories
else in much more permanent form, with much

When Edmund Burton recently dropped into my "den" for one of our interesting
chats he was in very reminiscent mood.
He recollects
ma:ny Fleet Street personalities and quite a few of the "Fleetway Bunch" in Farrington Street with whomhe was
in regular contact for many years.
The first editor he met, after crossing over
from Ireland to settle here, was Herbert Hinton who was then running several publications,
followed by C. M. Down. Then came others including Addington Symonds,
Alfred Edgar and so forth.
"My recollection
of Hinton is always tinged with sadness, for that really
grand personality
met with a tragic finish.
I could never get the precise details
of what happened, but I understood that he accidentally
fell out of a train on his
way home and was killed by another one.
I believe he lived at Chertsey at the
time.
When I first met him, he told me something I 1 d never suspected.
Only a
year before I came to England I'd written a serial for'The Magnet'entitled'The
Silence/ and it ran in that paper during 1920,
The story was right off the common
run for those days, though we have had plenty of science stuff since.
It dealt
basically
with a kind of magnetic control, which, employed by
enemy, could
reduce all movable metal to immobility.
In short, nothing could stop an invasion
because nothing could move - except horses for transport."

an

Perhaps it was, to them, but they
"Some people I knew called it 1 daft 1 •
forgot the 'daftness'
of Jules Verne and H. G. Wells, before my time, which later
developed into solid fact.
Jules Verne's own family had him 'put away' for a while
as not responsible,
because he visualised
a boat which would live under water with
a living crew.
In fact, it was said that a relative
actually shot him in the leg,
so mad did he get with Verne's 'madness.'
H. G. Wells prophesied an airship of
the Zeppelin type in 'The War in the Air,' even describing
the many separate
1
'balloonettes
1:1hich the main gasbag contained,
some of which could be shot away
and still
enable the airship to remain airborne and probably make a safe landing.
And, as observers admit, when Count von Zeppelin, produced his first successful
airship,
in 1906~ it was at once remarked how alike in detail it seemed to the
'Wellsian'
dreamo
"When I wrote ' The Silence'
the first World War had recently finished,
leaving
a continent in wreckage.
China~ at that time, was still
more or less an 'unknown'
quantity,
although countless stories and rumours about the 'Yellow Peril'
abounded.
So I decided to cash in on the possibility
of a huge Chinese aerial navy arriving
over a crippled Britain and having it all its own way through an amazing equipment
for spreading paralysing magnetic waves.
"But it wasn't so daft, after all," Edmund Burton told me. "because shortly
after I'd finished the serial,
I read that an Italian
inventor had hit upon much
the same idea, and had actually succeeded in stopping motor-cars at a considerable
distance.
"Anyway, m.Yyarn worked well.

During my very first

meeting with Hinton,

he
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mentioned
something

'The Silence'
and told me it had done 'The Magnet'
new and readers were gripped by ito

a lot

of good:

it

was

"Of this I had full proof a little
later,
when my late wife and I left London
to live at Westcliff-on-Sea,
Essex.
One day an S.O.S. came from friend Herbert
asking me to meet him at the Authors' Club, Whitehall,
as he was launching a new
weekly and wanted me to write its first
serial.
Enclosed in his letter
were
sketches of a weird-looking
contraption
showing two boats connected by a 'bridge'
suspending a large metal tank:
a diving-bell
from which the sea-bed could be
explored to find rich wrecks s:unk during the U-boat campaign of World War I and
salvage attemptedo
and - blessed inspiration
"H, H. gave me a free hand otherwise,
- the magnetic
idea which had produced 'The Silence'
could be well employed again 9 in the hands of
a rival treasure-seeking
gang.
So the story for the new paper 'School and Sport'
and afterwards
issued in book form, went down very
known as 1 Mackinlay's Millions'
wello
But the paper itself
'went down' in another sense, although it was quite a
decent production .
"I clearly rememoer one occasion when my wife and I went up to London to see
H.H. again.
We sat in a bare room over a shop in Fleet Street - I believe we sat
on two empty boxes - for the new office of 'School and Sport' had not yet been
properly equipped.
~e were awaiting the return of H.H. from Bermondsey, where he
had gone to see his 'backer.'
He was in good spirits,
full of enthusiasm for his
I got paid for 'Mackinlay's
new venture - but alas, I never saw him again.
Millions ' all right,
and it ran its course, but shortly afterwards
the paper
ceased fire.
Speaking later with some of the Fleetway chaps, I was told that the
probable cause was that it too closely resembled 'The Boys' Friend' in make-up.
Hinton had been editing the 'B.F.' for a good while, hence the similarity.
Indeed
the main difference
between the two papers was that the 'B.F. 1 was green and
'School and Sport' was white.
"Captain C. M. Do.-m, editor of the same Fleetway group, I knew very well and
often saw him.
He took many yarns from me, including one which was very well
This was a story about the
received everywhere - 1 The Sword of the Temples.'
Civil War and offered exceptional
opportunity
for thrillso
Addington Symonds I
met only once or twice, but a remark of his still
makes me chuckle when it comes
back to me.
He had asked me to_ do a 12,000 word pirate yarn for 'The Champion' 'The Lure of Crescent Isle ' and, as I was leaving his office to concoct a plot, he
called after me: "Don't write five hundred words more than twelve thous and.
You'll only be paid for twelve thousand."
Which I thought very nice and businesslike from a chap who knew exactly what he wanted:
"But probably the fellow I knew best of all at Fleetway House was Alfred Edgar,
who was then a 'sub' in the same office,
and who used to deal with many of my
stories.
He specialised
himself in motor-racing
yarns, for he was an expert on
that subject,
and he used to keep me in touch with what was wanted.
And herein
lies another reminiscence
which shows the fellowship
which exists among people of
the pen, and how they are always ready to do one of their band a good turn if they
cano
"Alfred Edgar, as many know, also wrote under the pen-name of 'Barre Lyndon '
and was the author of that famous stage success 'The Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse,'
in which the late Godfrey Tearle played the lead.
It was afterwards
filmed with
Edward G. Robinson in the name-part.
In fact , I
"About this time I had lost sight of Edgar for a good while.
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don't remember taving contacted him since I spent a very pleasant day with him and
his family at tteir Hendon residence,
where we held a great pow-wow about Fleetway
House and its widespread influence.
TheL someone told me that he had offices in
Old Square, Law Courts, so I chanced to drop in to see if he was really there.
"He was - very much so.
was only wondering what your
at a most opportune momenta
Ho ~anted me
see Mr. Gran,
but I can't spare the t i me -

In fact~ he gaped and said 'Talk of the
address is. but I've lost it and now here
Hurry down to the Leigh Studios in Fleet
to do a couple of long school yarns for a
It seemed right up
so I thought of you:

devil;
I
you drop in
Street,
and
publisher,
your alley!

The firm
"It just w&.s! I found the Leigh Studios, also the proprietor.
was a literary
.s.gency and the two yarns, about 14 ~ 000 words each, were needed by
They appeared in 'The Scorcher Novels' ar1d I got, I think,
Shurey 1 s Public&tions.
twenty-eight
guineas for them.
The titles
were 'The Secret of Black Abbey 1 and
'The Mystery of the Crescent.'
11And Alfrec
Edgar?
As 'B2..rre L;yndon' he went to America and entered the film
writing scripts
Often have I seen his name
business,
for some well-known fi1mso
among the 'credits 1 and when I do so a reminiscent
thrill
of those old, old days
runs through me,
It ' s gooci to see the well-known and well-loved
names in print
again."

Edmund Burton tel1s me that i f any form of writing is as close to his heart
Britain.
as writing stories
for boys it is writing on travel in Beautiful
When he
l i ved in Portsmouth up to the outbreak of war, he and his wife used to love the
I sle of Wight and he decided that he'd do a book on it - one far removed from the
type.
ordinary groove of the guide-book. indeed, more of the 1 personal impression'
The book - "England's Eden" was accepted before the War by a provincial
publisher,
but held up, then squashed till 1946. when another publisher brought it out in
excellent
style both cloth and paperback.
The time of publication
was a lucky hit
- just when people had been saving five years for a holiday .
The Island was
packed and everybody was buying everythingo
For a while sufficient
copies of
"England's Eden" could not be obta1.ned. owing mainly to severe paper shortage then
existing.
Nevertheless,
a later edition came out and on the strength
of the
sales Burton wac1 commissioned to do North and South Devon and the Cotswolds,
11
These were also successful
and popular but not on the scale of "England's Eden,
One of the people Burton
Hamilton.
"No. I never met
I had from him when he lived
Charles Hamilton represented
school story wr:, ters o"

most regrets not having met in the flesh was Charles
him" he says, "but I still
treasure
the lovely letter
at Golder's Green.
To my mind, and also to others,
all that goes to make the perfect magician among

Some of my readers may remember Edmund Burton's series for 'The Gem' in the
late twenties,
featuring
Anthony Sharpe, Special Investigator
and his boy assistant
Tim O'Carroll,
These were so popular that some thirty stories
were issued and
some of them have been published in book form at least twice since ,
To-day Edmund Burton Childs writes mainly for the Annuals and I know my
readers will joj_n me in wish'ing him many more years of success,
SAL~_LJXCl:..ANQfil: A11 Holiday Armua1s; 10 , 000 Boyst and Girls! Per'iodicals.
Many Rarities.
WANTED: Most 1915-30 items,
Plucks; B.F.Ls; U.Js: NcL.Ls; Mag.nets; Champions;
Boys - Favourites:
etc.
S.A.E.
KINGSLEY
, ~ATLAl'JTIS," LYDBROOK,
GLOS.
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J}.y__Neil_ Beck
IlJustratior:s
by John Beck

He
THE idea originated
Ki th Edgar Fentcr:,
the Captain of St. Frm,k' 2 8olle~e.
but he asked them to
put it to the Cricket
Committee anc they agreed v.holeheartedly,
say nothing until
c.greed ar,d
he tad consulted
the Head.
Kindly old Dr. Stafford
thought
it was a splendid
idec., and suggested
to Fenton that he wrote to the
officials
of t.he bodies
concerned
and asked for their
assistance
ar,d co-operation.
ru2hed

Fenton ee.gerly
A few days later
off to see the Hec>d at once.

exaruined his letters,
gav e & wtcor· of
to knock he bi..;.rst into
Hardly waiting
Stafford's
stuc.y and yelled
out,
agTeed, sir.
They're
\\il]ing
to
all three of them.'

joy and
D'c.
' ?hey 1 ve
come, -

That ever.ing in Big Hall after
callover the school noticed
th.':t something
ur.usual was afoot,
timseJ£
fer Dr. Stafford
was on the platform,
and he u:::uaJ ly lefi
call-over
to his staff
i.o hc:.ndle.
better
Montie

'Something':,
u:p, ' scj d N:pper,
krown as Di.ck Ha._il tor:, tc Si1·
Tregellis-WE 2t.
0

'Begad, dear boy, I believe
you'rs
right,'
mur;;,,ured the eleg-.c;r.1. jm ior,
adjusting
his pince-nez.
'I've
t houc,;ht
that several
memtE-rs of the Sixth arid
Fifth
were lookin'
r ather excitec
today;
I wonder if it's
erzythin'
to do with ~tat
they've
·,bout m1on<Sst thembeen talkin'
selves.'

'Boys,'
At this momer.t Dr. Stafford'
- '-'Oice
was heard from the platform
and a
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respectful

silence

fell

over the assembled

school.

'Boys,' repeated the Head, a few days ago Fenton came to me with a remarkable suggestion,
asking for my advice and consent.'
1

The school were all looking interested
now.
Fags in the Third Form had
stopped shuffling
their feet and even Edward Oswald Handforth had ceased to talk.
'He proposed that St. Frank's College should hold a Cricket Festival
to begin
the celebrations
of our 50th anniversary
year,
As you know, already plans are
made to celebrate
that day back in 1916 when the late Mr. Edwy Searles Brooks
first
chronicled
the life of this old school and its inhabitants.
But to return
to Fenton!s plan, he suggested that if it were possible,
St. Frank's should stage
a short Cricket Festival.
Butt as the idea is his, I feel that I ought to allow
Fenton himself to give you the details. '
'A Cricket

Festival?'

'Good old Fenton ~'
'Hurrah!

1

'Thank you, sir, 1 said Fenton, as he came forward.
'As Dr. Stafford has
told you, I proposed that we should stage this competition.
He kindly agreed and
suggested that I should write off immediately to the authorities
concerned.
Today
I received their replies
and all three have consented to send along a team to play
in the competition. '
'Who are they,

Fenton?'

shouted

out Handforth.

'I was coming to that, ' smiled Fenton, as he held up his hand for silence.
'As well as our own First XI, three other sides will take part, and they will be
representatives
of the M.C.C,, Sussex County Cricket Club, and the West Indian
Touring Team. '
The school was stunned into silence by this remarkable news.
The St.
Frank's Cricket XI was actually
going to play in first-class
company with the
possibility
of playing the fabulous West Indians who had only a few days previously massacred the England team by an innings and 40 runs in the First Test Match at
Old Trafford!
The thought of it made the school feel dizzy, but Mro Austin
Sunncliffe
was beaming and he clapped his hands furiously.
Then, realising
he
was alone in this gesture,
he ceased, blushed and cried out, 'Proceed, Fenton,'
in
an effort to cover his embarrassment.
'The idea is,'
continued Fenton, 1 that the three days will be occupied by
three matches to be played on K.O. Cup lines - t wo semi-finals
and a final.
Dr .
'And,
Stafford has agreed to provide a trop hy for the winning side, 1 he added.
for the present,
that i s all I can tell you as that is all that I know myself.
Thank you, Dr. Stafford" '
' I am sure that you will all agree with me, boys, that Fenton's idea is an
excellent
one, and he is to be heartily
congratulated
and thanked by us all.
You
may dismiss. 1
The draw for the semi-finals
was made two weeks later
presence of representatives
of all four sides.

in Big Hall,

in the

'And now, boys,' said Dr. Stafford,
'we come to the draw for the Cricket
Festival
matches,
I will ask Mr. Lee to draw the names from the hat I have here.•
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There was a hush as the great detective put his hand into the hat, drew out
Dr, Stafford took it
a folded piece of paper and handed it to the Headmastero
and unfolded ito
1
St. Frank 1 s College will play .••• '
A pause as Mr. Lee drew out a second piece of paper and the Head unfolded it
and read it.
' ..• Sussex.

1

A loud buzz broke out in Hall at this
Head raising his hand -'or SJ.ler.ce.

point but was soon quietened

by the

Mr. Lee drew out another papero
'M.C.C. will

play •••. •

Another pause.
The West Indian Touring Team.'
It was to be noticed that
The draw was over and loud cheering broke out.
but Fenton was heard to
face,
his
on
smile
broad
a
wore
ve
the Sussex representati
know; cricket 1 s a
never
you
and
anyhow.
game,
tough
a
say, tWe'll give them
funny game••. , • 1
1

For the next few weeks there was no topic of conversation at St. Frank's
All candidates for
which was discussed as much as the coming cricket festival.
Never before
moment,
the St. Frank's eleven were hard at practice in every spare
had cricket fever taken such a grip on the old school..
The great day grew nearer and one day a notice appeared on the Head's notice
It ran:board in hls own elegant handwriting.
'CRICKETFESTIVAL
Rules
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Cup matches except as noted below.
Rules are as thoEe for Gillette
of 55 overso
maximum
a
Each side will bat for
10 overs.
than
more
for
bowl
No bowler will
at 10.30 a.m., lunch will be taken
commence
will
matches
Weather permittir_g,
wi]l be from 3.45 porn. to
interval
tea
The
p.m.
1040
to
p.m.
,00
1
from
Matches will be played to a conclusion on one day only.
4.05 p.m.
A11 matches wJ.11.be played on Big Side.
M. Stafford (Headmaster). '

arrived
Wednesday June 2~'..o.d
competition was to take place.
the Notice Board; it ran:-

on this day the first match in the
at last;
The previous evening a notice had been pinned on
'CRICKETFESTIVAL

:'he following ha11e been selected to represent the School against Sussex
tomorrow. June 22nd:- E. Fenton (capt), A. Morrow1 W, N. Browne, R. Hamilton,
H. Ste,1ens, R. Pitt, J. Dodd. E. O. Handforth, H. Gresham, H. R. L. Kahn, Go Wilson,
E. Fenton (Captain of Games). '
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This list of course made ten other people happy but some members of the
school could think of perfectly
good argv.lllents for their ovm inclusion which Edgar
Fenton seemed ~o have somehow overlooked.
Many seniors frowned on the inclusion
of so many Removites in the side, and even one or two of his form-fellows wondered
over the wisdon of including Handforth 1 for he was a reckless batsman and as
likely to score 100 as O, as likely to go first ball as to last for an houro
Still he was the sort of batsman likely to swing a match of this sort, and Fent on
could justify
his inclusion on those groundso
At a quarter past ten, Fenton and his opposite nu.lllber, the Nawab of Pataudi
walked out to the wicket on Big Side, studied it for a few moments, and then
Fenton flipped a coin into the airo
' Heads;' called Pataudi.
The coin came
Fenton smiled and asked Sussex to bat first;
down tails.
he was pleased to win
the tos'3 for the wicket was rather green, a bit do.lllpand the ball was likely to
swing about in the heavy atmosphere early on and Fenton knew that if St. Frank's
batted it was more than likely that Sussex would shoot them out for about 40 or
50.
So, at the appointed hour of 10.30, the St . Frank's team took the field and
were closely followed by the Sussex opening pair Lenham and Suttle.
The Sussex
side was:- 1. J. Lenham, K. G. Suttle.
G. C. Cooper, J.M. Parks, Nawab of
Pataudi, M. G. Griffith,
Ao S. M. Oakman, M.A. Buss 1 A. Buss, J. A. Snow, D. 1 .
Bates.
Unfortunately,
although Fenton was heard to breathe a sigh of relief when
told the news~ Tex Dexter was unable to play at the last minute and Michael Buss
had stepped in to fill his place.
Gresham, the son of England bowler "Hat-Trick" Gresham, bowled the first
over to 1enham, who took a four and a two off it, and then Kahn, an Indian Prince
like the Susse::( skipper, bowled to Suttle,
and the little
left-hander
took two
off the third ball and a four off the fiftho
In the fourth over, however, Suttle
up delivery and
came forward to drive Kahn, played over the top of a well-pitched
was bowled, 18-1-10.
Cooper took a four off the last ball of the ov,er, but then with the first
ball of his third over, Gresham swung the ba 11 th roug h 1enham' s guard and hit his
leg stump, 22-2-8.
Next man in was the England wicket-keeper,
Jim Parks, but he seemed strangely
out -o f - touch and did not strike the ball as crisply and cleanly as he always seems
to .
At 30 Cooper was bowled by Russi Kahn for eight, and Pataudi joined Parks in
a useful stand.
Gradually the score mounted, but just as it seemed that Pataudi
was set 1 he edged Gresham to first slip where Arthur Morrow took a comfortable
catch, 57-4-160
Griffith
then Joined Jim Parks in a breezy fifth-wicket
stand of thirty-one
before Parks, finally
losing patience with himself , stepped out to drive Kahn, was
beaten off the pitch and bowled, 88-5-28.
Three runs later Griffith 1 s brisk
knock was ended when he too was bow1ed by Kahn for 20.
As has ha:r;pened so often before. the Sussex tail now came to the rescue, and
through a series of stubborn stands put quite a reasonable total on the board.
First,
Oakman and Michael Buss shared a solid stand of thirty-five;
no chances
were taken and runs came understandably
slowly.
After Gresham had bowled eight
overs he gave way to Hamilton bowling off-breaks,
and he started with a maiden.
Kahn completed his ten overs, and eventually
took his sweater to a prolonged
round of applause with figures of 10 overs 1 maiden 62 runs 4 wickets (and those
being the wickets of Suttle,
Cooper, Parks and Griffi th).
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Oakman went to drive
Jerry Dodd who replaced him met with instant suc cess.
Tony Buss joined
.
126-7-21
stumps,
his first ball, but only clipped it into his
ving with a
mo
rd
scoreboa
Frank's
St.
his younger brother and they kept the new
22 runs and
for
overs
three
After
series of dabs and pushes on the leg side.
s.
leg-break
bowl
to
on
went
himself
Oakman's wicket, Dodd came off and Fenton
his
change
to
trying
Buss
Tony
and
His second ball turned and kicked viciously
the
at
wicket
his
of
out
ball
the
keeping
in
d
shot at the last seco~d succeede
Wilson,
George
eeper
wicket-k
of
gloves
waiting
the
expense of edging it into
154-8-20.
Brother Michael, having remained static on 23 for some twenty minutes, now
next over
In Pitt's
took a single off Pitt and a four and a single from Fenton.
the
repeat
to
g
attemptin
and
,
boundary
ket
he swept the first ball to the mid-wic
short
at
Stevens
to
ball
the
skied
and
edge
stroke to the next ball, he got a top
mid-on, 164-9-33.
Snow and Bates played sensibly and
But the Sussex innings was not over yet;
and
added a further 21 runs before Pitt turned an off-break into Bates's stumps,
o'clock.
one
of
Sussex were all out for 185 on the stroke
a
At 1.40 Snow and Bates bowled to Fenton and Morrow; Snow to Fenton was
boundary
a
and
Snow,
from
another
Bates,
from
single
a
maiden, but then Morrow took
The next two overs produced another Snow-Fenton maide
from Bates ' s second over.
7 for no
and another Bates-Mor~ow single, and after six overs St, Frank ' s had made
wicket.
and
Then in his fourth over Snow pitched on the line of Morrow's off-stump,
his
into
back
cut
it
as
deceived
Morrow playing for the straight ball was utterly
closed
and
opened
both
Fenton
then
and
over
Browne survived the
stumps, 7-1-7.
over
his account with a single from Bates, for in his next over Snow knocked
to midSnow
turned
tly
confiden
and
Browne
Hamilton joined
Fenton's off-stump.
two
for
nine
at
stood
score
school's
the
overs
9
After
wicket for a single.
start.
ing
wickets, not a very encourag
By a succession of pushes and glances Browne and Hamilton gradually advanced
the score to 23 when first Snow deceived and bowled Browne for six and then
The
23 for 4 after 14 overs.
Hamilton edged Bates to Suttle in the gully;
Reggie
and
Stevens
Horace
but
Frank's
St.
writing seemed to be on the wall for
Oakman
Pitt joined in a useful stand of 28 and saw Bates off after eight overs.
second
his
and
run
one
yielded
over
first
his
replaced him to bowl off-breaks;
fine leg,
brought him the wicket of Stevens, who, trying to turn with the spin to
overs,
20
after
5
for
51
stumps,
own
his
into
ball
the
succeeded only in playing
all the while and
Reggie Pitt had been playing quietly and confidently
From the bowlin g of
him.
with
crease
continued to do so with Jerry Dodd at the
slow left-arm,
bowling
Buss,
Michael
and
Oakman, Tony Buss (two overs for 16 runs)
for 5 after
106
at
score
the
with
when
these two added 55 in 12 overs until tea,
overs.
23
off
win
to
runs
32 overs, St. Frank's wanted 80
the ground was strangely
When Pitt and Dodd resumed after the interval,
Two overs
The large crowd could sense an excitin g finish building up.
silent.
Jerry Dodd,
bowled
Bates
over
last
his
were bowled and then with the fourth ball of
110-6-28.
The burly Edward Oswald Handforth was next man in and it seemed th a t his
This was a
square jaw jutted even more than normal on this occasion.
naturally
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ready made for Handforth, for he loved anything with a challenge in ito
situation
Pitt had
He took a sing l e from Bates and Pitt did the same from his last ball.
been playing with admirable coolness and concentration
and just before tea had
reached his half-century.
With both batsmen now attacking the bowling~ the next seven overs brought
forth 36 runs, including 13 off one rather erratic: over from Tony Buss, during
which Handforth square-drove to the fence 1 and then Pitt pulled and cover-drove
Just as it seemed that Pitt and Handforth would carry the day, and many
fours.
people were thinking that Pitt might just score the century he so richly deserved,
he flashed wildly outside his off-stump at Tony Buss and Suttle took another easy
148-7-72.
gully catch, if any catch is easy in that position,
As Pitt came in 1 the entire Sussex team applauded his effort,
and the crovrd
ros8 to him.
If ever St. Fran.k's had needed a good steady innings, this had been
response was worthy of only the highest praise.
such an occasion and Reggie Pitt's
A Michael Buss over conceded three runs and brother Tony's next yielded six.
Handforth was now fairly in his stride,
hitting
the ball cleanly to all parts of
Still Handthe field, but at 157 he lost Gresham bowled by Michael Buss for 1.
forth slogged recklessly,
hitting
Tony Buss 1 s first ball for four, his second out
to long-on- for two but then hitting
the third high back to the bowler, 163-9-31.
Russi Kahn, with only last man George Wilson in with him, decided that boldness was the best policy, and launched a blitz on Michael Buss which took everyone
by surprise;
the first ball was despatched over long-on for six, the third to
mid-wicket for four and the sixth to backward point for a single to enable him to
keep the bowling .
A four from Tony Buss ' s first
ball and a single from the fifth
left Wilson to face the last ball of the over.
He edged it towards slips, but
luckily just short and wide of their outstretched
hands, and through to third-man
for four.
Russi Kahn was going to ta.~e no more chances like that~ and hit
Michael Buss 1 s fifth ball through extra cover to win the match by one wicket"
St. Frank 1 s versus Sussex, June 22nd
St. Frank's won the toss and elected to fieldo
Lo J. Lenham
K. G. Suttle
G. c. Cooper
J . M. Parks
Nawab of Pataudi
M. G. Griffith
A. S. Mo Oakman
M. A, Buss
A. Buss
J. A. Srnw
D. 1. Bates

SUSSEX
b Gresham
b Kahn
b Kahn
b Kahn
c Morrow b Gresham
b Kahn
b Dodd
c Stevens b Pitt
c Wilson b Fenton
not out
b Pitt

of wickets:-

8
28
16

20
21
33
20
11

10
185

TOTAL
Fall

8
10

(40.1 overs)

18~ 22, 30, 57, 88, 91 , 126, 154, 164, 185.

Gresham
8-1-43-2;
Kahn 10-1-62-4;
Dodd 3-0-22-1;
Fenton 5-1-16-1;

Hamilton 10-2-31-0;
Pitt 401-0-11-2.
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1
ST. FRANK
S

E. Fenton
A. Morrow
W. N. Browne
R. Hamilton
Ho Stevens
Ro Pitt
J. Dodd
E. 0. Handfo rth
Ho Gresham
H. R. 1 . Kahn
G. Wilson

(9 wkts)

TOTAL
Fall

Snow
Snow
b Snow
b Bates
c Suttle
b Oakman
b Buss A.
c Suttle
b Bates
c & b Buss A.
b Buss M.A .
not out
not out

of wickets:-

Snow 10-4-32-3;
Buss A. 10-0-64-2;

1

b
b

7
6
9
8

72
28
31
1

20
4

187

(48.5 overs)

7, 8, 23, 23, 51. 110, 148, 157, 163.
Bates 10-0-33-2;
Oakma...'l10--2-28-1;
Buss M.A. 8.5-1-31-1.

June 23rd produced a most dramatic match between the M.C,C. side and the West
Ind i an tourists.
Garfield Sobers won the toss and elected to bat.
Hunte and Carew opened cautiously
for the West Indians but steady bowling
from Shackleton, Alley and Bailey pinned them down.
By the ninth over the score
stood at 15 for O wicket;
suddenly 1 however~ this was changed, and by the sixteenth over the score was 45 for 5, with Hunte 1 Carew, Kanhai, Nurse and Sobers
back in the pavilion.
Butcher and Holford steadied the innings but at 86 Basil
d'Oliveira
came on and in two overs he took three wickets for eleven runs and at
103 for 8 the West Indians were deep in trouble.
Some sensible hitting by Hall
aided by some sound defence from Gibbs added 40 valuable runs and the West Indian
innings finally
closed for 147.
M.C.C. made a brisk reply and after 7 overs from Hall and Cohen the score was
35 for the loss of Marshall.
Sobers now made a double bowling change 1 bringing
Gibbs and himself on.
Within three balls Gibbs had bowled both Milburn and
Mushtaq, then at 44 Sobers bowled d'Oliveira
and at 51 he bowled Ibadulla after
the Pakistani
had scored a valuable 28.
Inman and Alley added 24 before Sobers
bowled Alley and then. two balls later, Bailey skied the ball back to him 9 the
batsmen having time to cross before Sobers completed the dismissal.
Gibbs came
off, being replaced by Holford 1 and Titmus promptly hit him for six, but was out
to a gully catch in the same over.
Sobers quickly bowled Irunan for a dogged 23
and then disposed of Shackleton to give the West Indians victory by 60 runs.
Sobers finished with six wickets for sixteen runs.
M.C.C. v West Indians, June 23rd
West Indians won the toss and elected to bat

c. c.
M. c.
R. B.
s. M.
B. F.
G. s.
D. A.

Hunte
Carew
Kanhai
Nurse
Butcher
Sobers
Jo Holford

b Bailey
c Murray b Shackleton
c Murray b Shackleton
b Shackleton
b d'Oliveira
c Inman b Bailey
'7
Murray b d'Oliveira

7
9
1

8
21
9
33
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not out
c Murray b d ' Oliveira
b Titmus
c Titmus b Marshall

W. W. Hall
J. 1 . Hendriks
1. R. Gibbs
R. Cohen

45
8

6
0

Fall

of wickets:-

(42 overs)

147

TOTAL

15, 17, 25, 34, 45, 86, 95, 103, 143, 147 .

Shackleton
10-2-17-3;
Alley 5-0-21-0;
Bailey
Titmus 10-2-23-1;
Mushtaq 5-2-9-0;
d'Oliveira
Marshall
1-1-0-1.

7-0-45-2;
4-0-32-3;

M.C.C.
c Hendriks b Hall
b Sobers
b Gibbs
b Gibbs
b Sobers
b Sobers
b Sobers
c & b Sobers
c Gibbs b Holford
not out
b Sobers

R. E. Marshall
K. Ibadulla

Co Milburn
Mushtaq Mohammed
B. 1 . d 1 0liveira
C. C. Inman
W. E. Alley
T. E. Bailey
F • J o 'I'i tmus
D. L. Murray
D. Shackleton
TOTAL
Fall

9

28
7
0
1

23
11
0

6
2
0

87

of wickets:-

(22 .2 overs)

18, 35, 35, 44, 51, 75, 75, 81, 85, 87.

Hall 4-0-19-1;
Cohen 3-1-16-0;
Gibbs 5-1-28-2;
Sobers 702-2-16-6;
Holford 3-1-8-1,
The stage was now set for the final of the competition between Sto Frank's
and the West Indians to be played on the morrow.
Fenton announced that the same
team which beat Sussex would play against the West Indians, but the tourists
mad.e
one change, bringing in Brancker for Cohen who pulled a thigh muscle and left the
field during the M.C. C. innings.
This added to the injury to Charlie Griffith
left the West Indians with only one fast bowler for the match, Hall, although
Sobers can, of course, bowl both slow and fast.
At about a quarter to ten the next morning, the teams began to assemble on
Big Sideo
As the players were enjoying a pre-match "net," William Napoleon Browne
drew Edgar Fenton to one side.
Pardon me, Brother Fenton, 1 said Browne, 'but I believe that you may be in
some doubt as to whether we should bat or field if you win the toss.
Am I correct?'
1

really,
score,

'That i s true, Browne,' replied the skipper.
so that , whatever else happens, we don't
and that the match is over by lunch. '
' Wise words, Brother

Edgar.

'I suppose we ought to field
get bowled out for a ridiculous

May I endorse your remarks,

and set your mind

at rest by saying that they have the approval of the pride of the Browne family?
Furthermore , might I suggest
and not Brother Nipper, for,

that Brother Pitt is used as first
change bowler today
though it pains me deeply to say so , I fear that
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Brother Pitt is the better bowler of the two and is more likely to be effective?
Today, Brother, you wJll be relieved
to know that my shoulder inJury is ful1yrecovered and that I shall be able to proceed to do feats of derring-do
on the
greensward should you wish me to turn my arm over.'
'Thanks,

old man,'

smiled Fenton,

' I'll

bear that

1n mind,'

It was not unusual for Brmme to counsel Fenton in this fashion;
from experience that Brovme was not a braggart over his own abilities,
he had come recently
to lean heavily on Browne for advice,

Fenton knew
and, indeed,

'Ah, Brother Fenton, I perceive Brother Sobers in the middle distance.
He
is approaching steadi=..y, and I believe it is his intention
that you should proceed
to the middle and toss for choice of innings,
Remember, Brother, that if he
should call wrongly, the cricket world is looking to you to ask our honoured guests
to partake of first use of the wicket,'
And Browne strolled
off, leaving Fenton and Sobers to walk to the centre and
toss.
Arriving there they took a long hard look at the wicket and Sobers prodded
it with his thumb, and then looked round the outfield
which was still
damp from
overnight rain.
'Ready?'

asked Fenton.

'You call.'

'Heads,'
'Tails,

I'm afraid,'

smiled Fenton,

' will

you bat,

please.'

As Conrad Hunte and Joey Carew walked out to open the West Indian innings,
they could be seen to be smiling contentedly
to themselves as though they anticipa scoring 50 or 60 runs and then making way for someted an easy morning ' s batting,
one else to have a knock.
The chatter round the g-round ceased as Fenton placed a fairly defensive field,
with third man and long leg out, but with slip, gully, forward and backward short
leg, cover, mid on and mid off in closer to the bat and Gresham prepared to bowl
the first
over,
All six deliveries
were on a length and Hunte contented himself
with playing them back defensively,
At the end of the over Gresham received a
warm round of applause, and it was to be noted that both Hunte and Carew had a
good look at a spot around the good length area.
Apparently the wicket was not
quite to their satisfaction
and ease of mind.
Russi Kahn bowled a maiden to Carew, and then in Gresham's next over Hunte
set the scoreboard moving by turning him to long leg for two.
After six overs
t he West Indian score stood at six for no wicket and both batsmen appeared to be
settling
down, and both had scored three runs.
Gresham's first
bal.1 to Hunte was
played back down the wicket, but the second was a vicious off-cutter
which pitched
on the line of Hunte 1 s off-stump and came back sharply to hit the top of the leg
Small boys cheered, caps were flung in the air, and
stumpo
The crowd erupted.
the noise could hardly have been very gratifying
to Hunte, as he walked slowly in
with his head bowedo
Six for one, last man three,
'A very good start.
doorway.

Mr. Lee 1 1 remarked Dre Stafford,

'Very good indeed, Doctor,'
replied the Housemaster.
be bowling more like his father than ever.'
Loud applause greeted the new batsman, Rohan Kanhai,

standing
1

in the pavilion

Young Gresham seems to

as he made his way to
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the wicket.
He played out the over, and then, as Gresham took his sleeveless
sweater, he received another warm hand .
As he passed Browne, the lanky Fifthformer murmured to him, 'Try to give Brother Kanhai a similar ball, for he was out
in that way yesterday brother.'
The third ball of Kahn's next over was driven beautifully
through the covers
for the first
boundary of the day by Carew.
Kanhai respectfully
played an over
from Gresham, and then Kahn brought an off-cutter
back to take the edge of Carew's
bat and give George Wilson a simple catch at the wicket, which he gleefully
accepted.
Seymour Nurse came in and took two to long leg off the last ball of
the over, and then Kanhai with delicate
dabs took a two and a single to third man
from Gresham .
Nurse drove him into the covers for one, and t h en Gresham produced
the ball Browne had asked him for, Kanhai obliged by touching it, Wilson accepted
the catch, and the West Indians,
in the eleventh over, were 16 for 3, last man
three.
Garfield Sobers now came in with
two for a drive past the bowler, and
where Morrow made a magnificent
stop
ball to the wicket-keeper,
he took a
round it and had a word with Fenton,
trotted
out to take his place.
In the
that he had
it stitched
the hand for

the
then
with
look
and

air of a batsman in form , and he took
hit the last ball of the over to mid off
his right hand.
After returning
the
at his hand, bound his handkerc h ief
then left the field.
Ralph Fullwood

Mr. Lee took a look at Morrow's hand, and discovered
dressing-room,
split a finger.
He bound the finger up and sent Morrow off to have
at the local hospital,
but warned him that it would be foolish to use
anything for a few days and that batting was quite out of the question.

Back on the field,
Sobers and Nurse were beginning to fight back and in the
nineteenth
over, Gresham's tenth and last, Seymour Nurse sent a crashing drive
past point for four to bring the fifty up.
His joy was short-lived,
however, as
Greshamis next ball took his leg stump and the West Indians were fifty for four.
Basil Butcher joined Sobers, and they scored quite happily off Pitt, who had
replaced Kahn, and Kahn, who came on for Gresham.
However, in his eighth over,
Reggie Pitt floated the ball away from Butcher's bat, the West Indian just tickled
the ball and a tremendous roar announced that George Wilson had made his third
75 for 5, last man 11.
catch;
And now the West Indians were in real trouble;
five of their first
six batsmen were back in the pavilion with only 75 runs on the board, and half of their
allotted
55 overs gone.
As if this was not bad enough, David Holford, who had
scored all of the six runs he and his cousin (Sobers) had put on, tried to swing
Pitt over mid-wicket,
got a bottom edge and was magnificently
caught by Wilson,
diving forward and to his right;
81 for 6.
Brancker came in next, and Sobers took a single off the first ball of the
next over, bowled by Browne.
Brancker took a careful leg guard, surveyed the
field,
and, as Browne bowled, came forward to meet the ball defensively,
missed
and saw his leg stump cartwheeling
back towards Wilson;
82 for 6, last man 0.
The new batsman was the wicket-keeper
Jackie Hendriks, now recovered from the
thumb injury which had kept him out of the first
two Test Matches.
By watchful
defence he survived until lunch, but by now Sobers was beginning to dominate the
innings.
In one over he produced two searing cover-drives
for four off Browne ,
hooked him for four more in his next over, and then produced the shot of the match
by hitting
him back over his head for six.
By lunch, taken after 38 overs, the
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West Indians

had made 109 for seven,

with Sobers on 51 and Rawle Brancker

By the lunch interval
Arthur Morrow had returned from the hospital
Fenton and Browne held a serious consultation
in the pavilion.
'I ' m afraid

I won' t be able

to open,'

said Morrow rather

sadly

on 8.
and he,

to his captain.

1
It puts us in rather a spot,
'That 1 s bad luck, old man, ' replied Fenton.
not that it's your fault,
of course - it was a magnificent pi ece of fielding
and
saved four certain runs. '

' Thanks,

1

said Morrow, ' but who's going to open with you? '

' Well, I had thought of taking Nipper in with me but we really need him
coming in a bit lower down.
But, if he doesn ' t open, I don 1 t know who will.'
'Pardon me, Brother Fenton, ' interposed Browne.
' If I might be so bold as
to make a suggestion,
I would think that your best partner would be Brother Pitt,
for his innings on Wednesday stamped him as a batsman of prodigious skills
and
unlimited courage.'
rather
facing

' That ' s a good idea, Browne, but I think I'd better ask him if he'll do it
than detail him - I must admit that I don't exactly relish the prospect of
Wesley Hall.'

The conversation
went on to more general matters concerning the match, but
Fenton was still
looking serious and thoughtful as he led his team into the field
once more.
Jerry Dodd's first
over after lunch yielded twelve runs, with both batsmen
looking keen to take the quick si ngle as and when it was offered.
A single from
Hamilton ' s bowling, and another from Dodd, brought Hendriks to face Hamilton ' s
bowling once again.
Nipper flighted
the ball into the batsman and Hendriks came
studiously
forward i n defence~ only to receive a vicious leg-break which whipped
123 for 8,
off the pitch 9 touched his bat and flew into Wilson's waiting gloves;
last man 12.
Surprisingly,
it was Hall and not Sobers who dominated the ninth wicket
partnership.
By virtue of some wild hitting,
a few edges and a considerable
amount of luck, Hall hit three boundaries,
and Sobers took five from Dodd to face
Hamilton again and to play a good maiden from him.
The end came swiftly.
Dodd's first ball to Hall was met with a confidentlooking push to mid off, but his second was a swinging yorker which took Hall ' s
leg stump out of the ground.
The next ball bowled Gibbs, and so after 44 overs
and three balls , the West Indians were all out for 140.
As the sides came in the crowd rose to Sobers, undefeated for a magnificent
67; including one six and nine fours.
Fenton led the St. Frank ' s team in
applause;
even the ranks of Tuscany . ••••
Between innings Fenton duly asked Pitt to open the innings with him and Pitt
accepted.
The news was not known generally
on the ground and many discussions
were held among the spectators
as to who would come i n first
with Fenton • . In one
corner of the ground, however, two juniors had made up their minds as to who was
not going to.
They, of course, were Church and McClure, who had insufficient
faith in the abilities
of their leader, Edward Oswald Handforth,
to expect him to
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be askedo
After ten minutes, however, discussion abated and a respectful
applause
announced that Gary Sobers was leading his team on to the field and ar:i outburst of
cheering greeted the arrival of Fenton and Pitt.
Hall bowl~d the first
over to Fenton at quite a lively pace. although he was
nowhere near his fastest,
and off the last ball Fenton pushed a single to square
leg to open the St . Frank's score .
Sobers bowled from the other end, and immediately struck a length, and twice caused Fenton to play and miss at balls leaving
him outside the off stump.
In his next over, after a single by Pitt, Hall pitched his second delivery
well up and was driven majestically
for four by Fenton and another single to
Fenton took him to face Sobers again.
Three runs from the over, and then Hall's
next over conceded a further six runs and the tall Barbadian took his sweater,
Sobers' third over produced the first wicket when Pitt did well to get his
bat anywhere near a beautiful
leg-cutter
but could only give Gibbs in the gully a
simple catch;
18 for one, last man 8.
Gibbs replaced Hall and Fenton took a single from his last ball and then
played another maiden from Sobers.
Browne took guard, prepared to receive his
first ball and came forward to it and was comprehensively bowled; 19 for 2. last
man O.
Hamilton came in, but, before he had scored: he could only watch as three
times in one over Fenton snicked Sobers.
The first edge was short and wide of
Kanhai at slip and ran through to the third Nan boundary for four;
the next was
high over slip's
head and went for four moreo
The third was finer. and it
nestled snugly in Hendriks' gloves, and St. Frank's were 27 for 3, with Fenton
having made 19.
Horace Stevens now joined Hamilton but looked in considerable
trouble against
the remainder of Sobers' over.
A four through mid-wicket and a two to deep mid
on came from Gibbs next over to Hamilton.
And then Stevens facing Sobers aga in,
sparred at another ball outside of his off stump, got a touch and Hendriks duly
obliged, 33 for 4, last man O.
Hamilton and Jerry Dodd, the new batsmen, did not seem to be over-awed either
by the situation
or by reputations~
and they struck some handsome blows off both
Gibbs and Sobers before Sobers again found the edge of Dick Hamilton's bat and
Gibbs completed another catch;
56 for 5, last man 22.
By now it had been announced that Arthur Morrow would bat if necessary, and
it looked as though 1t would be necessary.
Sixteen overs only had been bowled,
so St . Frank ' s had plenty of time left and it seemed that Dodd and Handforth
realised this for they put their heads down and grafted for runs .
Sobers was
still
find1.ng the edge of the bat, but now fortune seemed to favour the school for
snicks were going for runs and were not going to hando
When the score had
reached 87~ however, and with the danger of Sobers now removed (he had completed
his allotted
ten overs), Gibbs pushed one through a little
quicker to Handforth
and had him caught at the wicket;
87 for 6. last man 15, 24 overs bowled.
Gresham joined Dodd, and the cricket became quiet but not dullo
At tear
after 26 overs had been bow1ed the score was 92 for 6, with Dodd on 25 and Gresham
on 3o
Eleven overs of spin plus two of pace from Hall conceded only nineteen
runs before Holford caused a leg break to bite and turn viciously
to take the edge
of Dodd's bat and present Hendriks with catch number four.
The scoreboard showed
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106 for 7, last man :551 and the crowd gave J ercy Dodd a big hand as he came in for
he had played sensibly when his side was in dire trouble.
A few seconds later a
further roar announced that Arthur Morrow was coming in.
He played out the over
safeJy enough, but it was noticeable
that he withdrew his bottom (right) hand
every time his bat met the bal L
Apparently it was paining him to a considerable
extent but his actual play did not seem to suffer.
If the previous stand was slow, this one was played at a positively
funereal
pace.
Brancker came and went, Gibbs and Holford both bowled their ten overs and
came off 1 and then, with three and a half overs left. Wesley Hall swm1g a yorker
125 for 8, last man 6.
past Morrow's apprehensive bat and uprooted his leg stump;
The crowd gave Arthur Morrow a very warm reception.
for although he had made only
six runs he had played courageously and had stayed with Gresham while 19 runs were
added and had made even victocy a possibility.
(See illustration
on page 18)
Now with Kahn as his partner,
Gresham adopted different
tactics
and started
to hit hard.
As a result 1 when last over was called the score stood at 136 for 8,
Sobers set a field to save
Gresham 27, Kahn 4, and Carew was to bowl to Kahn.
the single., Carew bowled and Kahn lofted him over point for one, and then Gresham,
trying to hit Carew out of sight . skied the ball to the wicket-keeper,
137 for 9,
were hushed and tense as George Wilson, of whom it
last man 27.
The spectators
had been jokingly said he only batted at nu."llber 11 because there was no number 12,
came in with four baJ.ls left and four runs wanted.
The third ball of the over somehow brought two of these runs from a forward
defensive shot which ended up at long leg,
The next ball was straight
and was
met with an equally straight
bat.
No run,,
Wilson edged a single off the fifth
ball, and Sobers drel, every fielder
up into a close-catching
position for the last
ball.
Carew bowled it, Kahn came forward ar.td tapped the ball just wide of Holford
at short mid on and -:he batsmen galloped through for the winning run.
Then, and only -:hen, did the crowd cheer, and how they cheered.
Edgar
Fenton, who a few minutes earlier
had been pacing restlessly
up and down behind
the pavilion unable •:o bear the tension and afraid to watch, came bounding on to
the pitch.
Sobers, smiling broadly, came up to him and shook his hand, murmuring
"Well done" to the e=_ated St. Frank!s skipper.
FINAL: St. Frank ' s v West Indians, June 24th
St. Frank's won the toss and elected to field.
WEST INDIANS
c. c. Hunte
b Gresham
3
M. c. Carew
c Wilson b Kahn
7
R. B. Kabhai
c Wilson b Gresham
'3
.s. M• Nurse
b Gresham
19
G. s. Sobers
not out
67
B. F. Butcher
c Wilson b Pitt
11
D. A. J. Holford
c Wilson b Pitt
6
R. Brancker
0
b Browne
., W1.lson b Hamil ton
J. L. Hendriks
12
w. W. Hall
b Dodd
12
L. R. Gibbs
b Dodd
_Q
TOTAL
140 (44.3 overs)
Fall of wickets:6, 10, 149 50, 751 81 , 82, 123, 140, 140.
r>

..
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Gresham 10-3-30-3;
Kahn 10-2-38-1;
Browne 5-1-19-1;
Hamilton 6-1-18 - 1;

Pitt
10-2-13-2;
Dodd 303-0-22-2.

ST. FRANK'S
c
c
b
c
c
c
c
c

Hendriks b Sobers
Gibbs b Sobers
Gibbs
Gibbs b Sobers
Hendriks b Sobers
Hendriks b Holford
Hendriks b Gibbs
Hendriks b Carew
b Hall
not out
not out
(9 wkts)

E. Fenton
Ro Pitt
W. N. Browne
R. Hamilton
H. Stevens
Jo Dodd
E. 0. Handforth
Ho Gresham
A. Morrow
H. R. L. Kahn
G, Wilson
TOTAL

19
8
0

22
0
35
15
27
6
6

3
141

(55 overs)

Fall of wickets:18, 19, 27, 33, 56, 87 , 106, 125, 137.
Hall 8-1-26-1;
Sobers 10-2-53-4;
Gibbs 10-1-19-2;
Brancker 10-0-20-0;
Holford 10-3-12-1;
Carew 7-3-11-1.
After the match, both teams were entertained
to dinner by the Headmaster, and
then in Big Hall Dr. Stafford proudly presented the trophy to Edgar Fenton, amid
wild cheering from the school.
Sobers made a very nice speech, thanking the
school for their hospitality
and congratulating
them again on a wonderful performance.
Fenton thanked him for his words, Dr. Stafford for the trophy and the
school for their encouragement, and then called for three cheers for their distinguished visitors.
These were duly given and it seemed as though the roof of
Big Hall would be raised from its anc i ent beams so loud was the cheering.
Eventually~ however, the time came for the guests to leave and amid further
enthusiastic
cheering they drove out of the ancient gateway en route for their
next fixture.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
HAPPY AND BLESSED CHRISTMASGREETINGS TO AN INCREASING CIRCLE OF FRIENDS
IN THE HOBBY. MAY YOU HAVE TIME TO WRITE AND OFFER ME SPARE "S.OoLs."
OR 2nd SERIES "BLAKES." CAN ANYONEADD TO THE PLEASURESOF 1967 BY
OFFERING ME THE FIRST ISSUE OF SEXTON BLAKE ANNUALOR ANY PRE-WAR
II ADVENTURE
ANNUAL." ALL LETTERS ANSWERED.
DENNIS HILLIARD, 45 Moorbridge

Lane,

Stapleford,

Nottingham.

EXCHANGEFOR MAGNETS:First Po~t War Merry Annual; Schoolgirls'
Own Annual
(1930);
"Outlaws of St. Martins;"
"Sheepy Wilson;"
(Gunby Hadath originals).
PARSONS, 4, Park Road,
Tranmere,
Birkenhead.
GREETINGS and

BEST WISHES to

SATCHELL, 63

ALL C. D.

CANTWELLROAD,

READERS

LONDON, S. E. 18.

A MISSING MASTERPIECE:
r:la ssj cal scholars
mourn for the lost plays of
gj ve h&lf their
collection
to possec:s "The History
Que lch, M.A.;
and students
of Mythology search
in
book on their
sutject
w}'.ic:.h Mi ss Penelope
Primrose,
Scbool Wf:!..E;
wTi ting i n her spare time.
Bu t I,

like Galileo
of old,
and waft a sigh from
rr:.c•r:yno bl e volun.,es containing

tr,e wi lJow,
the

Euripe d e~;
;ra~ne ti teE wc·uld
of Greyfriars"
by Eenry Samuel
vain fer the £!,Teat autho r it,3tive
House
Headmistress
of 1:liff

ca r e fo r none of these things.
':'he re r:;.son l wf.·,cr
Indus to the Pole is because
I shal l ntv er r:;ossess
" The History
of TiddlerviJ"
by Philp ot t ~ottles ,

O.E.
Abou t a yf-ar ago tha t doyer. of
leLt me his cterished
bound volume
copies
therein,
was CHIPS No. 1383,
the History
to which I refer.
Let
the book to Granville
the spelJing

old boys's
book c ollector
s , ._;r [1.L·1ille T . Waine ,
of Comic Papers.
Amongst t he fifty
or sixty
datec 3rd March 1917 in whcb I first
re 2d of
me quote Mr . Bot. tles - but as I hnv e returned
(alas)
is my own:-

De.sr Re2ders,
I h&ve just
took upon myself a most stupendo us task;
a literar
y tasJ.. wLicL
ain 't never been attempted
before
by any living
writer.
I am 0 o in.Y,"to write
the history
of Tiddlervi
l - that spacious
dorr:ain wt.st s t.ret ches fa r, fnr away
b eyoGd the brickfields
in my neighbourhooc:.
That rug gEc mountainm;;.c rei:; i or.,
f8mo u 2. for its lofty
rubbish
heaps and frowning
cJ inker banks , and the broa d

-- ·-- - -- -

,

similar to Mrs. Slapcabbidges
'ot drink sa l oon , or to Mrs. Tidy 1 s 11Tuck Box" in
that superb story of boys and girls by John Edward Fordwych (Henry J. Garrish).
But, most important of all, my youthful
almost exactly like Tiddlervil
itself.
Beyond the ruins of an
Red Hills,
stretching
for a
is at least 500 years older
ologists
have found cinders

playground

chanced to be a region

ancient Cistercian
Abbey, founded in 1152, lay the
mile before one came to a famous Forge.
This forge
than the abbey, under the foundations
of which archaeand slag.

The Red Hills formed over the centuries
from the iron slag heaps;
overgrown
with weeds, brambles and sallows, were our happy hunting grounds.
Small ponds
were to be found in the innermost recesses,
whilst discarded engine-boilers
and
huge tanks, all red with rust, made ideal 'robber dens.'
A wonderful playground
for exploring,
climbing, blackberrying,
and mischief generally.
In other words,
our private Tiddlervil!
THE OFFICE BOYSANDTHEIR 'KOLLUMS'
As all quiz solvers know, the principal
Comic Papers contained each week a
column, supposedly written by the office boy.
In CHIPS, Philpott
Bottles contrithe COMICCUTS office boy, Sebastian Ginger wrote 'Mi Wurd,'
buted 'Mi Kollum;'
whilst Horatio Pimple in FUNNYWONDER
gave us 'Ho, I Say!'
These articles
were
obviously the work of the same writer,
and I wish I knew his name.
He was a
great humorist.
~hilpott
Bottles was office boy to CHIPS for well over fifty years.
My
earliest
copy of the famous pink comic paper is No. 421 dated 24th September 1898,
and in that issue Bottles is starred as president
of the Cheery Chortlers Club and
contributes
a 'complete,
thrilling
and face-contorting
narrative'
to a meeting at
the Joyful Pelican.
But in CHIPS No. 512, for 23rd June 1900 appears the very first
'Orfis Boys
Column, headed 'One littel
wurd wif yu. 1
In that issue, Cornelius Chips, the
editor says - "You will notice that Bottles,
our Office Boy, has laid claim to a
colunm in CHIPS."
And very well he maintained and worked that claim, for, when
we said 'Goodbye, Mr. Chips' on September 12th, 1953, in the last number of CHIPS
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- the 2997th issue, Philpot
thus - "Goodbye, Chipmates,
Bottles."

had his column, and ended his final paragraph
still
Yore pal, Philpott
and the best of luck to you all.

THATSPELLING;
R 92~ Maurice Kutner, in a most perceptive
Writing in STORYPAPERCOLLECTONo.
1
mentions - "office boys employed on the
World,
'The Comic
article
and informative
These
a weekly column of mis-spelling.
with
reader
to plague the
staff,
editorial
spelling,'
'new
their
with
time
their
of
ahead
years
fifty
office boys were really
accepted by our modern educationists."
which is at long last being seriously
Most true, Maurice, but to me the spelling was no plague, but a delight.
consistent 1 and one soon became used to the employment of
For it was perfectly
U = you, etc.)
?. = to;
(B4 = before;
for words.
figures and capitals
1
Phool'
of Bunter was very unconvincing.
On the other hand, the bad spelling
1
Danny
and
1
stories
s
Sam
St.
his
in
Nugent
Dicky
etc.
box,'
for
bocks
fool;
for
difficult
long,
in their orthography 9 and will spell
in his Diary, are also erratic
words correctlyu
boy,
S
Also, compare the spelling of Bartholomew Bluenose, the CHUCKLEoffice
of
spelling
the
of
imitation
an
was
This
Sanktum.:
'Mi
in his weekly column
as a sub-story in the Magnet to
but as near the original
Sebastian and Philpott,
1
disappeared I never missed it,
Sanktum
iMi
When
Hamilton.
Charles
of
the writing
HERALDWithout
GREYFRIARS
the
like
been
have
would
Kollum
Mi
without
but CHIPS
Herlock Sholmes.
- even if you cannot speak like a Cockney,
To read them aloud is delightful
1320, 18-12-16.
No.
CHIPS
Here is a short example from
I told U larst weak about the weigh Ginger has bean chuckin his wait about
& address1n me & Oratio Pimple, ov the "Funny
"a norther,"
kawlin hisself
laitly,
Wonder" as "yu jerna1 ists. ''
That woz B-4 his Krismus yarn had apeered in "Comic Cuts"; but now that it
has kum out in awl the glorie ov print his orty manners hav be-kum kwite
unbairabe l •
as far as his
Larst Saterday, wen i took a strole akross the brickfields
the werd
found
i
Pond,
Tiddler
the
ov
bungerlo, witch stands on the banks
it.
ov
dor
the
"Sanktum" chroked up on
in frunt ov his ome-maid tabel in a thortfull
Inside, Sebastian woz sittin
on the wawL
awl round im, and his portrit
books
old
ov
lot
a
wiv
attitewd,
"Welkum 2 the
dor.
the
round
ed
mi
put
i
wen
sed,
e
Philpott!"
"Wot cher,
Sanktum!"
"Welkum 2 the wot?" I sez.
sanktum," e sez.
"Welkum 2 the orther's
doan't U?" i sez. in a toan ov kwiert railway.
"U meen SWANKTUM,
THE ILLUSTRATIONS:
was originally
The artist
illustration.
Every 1 kollum 1 had its appropriate
1
The scenery
place.
his
took
Blackitt
Benjamin
Mr.
on,
later
but
'Mr. Ebonystain,
Kort and
Biffins
of
architecture
the
House,
Fleetway
in
offices
the
of Tiddlervil,
its
with
e
Slapcabbidg
Mrs"
of
Serloon'
Drink
'Ot
popular
the
and
Rackhams Rents.
Hills
Red
the
of
topography
the
as
me
to
familiar
as
became
soon
Garding'
lovely 'T
themselves.
In CHIPS 1285,
to in the 1 kollum.'
was often referred
The illustration
~

~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~
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Philpott begins:- "Deer reeders,
enybody wood fink, 2 look at the pickcher wot the
artist
has bean & gorn & drord for Mi Kollum this weak that I woz taikin orf mi
koat 2 hav a fite wiv a spider."
However, when the artist
was on holiday, the office boy had to draw his own
illustration
.
In Comic Cuts No. 1528, 23rd August 1919, Sebastian Ginger w-rites:"Deer Peroozers, - Doan' t yu fink i hav improoved in mi drorin?
The fackt is,
i have bean taikin lessens since I rote 2 yu larst - taikin them wen nobody
wozn't lookin, so 2 speeko
Mister Benjimin Blackit,
the offis-boys'
speshel artist,
is away on is
ollerdays;
so each day, arter a kwick lunch, i nip in-2 the Art Room, &
over-all his desk 4 ruf studdies ov rubbish-eaps,
dug-outs, bungerlows,
Swissel's milk tins, kloes-props,
dustbins,
tadpoles, & skraps of T{ddler
Pond scenery. 1'
Also the many characters
introduced into this saga were portrayed week by
week for many years, and Bottles straw hat, Pimple 1 s monocle, and Ginge r' s cap
with the centre star were well-known to every comic-paper reader.
To say nothing
of the rival charms of the office-boys 1 'fiaskos'
- Sharlott Skroggins, Tilda Tabs,
and Sally Slapcabbidge.
THE CORRESPONDENTS:
1
Philpott Bottles received as many letters
as does the editor of COLLECTORS
DIGEST, and his "Arnsers to Korespondents" were as enjoyable reading as "The
Postman Called" in the 'C.D.'
Here are just a few examples - out of hundreds.
Miss Joyce M Quaile (Glasgow) Fanks for yor nice letter.
Wun ov the 6 pins wot
U sent me for the "Biffin ' s Kort Opskotch Gazet 11 stuck in mi finger wen i woz
opening yor letter,
& i t didn 1 t ark make me jump~ I am sorry i karn 1 t sent Uth e
110pskotch
Gazet 11 , becoz it is only a lokal paper, & doan't serkulate out ov mi
naiberood.
Wy doan 1 t U kum & liv in Biffins Kort? Then U kood pay yor 6 pins 2
Martha Miggs, & sea the "Opskotch Gazet 11 every weak?
W. Wardell (Skinnin-grove),
A.T.B. (Brackley), and uthers.
Pleeze 4-giv me for
not havin arnsered yor letters
B-4, But wot wiv our Krismus Number, & the Winter
Kampain against Nibsy Nobbler & his gang, witch i am konductin in mi spare time
round bi the Tiddler Pond, i hav bean kept so bizzy laitly
that i hav ardly had a
minnit 2 kawl mi own.
"Edwin" (Haslemere) asks - "How does Joe Peters, the hero of "The School Bell"
Edwin mite jest as well arsk me ow a dawg can wag his taleo
The
wag his ears?u
fackt is, the dawg hisself
doan't know.
A Little Bit of Fluff" (Trowbridge) writes - 111 am greatly inter este d in that
well-known watering place and pleasure resort Tiddlervil~
and would li ke to see a
complete picture of it in ' Mi Kollum 1 • (She sines erself - 'Wiv best luv' & sum
crosses at the end, witch i hav had 2 tare orf in kase they shood fawl. in-2
Sharlot's
ands.)
Many other re~uests for a full map of Tiddlervil
appeared from time to tim e.
As a matter of fact, a 'Magnifisent
Spectackuler Reproduckshun' of Tiddlervil
was
constructed
by Philpott for the Moggses Mews Industrial
Exhibition,
and was illu~trated in CHIPS Noo 1343.
This showed the Tiddler Pond in all its beauty, also
Sebastian Ginger's bungalow, Philpott's
dugout, etc, whilst in the foreground,
Mount Tiddlervil
- the loftiest
rubbish heap in the district
reared its stately
cresto
11
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vil

Perhaps in a later
and the surrounding

article
region,

WHO ' S

I may be able to give the complete map of Tiddlerbut in the meantime, here is the WHO

T I DDL E R V I L

OF

The ice-cream merchant of
ANTONIO,Signor.
ANTONIO,Junior.
Son of the above.
Keeps
Biffens Court .
Has an advertisement
on the
Theatre.'
"Arter the theayter,
try a baked
BLACKIT,Benjamin.

Professional

artist

Tiddlervil.
the baked-potato
can at the corner of
safety-curtain
of the ' Royal Raspberry
pertater!"
KAFFYANTONIO- NOWOPEN,

at Fleeway House .

See above.

BLAKEY,Bill.
The great friend of Sebastian Ginger, to whom he li ve s next door
in Rackham13Rents.
Is an amateur photographer,
and many of his pictures appear
in the 'Biffens Court ' Opskotch Gazet.'
Bill is engaged to Martha lftiggs, who
He is also an interio r decorator.
On one occasion he reedits the 'Gazet .'
de·corated Ginger's bungalow with "sum sarmpels ov wawl-paper, wot e fownd in a
The bill for the job was 25 cigarette
cards.
empty owse. 1
BOTTIN, Mrs. The Biffens Court Laundress . "Mrs. Bottin, the wel-noan larndriss,
karries on er varst enterprize
rite oppersite mi owse, & mi bed-room winder afords
a magnifisent vew over bewtifull
grounds, witch R taistfully
laid out wiv every
variety ov woshin. " CHIPS 1351.
BOTTIN, Bells.
Daughter of the above.
Is engaged to Alf Wilks, cousin of Philpott
Bottles.
Once fought a duel with Martha Miggs (q.v.) for the hand of Philpott,
when a rumour got about that his engagewent to Sharlot Skroggins had been broken
off.
A full account of the fray appeared in the 'Opskotch Gazet.'
Bella has a
young brother,
aged 9.
BOTTLES
, Mr. Father of Philpott ., A fine
Day in the Work-owse' gave great pleasure.

elocutionist.
His rendering
See COMICCUTS, No. 1522.

of 'Krismus

BOTTLES, Philpott.
Office boy to CHIPS for over fift:y years.
Lives in Biffens
Court, and is engaged to Miss Sharlott Skroggins (q.v.).
Philpott's
journalistic
talent developed very early.
When he was only 3 he edited a home-made paper "The
Tiddler Pond News & Tad.pole Times & Advertizer."
His famous dugout, near to
Mount Tiddlervil,
is well known.
Cosiness itself
inside, with coke stove.
Note
the old oak stair-case,
the furniture
- simple but neat, the 'fambly portrait'
etc,
in the beautiful
engraving by Mr. Benjamin Blackit - in CHIPS No. 1475.
of Philpott Bottles.
One can but mention a
Many and varied are the talents
of the 'intermetzo
from Kavvi-O 'Leary Rusty Karno'
few.
His violin recital
received with 'rapcherus aplorse';
the piano which he made for his dugout, and at
which Miss Skroggins played 'Beetroot ' s Moonlite Tomarter 1 ; his invention of a
joint mouth-organ for three performers;
his quotation from 'Ujeen Airem 1 and
other poems; his study of cat language;
etc. etc. etc.
Other relations
of Philpot who come into the saga of Tiddlervil
include his
Cousin Pertinax of Market Dewsberry; his Uncle Philpot - the well-known coal and
potato merchant of Fulham, and his Aunt Jemima.
DORBER,Dicky. The famous boy pavement artist,
who lives at No. 13 Biffens Court.
His skill as a
Tried for a job in CHIPS when their artists
were called up.
"Dicky Durdles
sculptor (in snow) was well exemplified in CHIPS 1372.
See article
P.A. - the Man and his Work" in COMICCUTSfor October 14th, 1916.
DORBER
Mother of the above .
Little was known about this lady until she
1 Mrs.
had a fight with Mrs. Miggs who lived at No. 11 Biffens Court - the house next
door.
Then all her family history came out! See the report in FUNNYWONDER.

,-
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-
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DURJ)LES,Mr. Police Constable.
Lives next door to the Bottles family in Biffens
Court.
Spends much of his time chasing Nibsy Nobbler (q.v.)
Patronises the
Magpie and Stump, and often 'tickles
his throttel
wiv arf a pint of legs & wings.'
A full-length
and life size portrait
of P.C. Durdles was painted by Dicky Dorber see CHIPS 1363.
Wears a
DURJ)LES,Jimmy.
Son of the above who follows his father ' s footsteps.
cast-off
Jimmy is the
policeman's helmet which comes well down over his eyes.
Chief Inspector of the Biffens Court Boy Specials, and is very officious
in pursuit
of his duty.
However he was not above taking a bribe of a small raspberry and a
rice cake from Mrso Slapcabbidge for not reporting a light shining through her
window blind.
GINGER,Sebastian.
Office boy to COMICCUTS. Lives at No. 15a Rackhams Rents,
and is usually in friendly rivalry with Philpot Bottleso
Is engaged to Ti l da
Tabs (q.v,)
As author of "The Ornted Bungerlo" (See COMICCUTSXmas Double Number for
Sebastian Ginger regards himself as a cut above a
1915), and other famous stories,
'meer jernalist . 1
Hi s own bungalow is a well-lmown feature of the Tiddlervi l
scene.
His great pal is Bil Blakey.
Owns a motor-car propelled by young
Roderick Rimo; also state barge - The Giddy Wilk.
Has considerable
talents as
and often illustrates
an artist,
his weekly column 'Mi Wurd. 1
As a poet,
Sebastian is of the Ogden Nash school.
Here are his verses about Nibsy Nobbler the 1 Terror of the Tiddler Pond 1 -"I eggspeckt every wun wil B glad
Wen yung Nibsey is took in-2 kusterdy.
Eis ree l y a very bad lad,
Andi sore P.C. Durdles chasin im akross
the brick-feelds,
Only the day be-4 yusterdy.
GINGER,JVIrs. Mother of the above. Described
in a bekummin golf cap & bloo over-awl."
JINKS, Jerry .
The 'pr i nter
engaged to Lil Lobjot (q.v.)
the Tiddler Pond.
Also as
Maizon Slapcabbidge.
At a
them ventrilerkwists
dubbel
wining like a puppy, singing
su.mwunchucked a pomgranni t

on one occasion

as "a stately

daim

' s imp,' and a very versatile
character indeedo Is
Performs as a nigger minstre l on the cinder-beach by
a one-man jazz band at the well-known 'T-Garding' at
jolly little
bachelor party, Jerry ' kame wiv wun ov
throtes,
wiv witch e erstonished
and mistified
us awl bi
like a kanairy, and immitaitin berds & beests ti l l
at im. 1

LOBJOT, Larry.
Lift boy at Fleetway House until he 'went on munitions. ' His girl
is Priscilla
Pankake.
On one never-to-be-forgotten
occasion he exchanged hats
with PhilpottBottles'
cousin Alf - who was then page-boy at the local cinema.
"Larry sertingly
looked funny werkin the lift wiv the werd "CINEMA"on is at .
Several kids wawked in- 2 the stately bilding (Fleetway House), & started lookin 4
the pay-box."
LOBJOT, Lil .
Sister of above. Engaged to Jerry Jinks - the printer's
impo After
her brother went on munitionsr Lil took his job as lift-atte
ndant at Fleetway House.
Philpott Bottles gave her the ' gl ad, ' the first
time she took him up to the CHIPS
office on the 5th floor, and sang the following love song to her:"Wen Lift Gal's
Shore, it's

ies R smilin~
like a morn in spring;
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In the lilt ov Lift Gal"s larfture,
U kan ear the aingels sing .
Wen Lift Gal 1 s arts R appy
Awl the werld seams brite & gay
And wen Lift Gal's ies R smilin ,
Shore, they steel yor art away i

II

Lil had to cool his ardour wtth a playful tap on the ear with the steel hook
she used for shutting the gate.
Later she landed him with the bill for her lunch
at the sausage shop.
("2 zepperlins
on a kloud - in uvver werds, a kuppel ov
fried sossidges wiv mashed pertaters.
Als o 2 el.pings ov treekel pudden, & a
large kup of korfee.)
Philpott had to lunch on bananas for the rest of the week.
As he said, rather bitterly
- "Lift gals is awl very well;
but i sharn't B sorry
wen the war is over & Larry is back wunce moron his old job , i give U mi erly
berd!"
MIGGS, Martha.
Editress of the 'Biffens
which CoMiCuS offers ten Red Magnetso)

Court

'Opskotch

Gazet

1

(for

a copy of

This famous paP.er was 'printed
entirely
by hand' on exercise book paper, and
its circulation
was. one copy per weeko
The current issue could be found lying on
the counter of Mrs. Slapcabbidges
'Ot Drink Shop every Saturday.
In addition to
dealing with hopskotch, the journal gave all the latest news of Tiddlervil
and its
inhabitants,
with two pages of real photographs,
taken by Bil Blakey, and pasted
on to the paper.
Martha Miggs lives in Biffens Court, near to the famous 'Opskotch Linx o1
She was once engaged to Timothy Tabs, and also once fought a duel with Bella Bottin
for the hand of Philpott Bottleso
However, she is now the 'fiasko ' of Bil Blakey,
and is going steady.
Besides her literary
talent,
Miss Miggs is a composer? and
her revue 1 As U Woznet," produced at the Roil Rarsberry Theayter was a great
success.
The opening chorus began:·
"Thay used 2 kawl us ' flappers'
in CHIPS & COMICCUTS;
But now we'r known as ' spanners'
1
Kos we tern the eds ov the 'nutso'"
MIGGS, Mrs . The warlike mother of the above.
Lives at No. 11 Biffens Court.
Her fight with Mrs. Dorber (q.vo) was accredited
to Mrso Skroggins, owing to careless reporting
by Oratio Pimple.
The matter however was corrected
in CHIPS No.
1351.
"Now, i fink I ort 2 menchun, in fareness 2 mi gal, Sharlot , that the sokawled laidy necks-dor referd 2 bi Oratio, woz not Mrs. Skroggins, oo livs at
Number 15, & is-reely
a puffick laidy in every sense ov the werd, but a person
naimed Miggs, oo rezides at Number 11 ."
NOBBLER,Nibsy.
The notorious Boy Outlaw, knovm as 1 The Terror of the Tiddler
Pond . '
Like Dick Turpin, Nibsy also has a horse cal led Bormy Black Bess, which
consists
of two members of his gang disguised in old coal sacksc
His most deadly
weapon is a water pistol
loaded with ebony stain.
See the vivid description
of
the battle between Nibsy Nobbler on Black Bess, and two tanks~
CHIPS, Number
1365, 28-10-16.
NUTT, Billy.
Office boy to JESTERo Conductor of the Jester Jazz Band engaged.
to play at the grand opening day of Mrs. Slapcabbidge's
famous Tea Garden.
(The
band played "K, -k, -k, -Katie so often, that everybody got the stutters.)
Report in Biffens Court Opskotch Gazet,
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PANKAKE,Priscillao

The child

suffragetteo

Girl friend

of Larry Lobjot
11

PIMPLE, Oratio.
Office boy to FUNNYWONDEEL His weekly column 11HO, I SAYi
only ran for a short t i me.
Lives at The Filberts,
Woodbine Grove, and is a
rather superior youth.
Wears a monocle.
Engaged to SalJy Slapcabbidge.

Here is a description
of Oratio as a child --- "Even in thoze days Oratio
woz a bit ova nut.
H1.s muvver used 2 dress im up 2 the 9's, in a littel
wite
paitent lether shoos, & a black
soot, wiv a red sash, & a pritty lace koller,
velvit jocky kap.
I am not sure wether or no e wore an iglarse then, but e
didn 1 t arf look a nib~"
It was once supposed that Oratio was trying to grow a
Charlie Chaplin moustache, but it turned out to be a splash of ebony stain - from
the water pistol of Nibsy Nobbler, of course.
PIMPLE, Mrs.
Mother of Oratio.
Rather a snob , and doesn't approve of her son's
acquaintance with Sebastian Ginger.
When Philpott Bottles called at "The
Filberts"
one day, this is what happened Oratio Pimple's muvver kame 2 the dor in arnser 2 my nock.
"Is
"Good arternoon, Mrs. Pimple l 11 i sez, ra1.zin mi at wiv eezy grace.
Oratio in? 11
"Yus, eis in" she sez, in a toan wich i thort woz sumwot terse.
"Wot doo
yer want im 4? 2 taik im round 2 that thare Tidd1er Pond, amungst awl them
messy rubbish eaps 2 git his nice noo spring soot awl mucked up. i serpoge, &
his stror hat rooined!
E didn ' t arf look a sketch larst Saterday wen e kum
ome arter spendin the arternoon along ov that thare Sebastian Ginger round at
Tiddlervil,
as U kawls it:"
RIMO. Rudolf.
The Spring poet.
A very dignif.1.ed person, who charges full union
rates for his poetry - i.e. 3d per spasm.
Encourages the Arts, and once dropped
a piece of spearmint - second-hand - into the hat of Dicky Dorber, pavement artist.
Rudolf Rimo once made a striking
appearance at a Summer Jazz Dance, at the
famous Slapcabbidge Tea garden,
thought he was selling flyThe proprietress
papers, and told him to be off --"Nay, nay, fare laidy 9 11 sed Roodolf wiv a kortly bow. "i bring not 2 this
bower ov bliss the vulger flJ.-paper ov kommerse, but the frantick
out-porins
ova poits sole, w-iv witch i wood fain incharnt thine ear-ole on this barmy
nite in Joon.
I ave been a-courtin
the muse!"
Mrs, Slapcabbidge softened, and allowed Rudolf to read out his remarkable
poem entitled
"Lines 2 The Summer Jaz."
This is the first
spasm ·- in the same metre as "So be kind to your web-footed
friends" - and no other verse which I knOWb
"Now, orltho i 1 m a poit of Spring,
Ov theez Summer Jaz darnsez i singo
O, it ' s nice 2 go Jazzin in Joon,
Neeth the lite ov the silvery moon;
And it 1 s jolly 2 Jaz in Joolie
Wen the stars tvrinkel ·bri te 1n the skie
See COMICCUTSfor the rest of th i s fine ballad.
RIMO, Roderick.
Son of the above. and in the same line of business, but at a
cheaper rate.
His rhying Valentine cost Sebastian Ginger a small raspberry and
a packet of woodbines.
Expert in rhyming slang.
Young Master Rimo once rented
Ginger's bungalow for a week, when he was engaged on an especially
important poem.
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SKROGGINS,Sharlot - the Belle of Biffens Court - she lives at Noo 15.
Engaged
to Philpott Bottles,
although their love affair has not run smoothlyo
The many
letters
received by Philpott from his lady readers have often aroused Sharlot's
jealousy.
But she too is not entirely
blameless.
When Sebastian discovered
that she had posed for her portrait
to Dicky Dorber, in his series "Tipes of
Inglish Bewty' there was trouble.
During the 1st World War, Sharlot was the leader of the Biffens Court
Bantamazon Corps, and later was recruiting
agent in the war against Nibsy Nobbler,
There is, however, a softer side to Miss Skroggins, and those who heard her piano
recital
in Philpott's
dugout will always think well of her execution.
Her
'at er muvver 1 s elbo' - Wite Wings delightful
rendering of the song she learnt
gave Philpott
the idea of calling his yacht by that name.
Very appropriate,
too,
as the sails were made from flour-sacks.
Methinks I can hear Sharlot now "Wite wings, thay never gro wiskers;
Thay karry me cheerily over the see.
Nite kums, i long 4 mi deerie -I'll
spred out mi wite wings, & sale ome to thee!"
Mrs.
The owner and proprietress
of the famous 'Ot Drink Saloon,
SLAPCABBIDGE,
and Tea Garden.
One of the most famous Tiddlervilians
- what would it be without
her.
How many thousand I small rarsberrys'
have been imbibed in that shop, whilst
the fame of the lovely 'T-Gardin' with its summer house and klinker rockery has
spread far and wide.
One anecdote - out of hundreds - will have to suffice about Mrs. Slapcabbidge.
During World War One, horse-chestnuts
were needed for munitions.
Both Sebastian
- following the example
Ginger and Philpott Bottles handed in their collections
set by her Majesty.
It therefore
became necessary to find a substitute
' conker.'
After ' much paishent reserch,
and eggsperiments wiv putty bawls, toffy
& lumps of baked klay, the very thing woz found bi the meerest
appells,
pertaters,
It was after Sebastian had broken a tooth on one of Mrs. Slapcabbidge
acksident. 1
famous dough-nuts:
I can only refer my reader to page 7 of CHIPS No. 1420, for
November 17th, 1917, where a full account will be found.
Also a fine portrait
of
Mrs. S. herself,
watching a 'conkeri match - with 'doe-nut'
konkers!
SLAPCABBIDGE,Sally.
The charming daughter of the above - in my opinion the
Orati9 Pimple is indeed a lucky man to have such
prettiest
girl in Tiddlervilo
a charmer as his 'fiasko. 1
It is true of course, that she cannot be placated
with ice-cream,
but insists
on expensive jewellery
from the Penny Bazaar.
Sally
often visits
her aunt's cafe "River View" at Duclnveed on Temso For her opinion
of Hamlet, see COMICCUTS 1499.
TABS, Tilda.
The acknowledged .leader of fashion in Tiddlervil,
and the sweetheart of Sebastian Ginger.
It is true that she reads CHIPS - a rival comic - but
that is because the pink paper matches her complexion.
Tilda wears her long hair in a plait - which is why she was chosen for the
role of Principal
Boy in the pantomime Aladdin - she had a ready-made pigtale!
She is a keen advocate of Brighter
'Opskotch.
TABS, Timothy.
Brother of above.
Was once engaged to Martha Miggs - see
Christmas Double Number of COMICCUTS for 1912.
Why this betrothal
was broken
off , and why Martha Miggs is now the 'fiasko 1 of Bil Blakey has not been discovered.
Investigations
are proceedingo
TOMLINSONiTubby, the inevitable
fat boy of Tiddlervil.
Lives in Biffens Court.
One of the keenest business men in the region.
Amongst his mari_ysuccesses are .the cornering of the ice-cream market in a heatwave.
His sale of a motor-car for

1

s
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fflaking a fortune H1 the capture of cabbage-whites - from
cards.
200 cigarette
which he bought his house-boat,
the manager
Has also acted as waiter at the 1 T-Gardin' of Mrs4 Slapcabbidge;
horse,
Durdles
Jimmy
of
part
as
and
below;
see
of the 'Roil Rarsberr-J Theayteri
Tubby.
for
store
.in
1s
A great future
She made a drama tic appearance on the
Mrs. Mother of the above o
TOMLINSON.
Tubby had been
opening night of the 3evue "O, SWISH:" on January 25th 1919.
- and "looked
expense
Philpotts
at
fattened up for the post of theatre manager
the diermund
admirin
jest
woz
I
landin.
every inch a man1dger as e stood on the
stares.
the
up
dashed
Tom1inson
wen Mrs.
stud in his shert-frunt
the stopper ov
"Is mi boy ear?" she shouted, "Ar! Thare e isl And thare's
1
plaicE:!"
the
over
awl
4
untin
wot 1 v bean
the viniger-botte1
And be-4 Tubby kood h1de hisself~ his muvver pinched his diermund stud, &
(Mi Wurd - COMICCUTS 1-2-19).
fetched im a k1ip over the krumpet.
Employed at the local 1 pickcher
Cousin of Philpott Bottles.
WILKS, Alfred.
victory over Nibsy
His brilliant
Engaged to Bella Bottin (q.,.).
pallis.'
Philpott Bottles
1915.
24th
Nobbler 1s described ln CHIPS No. 1286 for April
reports:Larst saterday m1 kuzzen Alf (who had got a day orf from the pickcher pall1s
and shower-in - 2 seats, orlso
torch-ba1rer
ware e is imploid as cheef elecktrick
assisten-c chucker-out) put Mister Nibsey 2 the test.
darter) a kid's
Alf borrerd frorr. his fiasko (Beller Bottin. the larndresses
at wot belonged
sailer
a
&
pinny-4 & a lace koller wot had bean sent 2 the wosh,
bruvver.
2 er littel
Then we maid a kuppel of forlse arms out ova pare ov ole g1uvs & sum bits
ov rags wot we pinned on 2 the sides of the pinny-4.
Alf then put the sailer at on his ed & the lace koller & pinny-4 over his
sholders, & wi.v a pare ov boots on his ands 2 ma1k them look like feat, Alf
took up his posishun in wun ov the unfinished dugouts neer the Tiddler Pond.
The efect was most realiistick.
Presently N1bsy Nobbler kame along, & marked out Alf at wunce for a likely
vicktim.
round theez
sed Nibsy, as e swaggerd up. ''Yor a strainjer
"'Ullo . fat-edl"
parts, ain't yer?"
sed Alf meekly"
"Yus, pleez, fank U ser!
"I wundered wy U didn't bunk
"Then that ackounts for it." sed the terrer,
wen U sore me Jummino
like billy-a
Then e tucked up hrn sleev & put his leg ov mutton fist klose 2 Alf's faceo
"Doo yer sea that?" e sez.
"Yus, fank U kindly~ skwealed Alf,
Then Alf handed out N1.bsy a good un in the bred barskit w1.v 1s left, &
follerd it up wiv a very pn.tty rite ook on the Jor.
but U kan
I ain 1 t got kw1~e enuf spase 2 d1skr1be the rest ov the kontest;
4 the
Nibsy,
sea
thay
time
neckst
the
bunk
woan't
taik it from me that the kids
1
im!
reckernize
2
Babel
t
simpel reazon that they woan
I mean Whovs Who of Tida.lervil is by no means
'l'he above Hooz Hoo - sorry!
Other characters 9 whom I have not mentioned include Alf Miggs, Be.rt
complere.
Bottin. Spenser Spearmint, Reggie Rags - son of Mrs. Rags the old - clothes lady;
the Jester Office Girl,
also Fred Fudge, Kuthbert Keatins. SammySlabs~ Juliet
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and Miss Tappington

the lady typist for COMICCUTS, ar.d mrmy, m:my othf're.
Perhaps, however, this article
wjll r ecall many names from th e obl ivion of
Time, and rel'lind my rezders of the 'happy days of yore 1,her tnf· r, ·,1r re no
teen age rs, but only boys and girls.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
·------·
-- *-- *
WA N T E D
Seccnd-hand Cricket and Football Books, 'rours 2nd Autobiographie:::;
only Volumes Cricketer.

SOUTHWAY,P.O. BOX4.,

B~CONSFIELD,. CAPE_
PROVINCE, SOUTHAFRICA.

I am interested
HAWKES. Please

in purchasing
some pre -war SEXTON BLAKES and
state
prices
wanted for same,
_BO_L_T_O_N~
__ 1_80_M
,
_O_S_S_HE_I_G_H_T_S_A_VE_NUE_,~
,_ S. _GLASG
W. 2 . Q~

DIXON

GUNBY HADATHNovels ~lso
THRILLERS in runs; S.B.L.

c

REG GUEST,
WAN 1' ED:
Grenfell in:-

JOHN MOWBRAYWANTED
DETECTIVE WEEKLIES,
1st se ries;
MAGNETS
1930-4 0 ; S.O. Ls. of any period.
35 THORNSETT
ROAD,
SYD6850

Harry Revel Titles in:- "YOUNG
FOLKSTALES," "CHUCKLES." John
"WONDER.LAN
TALES,
D
" "BOYSJOURNAL." State price required.
ROWE,LINDEl'.rS, HORSFORD, NORWICH, NORFOLK
.

WA N T E D
G. P. PRICE,

Greyfriars

Holiday Annu&ls 1937, 1939,
6 , ALWINROAD
BLACKHEATHnear BIRJIINGHAM.
I
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Edwin Russell
& Herbert Bulstrode
By Phil ip Tierney

A COMPARISONOF TRAGEDIES
durjng
fiction

agreed that most stories written for boys arJd girls
I think it can be generally
the Victorian
era were too sad.
There was too much tragedy in juvenile
at that time and very little
brightness .

De&n Farrar•s
"Eric, or Little By Little,"
first
published in 1859, is probably
the most fac.ious of these stories,
bu t similar themes were common until after the
turn of tl.e century.
In the 1890 1 s Talbot Baines Reed was striking
lighter
notes
1
in the "Boyf:' Owr. Paper," but tte "Girls 1 Own Paper" remained as gloomy as ever .
Many of the
I have a bound vclumf, of "Girls'
Own Papers" printed in 1901 •
stories
are beautifully
written and I can enjoy reading tl:1err.- one at a time and at
infrequer.t
intervals.
But they are far more suitab 1 e for sentimental
adults than
for girls of the twelve to sixteen age group for whom tl::ey were intended.
The Han:iltonian world undoub t edly provided for children
the happy medium beh;een U1e gloomy stories
of the last century and the comic strip nonsense of today.
But tragedy was not unknown at the Hamiltor.ian schools although it was rare.*
"Barree By His People," (Schoolboys'
Own Library, No. 57, a reprint
of two early
Magnets) is a striking
example.
The fate of Bulstrode Minor in this story makes
an irtereE",ting comparison with that of Edwin Russell in "Eric 11 - aP.. episode over
i·,hich many thousands of readers have wept during the last hundred years,
And "Eric" is basically
an excellent
story, although
moderL reeder by its atmosphere of cloying sentiment.

partially

spoi}ed

for the

Eric Williams himself was never the angelic character
whic h people who have
The "Little
By Little"
sub - title
refers
to
not read the story imagine him to be.
the gradual abandonment, throughout the book, of the good qualities
te po~ssessed
in its early chapters.
"From Bad to Worse" might have been an equally appropriate
sub-title.
Dear1 Farrar hirr.self describes
his story as " ... the history of a boy wto, in
spite of the inherent nobleness of his disposition,
falls
into all folly and
wickedness."
However, it is Eric's friend,
Edwin Russell,
with whom I am mainly concerned
so let us compare his character
with that of Herbert Bulstrode in the Greyfriars
story.
The only thing these two boys have in common is that they are both
destined for an untimely end.
with only partial
Throughout the first
half of "Eric, 11 Edwin Russell strives,
success,
to restrain
Eric's wayward tendencies
- tendencies which are due to a
desire for popularity
rather than to personal liking for blackguardly
pursuits.
Edwin's virtues

are made abundantly

clear

* The most famous (or infamous) sc.d Greyfriars
"Very Gallant

Gentlerr:&n" which I haver.ever

from the beginning:
story
read.

i~;, of course,

Pentelow•s
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not so clever as himself, not so
"Eric could not have had a better friend;
as Montague, Russell
as Duncan, or so fascinating
as Owen, not so athletic
diligent
And, above all, he acted invariably
of them all.
combined the best qualities
he presented that noblest of all noble spectacles
from the highest principles;
honourable,
an
of
one so rare that many may think it impossible - the spectacle
happy boy who, as his early years speed by, is ever growing in wispure-hearted,
dom and stature •••• 11
to Herbert Bulstrode on
introduction
from our first
This is very different
station:
Friardale
at
his arrival
"He was sturdy enough so far as build went, but it was clear from his looks
that his way of life had not been a healthy one.
His complexion was pale and sickly, and he walked with a stoop of the
shoulders, and there was a general air of fatigue about him at the slightest
exertion, which told he was hopelessly out of condition.
Brown stains on his finger nails told of the use of tobacco, and that gave
breath, and his sickly
away the secret of his short wind, his palpitating
.
complexion
11
His "going" seemed to
Bulstrode Minor was what he himself termed a "goero
l e - any way being
possib
as
ways
many
consist of making a fool of himself in as
like."
unsportsman
and
good enough so long as it was reckless
Strangely enough, the average standards of behaviour at Roslyn school are
far worse than those of the Hamiltonian schools.
smoking, drinking parties
Even in the lower forms, cheating in examinations,
a scale which would
on
flourish
things,
worse
even
and
on the school premises,
Rookwood.
or
Jim's
St.
Greyfriars,
at
tolerated
been
never have
These three schools have their share of unpleasant characters but they are
But at Roslyn blackguardly pursuits seem to be a part of
always in a minority .
the normal routine.
On the other hand, Edwin Russell himself is possessed of hig her principles
- with the possible exception of Alonzo
than any of Charles Hamilton's characters
But of course Alonzo is funny and Edwin is not.
Todd.
Against the unsavoury Roslyn school background and in the ever-present
And, of
sentimental atnosphere it is evident that Edwin is too good to live"
course, he does not live.
It might be expected that, to a modern reader, Edwin woul d appear to be inHe holds our sympathy al l the time,
priggish but he never does.
sufferably
one:
following
the
as
despite such passages
"Did you see
said Eric when he had passed.
"What a surly devil that is,"*
how he purposely cut me?"
"A surly - ? Oh, Eric, that's the first time I ever heard you swear."
hearing,
He hadn't meant the word to slip out in Russell's
Eric blushed.
other
with
talk
his
in
enough
common
were
though similar and worse expressions
,
self-defence
of
spirit
ready
the
in
and
reproved,
be
But he didn't like to
boys.
he answered:
11
so
Pooh, Edwin, you don ' t call that swearing do you? You're so strict,
Noyou.
like
none
are
there
then,
but
it,
for
you
love
I
you ,aiow.
religious
know."
you
swearing
real
of
even
here,
swearing
of
body thinks anything
Russell was silent.
*Mr.Gordon,

an unpleasant

master.
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"Besides, what can be the harm of it?
It means nothingo
I was thinking
the ot her night, and T made out that you and Owen are the only t wo fellows here
who don't swear."
Still Russell said nothing.
"And, after all. I didn't swear.
I only calle.d that fellow a surly devil. "
"Oh, hush~ Eri c . hushi" said Russell sadly.
"You wouldn't have said so half
a year ago. "
The adventure which has such tragic consequences is a realistic
and exci tin g
sequence which woulu ~'lave been equally effective
in a lighter
story with a happier
ending . *
During a school holiday, Eri c and Russel1 with another fri.end, JV!ontagu, go
Eric makes himself look ridiculous
out for a stroll by the sea.
by lighting
a
cigar, and this calls forth another of Edwi n's J.ectures .

"It isn't

that

I don 1 t like

smoking only, Eric, but I think it wrong - for
I mean."
Surely there can't be any harm in it.
Why, everybod y
"Oh, my dear fellow!
smokes."
"It may be all ver-J well for men, al though I'm not so sure of that.
But, at
any rate, it does nothing but harm to growing boys.
You know yourself the harm
it does in every way,''
Eventually t he t~ree boys walk along the coast and climb to the swnmit of the
"Stac k.''
"The Sta ck formed one of the extremities
of Ellan Bay and was a huge mass of
isolated
schist,
accessible
at Jow water, but entirely
surrounded at high tide."
Whilst climbing the three boys forget the danger from the incoming tide and
when they try to return they find they are already cut off by a widening gulf of
water.
Eric and JV!ontagusuccessfully
leap to safety but Edwin, attempting to follow
the m, falls and badly injures himself on the rocks.
He is then 1.n irmninent danger of being swept away by the tide and Eric risks
his own life in a courageous effort to save him.
"Monty," said Eric, "just watch for a minute or two.
When I have got across ,
run to Ellan as hard as you can tear 9 and te11 them we are cut off by the tide on
the Stacko
They 'll bring the lifeboat.
It's the only chance."
"What are you going to do?" asked :Montagur terrified
.
"Why, Eric, it's
Good heav enst"
death to attempt to swim thato
And he cirew Eri c back hastily as another vast swell of water .came rolling
along, shaki.o.g its white curl ed mane, like a sea.--monster bent on d8'struction.
"Monty, it's no use," said Eric hast1 .l y tearing off his jacket and waistcoat;
I shall tr y to reach_
"I ' m not going to let Russell die on that ledge of rock.
Be on
t
hese
things dry,
him, whatever happens to me.
Here; I want you to keep
you
can,
and
then
do
as I
the look -ou t;
if I ge t across, fling them over to me if
to ld you."
He turned roundo
The wave had Just spent its.fury,
and knowing that his
only chance was to sw1m before another came9 _he plunged in and struck out lik e a
man.
He was a strong and expert swimmer, and as yet the channel was not more
than a dozen yards across.
He dashed over with the speed and strength of despair,
and had Just time to clutch the rocks on the other side before the next mighty
swirl of the tide swept up in its white and tormented course.
In another minute
he was on the ledge by Russell's
side."
Eric then succeeds in carrying Russell back to the highes t point of the rocks
where the y are compelled to remain. beyond reach of help, until the tide recedes

~

*

There is a certain resemblance to Wharton ' s !escuing
concluding chapters of the second "rebel" serial.

of Mr. Quelch in the
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several

hours

latero

By that

time Russell

is critically

ilL

The contrast
between Russell's
fate and that of Bulstrode Minor lies not so
much between the very different
characters
of the two boys as between the earl i er
development of the two themeso
The heavy atmosphere of ''Eric" warns the reader that tragedy is liable
strikeo
The lighte .r atmosphere of "Barred By His People" does n ot.
The Greyfriars
story is told
not until the concluding chapters
sadness.

in the familiar
lighthearted
that there is the slightest

to

· sty l e and it is
hint of impending

George Bulstrode had been rather a "bad hat" in earlier
days bu t eventua l ly~
he reformedo
The story dea l s with
like so many other Hamiltonian characters,
his efforts
to reform his brother but it is obvious from the begi nn ing that he
has undertaken an extremely difficult
task ,
Herbert Bulstrode arrives determined to "jolly well have hi s fling" as he
expresses it.
Bulstrode Major, after meeting hi m at the s t ation. tries t o give
him an enjoyable afternoon,
but the brothers ' ideas of enjoyment do not coincide.
Their first
call is at Uncle Clegg's
invitation
to refreshments
with scorn .

tuck shop where Herbert

re j ects

an

"I didn't come to Greyfriars
to eat cream puffs,"
said Herbert sulkil yo
"For goodness ' sake let ' s get out of this stuffy shop."
"All right."
Bulstrode stopped at the ou tf itters ' and
They walked up the High Street.
bought their cricket ba t s and fishi n g
pointed out where the boys of Greyfriars
tackle.
Herbert gruntedo
Then they strolled
round the Church, and Bulstrode exp l ained to hi s minor
that part of it dated from the time of William Rufus - a pi ece of inform at i on
which his minor received with a discourteous
snort.
"For goodness 1 sake come ont" Herbert exclaimed.
"Right-ho!"
They walked on.
"What are we supposed to be doing now?" Herbert dema..nded.
innocently .
"I'm showing you round the town 9 " said Bulstrode,
"Round the town ! " almost shrieked Herbert .
"Do you call t hi s showing a
chap round the town - taking him into pastry cook's shops and round churches and
graveyards?"
"I'm showing you the sights - "
"Hang the sights~"
"Well if you don ' t want to see the sights,
what 1 s the point i n goi ng round
the tmm?"
Herbert snorted.
"I want t o see something lively,"
he said.
"Where ' s t h e Cross Keys?"
"It ' s on the border of the village by Friardale
Lane."
"Let's go there~"
"We can 1 t."
"Why not?"
"It's out of bounds."
You told me so, at any rateo"
"Youeve been there before~ haven 1 t you?
"Ye- eso 11
"Wasn't i t out of bounds?"
"Yes, I suppose so."
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"Well , if you've been there when it's out of bounds, you can go there again ·
when it's out of bounds," said Herbert.
"Let's go."
Bulstrode did not move.
"Are you coming?"
"I can 1 t. 11
"Why not?"
"I can't Bertie.
Even if I went myse1f I couldn't take a kid of your age.
Besides what is there to see there?
It would be too rotten.
Only a set of
fellows drinking and playing cards.
It's rotten."
Herbert:s eyes glistened.
"Just what I want to see, '1 he said,
to comply with Herbert 1 s wishes causes a rift
George Bulstrode 1 s refusal
between the two brothers.
Herbert eventually arrives at Greyfriars
in an
extremely disgruntled
mood.
Harry Wharton & Co have been told by Bulstrode of his problem and they are
anxious to help him.
They greet Herbert with a cordi ality which is not
reciprocated.
"Hallo, hallo, hallo!" exclaimed Bob Cherry,
Herbert looked at them .
"Hallol" he said.
"Can you tell me where the Second Form room is?"
"You're Bulstrode Minor,
"Yes, rather!"
Come t his way/' said Harry Wharton.
I suppose."
"I suppose I am," grunted Herbert.
"We're form-fellows
of Bulstrode ' s.
All 1.n the Remove - the Lower Fourth,
you know, 11 Harry Wharton explained.
"WeI re glad to see you."
"Are you?" said Herbert, looking at them suspiciously.
"Are you old friends
of my major's?"
"Wellt yes, in a way."
"I mean are you friends he 1 s made since he started this good-goody bizney?"
said Bulstrode Minor.
"Nice boy!" murmured Bob Cherry.
Bulstrode Minor snorted.
"I came here expecting to have a good time 1 11 he said.
"I seem to be going
to have nothing but preaching.
I suppose they serve out tracts befor e brekker
every morning."
Herbert's
further adven~u.res at Greyfriars
make him t horoughly unpopular.
He
form ragg i ng,
is defeated in a fight with Dicky Nugent 9 given a well-deserved
arres ted by P.C. Tozer, flogged by Dr, Locke, but he is still
determined to "have
his fling."
Eventually Herbert arranges a night out at the Cross Keys with Vernon- Smith
(who, in those days was a much worse character
than he later became).
George
Bulstrode learns of this and fo rcibly prevents Vernon-Smith from leaving the Remove
dormitory.
He then intercepts
Herbert at the arranged meeting point, drags him
back to the Second Form dormitory, and locks him in.
But Herbert is passionately
determined to have his night out~ regardless
of
the consequences.
So he makes a rope from the sheets of his bed and escapes by
the dormitory window.
Rain is pouring the whole of the time and when he arrives,
drenched and dripp ing, at the Cross Keys he has alre ady caught a chi ll .
But he
does not notice this in his excitement at the imaginary prospect of winning large
sums of money from the experienced Cross Keys card-sharpers.
Those two well-known rascals,
Ben Cobb and Joe Banks , make him very welcome
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when he shows them the seven pounds he has brought
they soon relieve him of it •

. "An hour clicked

for gambling purposes.

And

away on the metal clock on Mr. Cobb 1 s mantelpiece.
The
whole building was silent save for the movements and occasional muttered remarks
of the gamblers in the inn parlour.
All the time the pile of silver before Herbert
At the end of an hour he was devm to his last coin, and
diminished more and more,
he lost again and had to owe a balance to the others.
Then he paused, white and haggard,
Luck, as he fancied it , had been against him and he had lost;
he was·cleaned
out.
He had not a coin left in his pockets,
, ..•• Herbert rose heavily to his feet,
"I suppose I 'd better go," he said dully.
"Yes. Good night."
Herbert did not reply.
He crossed to the door 9 put on his cap and strode out into the darkness.
The rain was descending in blinding torrents
and the Greyfriars
lad went out
into the heart of it without even an umbrella,. without even an overcoat."
On his way back to Greyfriars
Herbert is frantically
worried by the likely
consequences of his folly.
He has to account for the loss of the seven pounds sent to him by his father for the purchase of a bicycle - and he rea l izes that an
enquiry into the cause of its loss will probably result in his expulsion from
Greyfriars.
The fact that a far worse shadow than that of expulsion is looming over him
head.
does not enter his head - or the reader's
"How was he to account for the loss of the money?
His brother might hel p
him.
He thought of t~at wi t h a sudden sense of relief.
whom he had insulted
His brother,
and injured - would he help him?
Could he
help him to that extent?
But even that was not all.
Even if the money were replaced,
what then?
The foolish lad was already thinking of further attempts to win back what he had
lost,.
To win back one ' s losses - the mirage which has led so many gamesters to
their doom.
That was the wild vision which Herbert could not drive from his mind.
He ran on through the ra1.n.
The water was soaking through his clothes.
He
was drenched to the skin;
even his boo t s were soaked.
But he did not notice it.
Rapid motion kept him warm, and he did not care for the rain.
The school wall loomed up in the gloom and wet.
He clambered over the wall.
He was feeling sick and faint.
He had not the
He rolled over the wall~ missed his hold, and fell inside.
strength
to rise for the moment.
When he staggered to his feet at last he groped his way across the Close, the
rain beating on him hard and fiercely.
He paused by the house wall 1 where the
rope of sheets fluttered
from the window of t he Second Form dormitory,
He supported himself with his hand upon the stone wall, while he groped for
the window-sill
above him,
The unfor t unate lad was almost in a fever by this time although he did not
realise
it.
He climbed upon the window-sill and groped and groped for the fluttering
rope,
which the wind carried out of his reacho
He grasped it at last and began to climb.
His head was swimming.
"I must get in!" he muttered fiercely.
"I must get in."
He clung desperately
to the rope.
But he could not climb.
Again and again
he tried but his strength was spent;
his brain was reeling.
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He made an effort to get upon the lower sill again and missed it o The rope
through his hands and he fella
Crash;
He hardly felt the shock as he fell - only a dull pain, and then obliviono
He made one feeble movement and lay stilJ - silent - his white set face
upturned to the pouring raino
Heavier and heavier the rain beat down upon himo
It ran over him in little
streamlets.
It covered him and soaked himo
He did not moveo"
The whole atmosphere of the story is drastically
changing, but even now the
real seriousness
of the situation
is not yet apparento
The reader assumes that
Herbert, after losing all his money9 is going to have a further lesson by being
illo
But surely nothing worse can happen.
Not at Greyfriars.
Herbert ' s absence is discovered when Mr. Quelch is awakened by the rope of
He immediately visits
sheets blowing against his window.
the Second Form dormitory and, finding that Bulstrode Minor is absent, he arouses Mr. Twiggo
The two masters descended the stairs.
They put on mackintoshes and went
out into the Close.
The wind and rain drove forcefully
into their faces and they
gasped for breath.
What a night for a lad to be out~" Mr. Twigg gaspedo
"Bless my soul:
"I imagine he went out before the storm came on," Mr. Quelch said.
"Yes 9 I suppose so."
Keeping close to the wall, to avoid~ as far as possiblep the force of the
beneath the window of
wind, the two masters made their way to the spot directly
the Second Form dormitory.
Mro Twigg flashed the light through the raino
A sudden cry broke from himo
11
Good heavens~ 11
"What is it? 11 exclaimed Mro Quelch.
"Oh, lookZ"
Then the Remove master echoed the other's
exclamationo
The light of the lantern gleamed upon a face in the rain - a white, set face,
that already seemed to have the seal of death set upon ito
11
Bulstrode Minor~ 11 exclaimed Mr. Quelch in horror.
"Then he had fallen! 11
Mro Twigg looked at the white face in fascinated horror.
For the moment he
could not find his voice.
He trembled in every limb as he looked upon the
ghastly countenance of Bulstrode Minora 11
Even in the throes of critical
illness
there is a marked difference
between
the saintly Edwin and the unsaintly Herbert.
Let us return to Roslyn School where hopes of Edwin's recovery are rapidly
f adingo
Er ic's
Often did Eric, and Upton 9 and Montagu talk of their loved friendo
life seemed absorbed J.n the thought of him~ and in passionate,
unspeakable longings for his recoveryo
Now he valued more than ever the happy hours he had spent
with him; their games 9 and communingsj and walks 9 and Russell 1 s gentle influence,
and brave kindly rebukes.
Yet he must not even see him, must not smooth his
pillow, must not whisper one word of soothing to him in his anguish;
he could
only pray for him, and that he did with a depth of hopeo
At last Upton, in virtue of his relationship,
was allowed to visit himo
His
delirium had become more infrequent~ but he could not yet even recognize his cousin,
and the visits
to the sick-room were so sad and useless 9 that Upton foreboreo
11
And yet you should hear him talk in his delirium 9 " he said to Eric ; "not one
evil word, or bad thought~ or wicked thingj ever escapes him.
I 'm afraid,
Eric,
it would hardly be so with you or me."
slid
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''No, 11 said Eric, in a low and humble tone;
and guilty
deep colour, wave after wave of crimson, into h1s cheekso
And this

is the vividly

contrasting

Greyfriars

conscience

brought

the

scene:

"Herbert lay in bed, and the pillow under his head was hardly whiter than the
face which lay upon it.
His eyes were wide open , staring blankly at the ceiling overhead, and his
white lips were never still
for a moment.
From his moving lips poured an incessant babble of words, as the fever moved
him - words that had a strange sound on the lips of one so young - half-toldf
broken stories
of reckless doings and wild experiences.
"Bertie t " murmured his mother~ - "Bertie!
Don't you know me?"
"He is delirious,"
said Dr. Pilbury softly;
and he drew the weeping mother
aside and she sank into a chair by the window.
Mro Bulstrode stood looking down upon the delirious
junior.
He heard from
his son 1 s lips words which he had never dreamed of hearing from t hem.
Mutterings of gambling , of night excursions 9 of smoking and even of drinking wild mutterings
t hat were half-true
and half imaginary - the fevered images of a
maddened distorted
brain.
"Good heavensl" muttered the unhappy fathero
"Good heavens."
Bulstrode stood with frozen lipso
He had expected all this.
He had known
more than his father what his younger brother was likeo
But there was no condemnation now in Bulstrode 's face.
What Herbert was say ing was what he hims elf m1.ght have said a few months before.
Herbert was no worse
than he had been;
but he had changed and Herbert had not.
And the downward path had led the unhappy lad to this.
Truly it was said,
LS hard.
from of old, that the way of the transgressor
Work was a
•••••• the juniors went into lessons with grim and gloomy faces.
mere hollow pretence that afternoon.
No one in the school could put his mind to
it, for it was now known that Bulstrode Minor would probably not live through the
night •
.•.... without anything being actually
stated , the juniors came to understand
gradually that there was little
or no hopeo
It had a stunning effect
on them .
Fellows moved about the shool as if in a
waking dream, and only spoke in whispers, or did not speak at all.
Bulstrode Minor was dying.
Which of these two episodes
And it depends to a great extent
Greyfriars
and its personnel.

makes the greater impact is a matter of opinion.
on whether the reader is already acquainted with

story.
When
Those who are, will probably be more affected by the Greyfriars
the familiar
atmosphere becomes so suddenly unfamiliar
and tragedy clouds t he
scenes ·better known for the clowning of Billy Bunter and Horace Coker there is a
sense of absolute shock.
The Edwin Russell tragedy
But~ in some respects,
"Er ic" is more effectiveo
Edwin undoubtedly inspires
far more
produces a far greater feeling of grief.
sympathy than Herbert does .
So I personally
consider
And that the Greyfriars
story

that the "Eric" episode is the more sad and touching.
and horrifying.
is the more realistic

* * * * *
* * * * ***
*
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The Great Scout
I've been a reader of the C.D. for the past six years with the result that my
education in our hobby has improved enormously.
But during that time, I'm very
son·y to say, I dor,' t th:i,nk I've ever read an article
on that charn,ing l ittle
book,
the Aldine 2d Buffalo Bill Library, and its main character
and hero, Willian; F.
Cody, better known as Buffalo Bill.
In fact I don't think it has even been mentioned in despatches.
I can only presume that it w&sn' t very wide].y re ad in the
that its readers have lost their boyish enthusiasm
early years, or, if otherwise,
for blood-and-thunder,
which I think is a great pity as a little
blood-and - thunder
is good for the soul - even the mature one.
I dare say that most of us graduated
on it.
I certainly
did.
I thought the format was a very attractive
one and, with it.s superb cover
illustrations
by Prowse - a good twopennyworth in itself
- surely must have had an
appeal to lots of our readers.
I still
find it attractive,
and its appeal still
holds, though its dialogue is rather quaint and melodramatic: and can be amusing
when read in these later years.
But it has its nostalgia
also, and I'm a little
sad when I realise
that had Buffalo Bill really killed off all those baddies, both
Indian and ...-hite, the corpses would have been so thickly strewn over t he Great
Plains that there wouldn't have been enough room to have pushed a pram, let alone
drive a covered waggon.
I also realise
that he wouldn't have had t~e time had he
lived for two hundred years.
But, considering
that he left th e plains when he was
a comparatively
young man, he didn't do too badly according to t he lurid accounts
of Ned Buntline (z. C. Judson) who is reputed to have cre·ated the Western blood and-thunder in the form of the dime novel, and was the writer of most Buffalo Bill
stories.
Ned certainly
piled on the agony, with Bill performing the most hairraising
feats;
rescuing beautiful
maidens from bad Reds and white renegades,
and
sometimes facing oc.ds which would have made eve:r.. Batman quake in his u l tra - scienti fic and unromantic shoes.
I must confess that I revelled in them and , even now,
never fai l to be gently thrilled
when The Great Scout arrives in the nick of time
with Colts tlazing and men falling
to every shot.
There was a variar,ce in style which suggested tha t several writers trieQ their
English, as the ter~ 'you chaps,' and 'you
hand.
Some of them were apparently
fellows'
were used occasionally
- unless these were incorporated
specia lly for the
English reader.
But they jarred on the nerves as one cou ld ha r dly imagi ne a tough
Westerr: character
shouting,
"Look out, you chaps;
the Indians are coming!"
I,
for one, wouldn't have believed him, with, perhaps, dire consequences to my hair.
For all their quaint dialogue,
imposs i ble situ&.tions,
and for what they were
intended,
lots of them were extremely well written,
and displayed a f airly wide
knowledge of the topography, animal l i fe, military
history and tribal
complicat ions
of the North American continent.
Some descript i ve passages were near - literature
and created for the reader the atmosphere of brooding silence and loneliness
of t h e
never appeared, and sex
plains and forests.
To the best of my knowledge religion
only in sublimated form.
The violence in them was acceptab le as it was always the
triumph of good over bad, with Buffalo Bill portrayed as the righter
of wrongs and
defender of the weak - a kind of kni ght errant of the plains.
While most of us
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are steeped in a knight-errantry
of shining armour and fl uttering
pennons, and
might find it difficult
to accept a knight in buckskin with a Winchester slung over
refreshing.
I
his shoulder and a pau of Colts at his hips " I find it deliciously
never really cared much for Arthur's
crowd whom I thought a rather supercilious
lot
with a closed-shop order of chivalry.
"Buffalo Bill" was nothing if not democraof creed, colour or social standing.
He
tic~ and gave a.id to all irrespective
if they were baddies.
wasn 5 t too fussy about knocking them off 1 either,
The writer - or writers - laid on the melodrama thick and heavy at times, but
mostly in dialogue.
The a ction of the story was quick-mo ving adventure with very
little
plot , but with some attention
to detail of terrain
and locality;
and jumping from incident
to incident with a rapidity
which was very stimulating
and left
one mentally breathless,
so to speak.
Some of them fizzled out into anti - climax,
but most ended with the usual show-down of which one never tired - the triumph of
There were hordes of bad men but never bad women.
The
justice
over t yranny~
fair se x was very often presented as the fort commandant's daughter - a beautiful
maiden who was invariably
in dire need of rescue at some t ime or other r and was
saved in the nick of time by a "dashing 9 handsome, six foot figure of a man."
None other than 3uffalo Bill, of course.
Sometimes it would be a mysterious 1
heavily-veiled
lady from the East in search of a lost relative
who very often
turned out to be the leader of a band of outlaws who either reformed and returned
to the East with his beautiful
sister,
or died with his boots on.
The following
"Bah% I am a fool to feel a
is a quote from B.B .L. 536, The Mystery Bandit.
presentiment
of evil now, just as I have a fortune in my grasp, hav e purchased
of which she may be
back the old homestead p and can gi.ve my child an inheritance
proud.
But why can I not drive the phantom of evil to come from befor e my eyes;
and keep the chill of almost despair out of my heart?
No, no 1 I cannot, for the
old feeling comes back to me, and I tremble with dread just as I am about to step
across the threshold of a new life."
Sheer melodrama, of course 9 and not without
its charm; but, having regard to some of the authentic,
fabulous cha racters
which
the West produced - men who lived, dressed, fought and died dramatically
- perhaps
not as far-fetched
as it seems.
The writers
could take their trade very seriously
at times, and the readers
who were humble enough t o learn from any source could widen their knowledge from
the simple pages of this little
book.
I quote now from B.B.L. 538. Custer 1 s
Last Charge.
"In the year 1868 the snowbirds which were driven before the
blizzard,
or north-eastern
whirlwind, to the south of the Canadian Ri ver, might
have seen a rather startling
sight on the Washita River •. , .• above, on a
mountainous ridge, a long troop of regular cavalry~ their horses snow-balled in the
hoofs, and the men frozen and dull blundering in the fres h snow a foot deep ooooo
Little did the scrubby pines and creaking cottonwood-trees
avail to shelter
them
as they streamed along, sturnbll.ng where a second mishap would have sent them to the
bottom of a deep ravine choking with the driftp and holding their horses close to
the nose so as to prevent them from neighing.
If Custer led valiantly,
his celebrated Seventh Cavalry followed steadfastly
and hardily.
Before their ceaseless
advance the crust cracked and was scrunched up with sound enough to make the pawsucking bears shudder in their coverts,
and the birds, speared by the freezing
wind~ cower dowr_ in the leafless
brush,"
No melodrama here but a fine wordpainting so rich in stark reality
that one almost shivers with the cold.
Unimaginative~ indeed 9 must be the reader who failed to be moved or impressed by its grim
foreboding of tragedyo
Little gems like th i s are dotted here and th ere throughout
the stories
and, among the din of six-guns and war-whoops, give one much food for
thought.
"
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If you weren 1 t fussy about dog-ears the B.BoLo was a handy size for the jacket
pocket r and easy to smuggle into classo
It measured roughly seven by five inches
and contained thirty-six
pages, including covers. with two columns per page in very
small print.
Thirty-two pages was a lot of reading, but it was the full-colour
illustrations
on the front cover which first
attracted
me, and which, in my opinion,
were the best of their kind both from an artistic
and printing point of viewo
In
To
all the years I 1 ve had my B.B.Lso there isn t the least sign of colour-fading.
the best of my knowledge little
is known about the artist,
Richard Prowse, but he
· must have been a top ::nan in his JObo Contemplation of his work always gives me
· the greatest
of pleasure.
There are those outside our hobby who are inclined
to smile at our "comic
11
papers" and "blood-and-thunderso
'fo these unfortunate
people I would recommend
book. The Defendant, in which the author puts up
the reading of G. K. Chesterton's
the most admirable and calculated
defence of the "Penny DreadfuL"
Someone else
also wrote, "Those of us who are inclined to look down on the literature
known as
blood-and-thunder,
and 1.n which we have never indulged, cannot consider ourselves
too?
truly literateo"
Could this have been Chesterton,
I firmly believe that sometime in the future the Buffalo Bill stories
will
take their place in North American foke-lore
and mythology.
In that far off time
the Winchester and the Colt will be as anc1.ent and obsolete as the sword and the
lance - and Just as rornantico
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Covington Clarke also wrote many stories
of wartime f ly ing.
But the greate2 .t
names that one associates
.;ith flying stories
s.re Cap t ain William Ear l Johns,
and his famous flying hero James Bigglesworth.
Johns was born in Hertford in 1893, and was educatec at the Her t f or d
In 191 3 he joined the Army, and from 1916 - 1930 he se r ved i n
Gr arnncir School.
the R.F.C. and later the R.A.F.
and was the founder, arid
In 1930 he left the R .A.F. to take up writing,
editor of two magazines - "Popular Flying" (1932) and "Flyi ng" (1935) .
He _gave
up both of these in 1939 to lecture
to air cadets.
(He e.lso worked fo r the
M.O.I. from 1939 until
1945.)
Captain Johns has written o"Jer 200 fictional
novels, and also several reference tooks or. aviat ion, eg "Figh ting Planes and Ace2.," ( 1932) "The Air V. C's."
( 19·54) and "Miles tones of Aviation"
( 1935) .
He now lives in retirement
near Hampton Court where hi s favourite
recreations
are travelling
, salmon fishing,and
shooting.
In his own field Captain Johns is
as phenomenal as the late Charles Hamilton, and for the past decade he has been
boyr,' author.
the most prolific
His 80 oc.d Biggles novels have been published in
17 different
languages.
Johns has also painted many pictures
of aircraft,
s ome
of which appearec. in the Greyf'riars Holiday Annuals.
Chror. ologi cally the first
wartime adventures of Biggles were recorded in
"Biggles Learns to Fly" (1935) but the earliest
tales had appeared yea r s before
in J ohr.s' owr1 monthly paper "Popular Flying."
These partic ul&r tales were l&te r
published by John Hamilton under the title
"The Camels are Corning."
It was in the early thirties
Biggles stories
began to appear
that the first
in "Modern Boy" (1928-1939) and the stories
set against a background of war torn
France l&sted for several years.
Apart from Biggles hims el f there were rn211y
other characters
wto were to feature in the stories
for the ne xt thirty yea r s .
Next to Biggles himself,
the honourable Algernon Lacey, known to his friends as
"Algy" is easi.ly the most popular character
in the stories.
Algy was a cousin
of Bigg l es and he caused a minor sensation
on his arr iva l i n Fr ance by shooting
Colonel Raymond of 51 st
down a "Huri'' on his very f j '"St trj p across the lines.
_\'ling H.Q. was another character
who ...-as to feature in many stories.
Afte r the
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first World War Raymond was Assistant
War he became the head of the Special
attempt to clear the sky of crookso

Commissioner of Police 9 and after the second
Air Police, an organisation
set up in an

Wilkinson, a flight commander of number 287 squadraon 9 and Smythe of Biggles
own squadron were both featured regularly,
and at one time Just after the end of
the First War9 Biggles. Algy and Ginger gave Wilks a much needed help i ng hand in
Canada.
This adventure was recorded in the novel titled
"Biggles Flies North"

1

(1939),
Many of the short stories from "Modern Boy" were later published in hard back
form, the publisher John Hamilton.
(Some of these stories were re-written,
and
some of them had their titles
changes.)
These volumes were titled
"Biggles of
266," "Biggles of the Camel Squadron," and "Biggles Pioneer Air Fighter."
Their
popularity
can be assessed by the fact that they have never been out of print,
Apart from the short stories in "Modern Boy11 there were also two long novels
set in this period, - "Biggles Flies East" (19359 B.FoL. 62). (The B,F,L. edition
was considerably
different
from the hard backed edition,
the former being set in
Russia 9 the latter being set in Germanyo)
"The Rescue Flight" is probably the
best Biggles tale dealing with the Great War.
It was based on an earlier
"Modern
Boy" tale titled
"The Professor Returns," and it contains suspense and cliff-hanging episodes that cannot be successfully
atta1 .ned in short stories.
The themes of the stories were many and varied, some humorous like "The Battle
of Flowers 9 " some concerning new air craft like "The Flying Arsenal" and even a few
that verged on the tragic,
as did the two tales that chronologically
end the wartime adventures of Biggleso
These two stories , titled
"Aff airs de Coeur, 11 and "The
Last Show" recorded Bi~gles 1 ill-fated
love affair with Mari e Janis, who turned out
to be a German spy.
(This adventure was mentioned over t hirty years later in the
nove1 titled
"Biggles Looks Back" (1965) in which Marie plays a prominent part.)
The Armistice was signed in 1918 and peace reigned.
Peace to Bi ggles an d
Algy meant routine.
and routine was not easily accepted by those used to a life of
adventure,
I had intended to end this survey of the early Biggles stories here, but there
are a few early post 1918 adventures that are, for various reasons 9 worthy of note,
They are "The Black Peril,"
"The Cruise of The Condor" (both of these tales were
later reprinted with the word Biggles inserted before then 9 a typical title alteration demonstrating
the fact that Biggles was the selling power behind the stories)
and "Biggles Hits the '.::'rail" (1935),
The first is of interest
because it introduces Ginger Hepplewhite, a character who was. with the passing of time to become
as popular as Biggles and Algy.
The latter
two tales both feature a character
called Dickpa, Biggles 1 uncle.
Both of these stories border on the fantastic
and
for this reason alone they are well worth reading,
"Modern Boy" came to an end in 1939 due to paper shortage , after a run of
eleven years.
It would be true to say that it owed a major part of its success to
Biggles.
But Biggles did not die with the ''Modern Boy."
Far from it.
He
carried on to the present day with over eighty full length adventures to his credit,
he has also appeared on T.V. in a ~eries featuring Peter Bromilow.
Johns himself
has admitted that when he first began writing stories
of his famous character over
thirty years ago, he little
realised
that he was creating a legend that was to
prevail until the present day.
But though Biggles has grown from strength to
strength with the passing of time 9 in my opinion none of his modern adventures can
compare with the fresh , lively tales that were written in the early thirties
when
( continued on p. 60 ) • ,

HORACE HACKER
A Study
By Leslie

•

Acid

Rowley

If it were within your power to invite a Greyfriars
character
into your homes
this Christma.stide
it is extremely doubtful that you would invite a master and it
is absolutely
certain that your chosen guest would NOTbe Horace Hacker.
So,
unwar.ted, uninvited,
unsought for and undesired,
I am bringing to your festive
firesides
the master of the Shell.
I make no apologies although Hacker is hardly the person anyone would want around the house at such a merry season, and I
offer no regrets.
Hacker, in his indirect
way, has brought much in the way of
smiles and laughter and this is the time of year for remembering the joy that
others have brought to us.
Hacker is sharp in feature,
word, and thought;
he thin.ks well only of himself.
He is not above eavesdropping or seeking information by other despicable
means.
He walks softly,
head slightly
bent, ears over keen to gather in ar1 inAn absence of a
discreet
utterance
from any long suffering
member of his form .
sense of humour gives room for a bitter,
caustic,
sarcasm.
His suspicious mind
blinds him to the good in others.
His is a Scrooge-like
disposition;
unlike
Scrooge, however, Hacker has not experienced redemption.
So Hacker goes his
miserable way his ouly satisfaction
in life being a sardonic regard for the fail ing of his fellow creatures.
His is a character
etched in acid.
My first
acquaintance
with Hacker was in December, 1928, and is chronicled
in "The Form-masters'
Feud" - a little
gem of Hamiltoniana well worth the reading.
W. G. Bunter, chased by an irate Hacker, seeks refuge in the Remove-master's
study
and, from behind the safety of a locked door, insults
Hacker in the voice of
Quelch finally
telling
him to "Cheese it."
Later, an innocent Quelcl: is cut by
an offended Hacker and thus begins a history of strained
relations
between the two,
developing into warfare between the Shell and Remove and giving Masters' Common
room a little
welcome excitement and entertainment
(the chapter dealing with the
latter
is alone worth the price of the whole story).
Frank Richards portrays with
a knowing pen the reaction
of both masters and boys to this "un" happy state of
affairs
and the fun is fast and furious until at last the unlucky Bunter gets his
just deserts.
True it is that, once the facts come to light,
Hacker is the first
to apologise.
He was to be less gracious in future years, and though the story
did not portray Hacker at his most acid, the whole adventure would not h~ve come
to pass if Hacker had abstained from intervening
in the affairs
of a form other
than his own.
In the "Tuckshop" rebellion
series with Hacker as temporary Headmaster we
came to know the Acid Drop at his very worst.
Totally unfit for the appointment;
resolutely
determined to maintain discipline
at all costs, Hacker threw discretion
to the winds.*
Floggings and expulsions,
heavy impositions
and severe canings
are the order of the day.
One scene, where Mauleverer is thrashed mercilessly
by
Hacker (reminiscent
of Brander at his worst) is indicative
of the depths to which
such a temporary Headmaster could sink if goaded beyond the limit of an uncertain

*

The series, criticised
in the past by Messrs, Fayne and Jen kins as being "slapstick"
and defended
(rather ably I think) by Mr. Kirby in the 19c1 issue or this Annual, contains llllch that makes Hacker
a true-to-life
character.
The dish-washing sequence, however, goes too fart
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temper.
The pen-portrait
becomes more convincing as it portrays Hacker"s relation
(Prout. too., had. this fail in~ 1.rl his time but there
with "his' 1 prefects and Staff
is a difference
between fatuous pomposity and vicious spite.)
O

Discipline,
harsh and severe, is the Acid Drop's remedy for the young rascals
of the Remove.
Unab.-e to make his author1 ty good by the direst possible methods
and driven by sheer desperation
to acts of tyranny, the temporary beak develops
tendencies,
from a mere unpleasant martinet to a dread creature with almost sadistic
forced in the end to introduce into the School a gang of thugs and tramps - gathered from the fields and hedgerows - in a final attempt to put down the rebellion.
Neither he nor his 1 army: meet w1.th any great success~
tuck.
Hacker
Misfortune seems to dog his footsteps
whenever he confiscates
is a great one at confiscating
cakes - ask Hobby:
But there is one other member
of the School who is even greater 1n skill at confiscating
grub; as fast as the
Shell master takes command of those larget luscious- iced mountains of JOY, Bunter
is not too far away to be unable to re-confiscate
them as it were.
One such cake
was the subJect of the "Warren" series"
Originating
in Hobby's study (at a party
to which Coker was invited).
removed by Hacker who has been summoned by the ensuing row, snaffled by l'l .G.B. it frnds its way to the study of Warren of the Fifth.
Put on the track by Loder. Hacker hastens, w:i.th Prout in tow. to recover the goods.
Having accused Warren in his usual bitter,
acid way., the true culprit is produced.
As a deflated Hacker turns to leave the studyp the voice of an indignant Prout recalls him
"One moment9 s1ro" boomed Prout.
"I have nothing more to say, s1r: 11 almost hissed Hacker
"The cakeo sid" boomed Prout, "I cannot allow your
comestibles to be left in this study r sj.r. Krndly take
your cake away with you, sir""
Another cake meets with a sim.L1ar fate in 11The Hoaxing of Hacker - aga1.n wt th
Thls time the Famous Five are
Bunter acting the part of a redeemer of tuck''.
blamed and an irritable
exchange takes place between Hacker and Quelcho
This
story. in which Hacker takes the title
lead, conta1.ns much to illustrate
the meanness of the man and his suspicious nature.
Suspecting that the Famous Five have
gone to "disreputable
resort"
the 11Cross Keys." Hacker pays a visit to the inn and
enjoys a disagreeable
encounter with Mr. Bill Lodgey.
Still certain that the
Remove boys are indulging in smoking and gambling, Hacker snoops into their studies
during class"
Bunter? also out of form, WJ. th a view to purloimng bullseyes from
Study No. 1, gives Hacker a scare and the :B'amousFive a hp that they are being
spied upon,
Thereafter,, Hacker is made to look a fool not only to an exasperated
Quelch but to the Headmaster as well"
The cover of "Magnet" No. 623 bears what 1 consider to be the best artist's
impression of the Shell form-master,
He is shown at his a.esk. surprised
1.n counting a little
hoard of sovereigns"
His head is turned, suspicion reflected
in his
eyes, the sharp crease of a sneer reaching from his bony nose to his thin lips, his
grasping hands outstretched
to protect the gold before him,
Under a table 1s
crouched the dismayed figure of Robert Cherry of the Remove.
Bob has had his ears
boxed (a method of correction
much favoured by the Acid Drop) and. armed with a
pot of red paint. has pa1.d a visit to the masters
study on a mission of sweet
revenge.
The unexpected return of Hacker having caused Bob to seek refuge beneath
the table, the unfortunate
Remov1te 1s the unwilling witness to the miserly habits
of the Shell form-master.
Quite a lot happens to Hacker's

little

hoard,

which is not surprising

with a

Pae
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hard pressed Gerald Loder driven to find the wherewithal to pay a gambling debt.
Bob is accused of theft and remains under a cloud for the rest of the story until,
with the connivance of Jack Drake, the sovereigns are eventually
discovered in
Hacker's own top hat which reposes on the head of the statue to the founder of
Greyfriars.

'Mr. Quelch gave the master of the Shell a grim look.
"These are the missing sovereigns,
Mr. Hacker?, 11 he snapped.
The Acid Drop gasped.
11
Yes, it would appear so-----"
Hacker stuttered.
"And what becomes now, sir, of your accusation
against a boy of my form,
sir, of pilfering
them?" demanded Mr. Quelch.
"Oh! Ah~ I certainly
supposed -----Ah;
••... "There is a note~"
Prout pointed a fat finger and boomed, 11You are
A folded paper lay among the sovereigns,
overlooking the note 9 Mr. Hacker!"
Hacker gave it no heed but J'llro Quelch picked it up and unfolded it.
His eyes and many other eyes - fixed on it •• , ••
"ADVICETO ACID DROPS! DON'T HOARDOR YOUMAYGET ANOTHER
FRIGHT!"
One would imagine that the embarrassment that is Hacker ' s every time he bags a
cake, makes an erroneous accusation,
or even sticks his ferret-like
beak into the
Remove passage would cause the Shell form-master to step more warily in future.
A suspicious mind and a narrow nature can ever find an excuse in the
Not at all:
name of Justice.
Perhaps Hacker means well - but to whom? To Mr. Quelch by
intervening
in matters affecting
that master 1 s Form?
To the Remove itself,
who·
show their appreciation
in no uncertain manner?
In early 1936 the boys learned, with no little
surprise,
that Hacker, just
like an ordinary human being - had "'relatives~
One of them, a boy of their own
age, was Eric Wilmot.
Eric was a nephew of Hacker 9 s who had to leave his previous
school rather hurriedly under suspicion of theft.
It is only fair to record to
Hacker's credit that the uncle stood by the nephew in the hour of need and persuaded Dr. Locke to give the lad another chance at Greyfriars.
Having done a
magnaminous thing, it was just like Hacker to go and spoil it, for the boy had
barely arrived at the School and taken his place in the Remove when doubt disturbed
his faith and suspicion marred his trust.
Let it be said that Wilmot was not an easy person to help.
He was sulky,
ill mannered and quick to take offence - cast rather in the mould of the early
Harry Wharton.
Differences
and quarrels quickly arose between himself and his
form-mates.
Hacker accorded his nephew a form of "protection"
unasked for and
It is not surprising
that ~he lad had a difficult
time of it
unwanted by the boyo
in the Remove where it was wrongly assumed that h~ made use of his uncle.
Hacker
bitterly
resented any action taken against his protegee;
acid complaints were made
to Quelch and demands made for punishment against the offenders .
"Oh ! no sir,"
coolly exclaimed the Bounder on one such occasion,
"I will remember not to touch
Wilmot now that I know that Mr. Hacker does not like it!"
Mr. Quelch resented,
as always, this intrusion
into the affairs
of his form.
There were many acrimonous exchanges between the Remove and Shell form-masters
until,
at last, Wilmot publicly declined his uncle's protecting
influence.
1his
renunciation
improved the boy's standing with the Remove and certainly
ephanced
Mr. Quelch's opinion os his colleague ' s nephe~.
Hacker ' s faith,
on the other hand,
was very much on the wane and he accuses Wilmot of the theft of a £10 note that is
missing from Prout 1 s study.
All comes right in the end , of course,, and Wilmot is
invited to return to his old schoolo
But an unpleasant
appreciation
of Hacker is
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left with the readero
spots nor an Ethiopian

Hacker];_§_ Hacker , after
h.J.s skin;

all~

A leopard

cannot change its

But if Hacker is an al together unpleasant. person ( "a microbe," '1a blot" or "a
meddlesome cad" in the words of the Remove), the circumstances that surround the
master of the Shell can always be guaranteed to be entertaining.
So it promised
in those last days of the "Magnet" in 1940" In the final story "The Shadow of
the Sack~"
Hacker 1.s still h1.s interfering
self and much of promise seemed in
store.
Alas~
"The Battle of The Beaks" never saw the light of day and we are
left to mourn the unpublished history of what might have been an hilarious
account
of a typical Quelch/Hacker confrontation,,
I make no apolog1.es ~ as I have said, for i.ntroduci ng Hacker into your home
this Christmas.
Be hospitable
to lum whilst he is here~ for, thou.gh he may not
have so intended, he has given you much happiness in the_ .past.
Let us, then,
recognise his presence and toast his future.
In Bitter

KING OF THE §[I

Lemon?

(continued

from page 56) •• ,

the Sopwith Camels were pulled on to the tarma c and the cheery young pil.ots lifted
their voices and shouted that inevitable
phrase to their ack-amas- "Chocks Away:"
Captain Johns also wrote another story of wartime flying that did not feature
Biggles.
It was the "Spy Fliers" that was serialised
in the "Gem" in 1933, later
published in No. 625 of the B.F.Lc and was eventually issued in hard backed form by
John Hamilton.
The short Biggles
· and the "C.ru1se of the
and Son. ·· The rest of
of the last mentioned f

stories mentioned here, together with "The Black Peril,"
Condor" are available in cheap edi hons published by Dean
the stories mentioned in this article,
with the except;Lon
are available in "Armada" paperbacks.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1
SEASON
S GREETINGSfellow members, especially
James "the Butler" Swan, Jim Belton,
G. Harr:ison, V. Lay, A. Paynter ~ W. O. G. 9 "Packo" including other writers who
have given us so much enJoyment so long.
Sorry , nearly fo rgot our esteemed
editor "E.F."
A.G. DAVIDSONj193 RAEST. 9 FITZROYNORTH~MELBOURNE,
AUSTRALIA.

CHRISTMAS
GREETINGSand ALLGOODWISHES for

1967 to all

our members everywhere.
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Dear Old Rottersl
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HOW'S THA.T?
Cricket

By

Do n
Webster

was in the air!

These were the opf;riing wcrds of a Red Magnet (or was it a Blue Gen:) 11rior to
the first
I have never seen a copy since to recarture
World War.
tne spirit
of
the fine cricket
y.s.rr. within.
In July of this year, the Edi tor of "The Collectors•
Digeft'' :ie·il i.. with tne
st,bJect of the late Charles Hamil ton writing
on cricket.
In hfo O'i')inirn:., .0.s far
a:,, Suimner Series
were concerned,
here was Frank RichB.rds at his bes+!
I ;Brtly
a?;ree with him.
Now, opinior.s c.iffer very much on a Series
the ir.ain themes, for one must take into account
{a) lt{hether you are

(t)

a cricket

enthusiast

care less as to the sporting
is sustained.

(ct) Whether you have no interezt

IlS

on8

of

or not.

·,,n·,ether- (as one of our leading critics
says) ''it sr.ould
for the tense drama - in pleasant
surroundings.
'1

(c) Whether you couldn't
as J.ong as the plot
(e)

whicl: inc]u(ief. · ·.rLr;;·t

details

ce

bh.Ck s..'TOl.Uld

of the ,,,tory

in cricket.

Wr1ether you are a stickler
detail.

for

the co:.Tect

descr.'.ptionf',

;,hr2.ses ,..nd

Being in category (a) and having played and watched a lot of the gnmd old
S\.lm.r.Jergan1e, I found all cricket
tales absorbing,
whether by Charles Hiu'l:.ilton or
those authors who wrote in the hard-cover
books.
Of all the illustrators,
I
Macdonc.ld in The Gem.
preferred
I have read many descriptions
phere this extract
from the Stacey
Here it is:

of cricket
matches, but I think for tense atmosSeries (Magnet 1426) will take some beating.

"Harry Wharton I s face was quietly detern·ined as he went in.
He hated
partnering
Stacey at the wickets, but it was unavoidable
as he was third on the
list
to bat, and had he been fifth
or six it would have come to the same thing,
for the new n.an was obvious]y set.
He was not free frc-m a suspicion
'that hfo
trjck,
though he tried 1~ot tc thir'k of
rival and enemy might play him some rotten
that.
Stacey looked a cricketer
born and i,red, but good as his cricket
was,
he did not play
Wharton had only too much reason to know the.t in other respects
the game ..••
Stewart of the Shell sent the ball down.
Stewart put all he knew into
bowling to Stacey knowing what to expect from that particular
batsman.
Stacey,
with his usu.al manner of indolent
carelessness,
snicked it away and re.r.. Wharton
seemed glued to his wicket.
There was simply no chance of & run - whett1er that
fact was visible
to the pavilion
crowd or not, it w&.s plainly visible
to W'r.arton,
He would not have expectec: Billy Bunter or Coker of the Fifth to attempt to ba&· a
single off that hit.
No fellow who could play cricket
would have ta.ken the
chance of running his partner out, - no fellow - unless he had other thar. cricxet

--·- ---------------·-

.............
------

··----
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purposes to ser1e o
Wharton. 1.n fact. knowing there was no run, was not ready to make the
attempt, and Stacey was halfway along the pitch before he realised
that the
fellow was runru.ng at all.
Then he made a desperate spurto
"Move, for goodness sake."
Stacey Jerked out 1.n passing, near Wharton ' s
wicket, far from the one he had so recklessly
abandoned.
Wharton covered the ground as he had never covered ground before.
He was almost mad with rage, but he was not going to let the scheming rascal
run him out 1.f he could help it.
But it was, of course 1 futile.
His bat was yards from the crease when the
ball came in 9 smashing the wicket.
"How"s that'?" chirruped Hobson of the Shello
Wharton stood burning with fury.
It was no error of an inexperienced
batsman - Stacey was anything but that.
Stacey had deliberately
run him out;
caring absolutely
nothing for the loss
of a wicket to his side, so long as he scored over an enemyo
That was the man the Remove were so eager to play 1.n matches - for whose
sake they had discarded their skipper - a fellow who was not decent enough to
play in a Borstal side.
Wharton stood crimsono
He turned. to look at the other batsman and caught
the mocking glimmer 1.n his eyes - and made one stride back along the pitch.
What he intended to do he hardly knew - but fortunately
he controlled
himself,
and walked off and 'Nent unsteadily
to the pavilion.
"Hard luck, old man. 11 said Bob Cherry"
Wharton looked at him. without speaking.
Had these fellows missed what
was plain enough for a blind man to see?
"Stacey i s a bit reckless,"
said Frank Nugent, "I shouldn't have thought
there was a run there."
"Stacey got it" remarked Mark Linley,
"Dash 1.t all, Wharton. have you been sticking gum on your shoes 9 or what?''
exclaimed the Bounder irritablyo
ltI'narton choked.
No man likes being run out at the very best of times.
It is the sort of
mischance that the victim thinks ought not to happen.
But a mistake, a blunder,
even an idiotic bungle. can be more or less forgiven.
But this was no mistake,
no blunder 9 no bungle.
It was deliberate
treachery.
And these fellows could.
not see it.
Frank touched. his chum lightly on the arm.
He could understand Harry ' s
feelings , but he was alarmed at the expression on his face.
"Rotten luck, old chap," murmured Frank.
Wharton found his voice.
'"It was not rotten luck,'' he sa1.d. and his voice was loud and clear, heard
by everybody.
"Stacey ran me out intentionally:"
"Harry , old chap ••• "
"Don• t talk rot;' snapped the Bounder, - "bad enough to throw away your wicket
without whining like a fag in the Secondo"
Wharton 2 s eyes flamed,
cur ran me out on purpose"
That"s the sort of· rascal
"That treacherous
you 1 re playing for the Removeo"
"For goodness sake 1 chuck it," said Bob Cherry.
Bob's honest mind could
not grasp such tr1.ckeryo
Harry Wharton flung down his bat.
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I won't play
"You'll bat without me.
"I'm finished here" he exclaimed.
Do
you
want
to
see
me
run
out in the
again with that cur.
What' s the good?
second innings, too."
And leaving his bat where it fell, Harry Wharton walked off the cricket
field . 11
But Harry did play again with Ralph Stacey,
circumstances.

but under entirely

different

To avoid batting with Stacey in the match against St. Judes, Harry Wharton is
down to bat at No. 10 with Stacey opening the innings, but due to his own misdemeanours St acey is decidedly "off colour" and has to go in last.
Let me recount
the scene as they next meet on the cricket pitch:
"Harry lool<':edvery curiously at Stacey as he came from the pavilion.
Stacey
had to bat now, if at all.
He had pulled himself together to some extent, but
it was clear he was not his usual self.
He had the bowling, and it was in Wharton's mind that he might try to bring
off a run-out, as he had done before.
But Stacey was not thinking of that - or indeed of anything but the black
trouble that lay like lea d on his mind.
Lunn put on his be st bowler to deal with this wonderful man, and the field
watched keenly and eagerly.
There was a genera l ga sp as Stacey's wicket went down first ball!
"Stacey ' s out."
"For a duck. 11
11
My onl y hat. 11
Stacey ' s face was red as he went back to the pavilion .
Harry Wharton with
11
feelings
too deep for words, carried out his bat - not out for nil !
In the second innings the batting order was more or less
Wharton openi ng the innings and Stacey down at No. 11,
Let us join the players

with Greyfriars

wanting 88 to tie,

reversed

with Harry

89 to win:

Nine down for 85!
Last man in ~
Wharton had the bowling .
Stacey came out to the wickets;
and there was
a deep breath among the Greyfriars
men.
"If that cur lets him down - 11 muttered the Bounder.
Three wanted to tie - four to win!
Wharton was glad he had the bowling,
as he saw the black and bitter
face at the other end of the pitch.
Stacey knew he couldn't keep his wicket up - neither did he want to do so:
he would gladly have thrown the game away to prevent his rival from scoring the
winning hit .
If the bowling came to him --It looked as if it might.
Once, twice, thrice,
the ball came down and
nothing happened.
Again it came9 and again.
Wharton stopped it dead.
The Greyfriars
men watching from the pavilion were on tenterhooks.
Every
man knew t hat the game depended on the next hit.
If the bowling came to Stacey
- only a few hours ago the star of the team - the game was up.
The Bounder
knew that whatever the hit was l i ke, Stacey would fail to make the running good.
The bowler seemed incredibly
slow in gettin g going with the last ball of
his over.
But it came dovm at last!
If Wharton failed --He did not f ail!
He stepped out to the ball and it went.
Wharton did not run - Stacey had no chance of letting
the game down - he
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knew it was a boundary.

And it

was~

Greyfriars

had won!

II

Well~ there you are.
Of course we could improve on the words here and there
I daresay, but does it matter if Greyfriars
are "down for 89" or "all out for 89."
We could also say that Wharton played th e first five balls and sent the sixth to
th e boundary, but we shouldn ' t have built up that last ball tension.
Of course if we want to cri t i cise we have only to turn to the Bertie Vernon
Seri es .
Here we have Smithy's "double" who was a first-class
bowler, performing
Posing as Smithy i n the match against
an almost impossible feat in Magnet 1639.
Rookwood he fails t o score in either innings, but then proceeds to dispose of nine
men, taking 6 successive wickets (a double hat-t r ick) and the last 3 wickets (just
Really Mr. Richards!
a ha t- trick).
I haven!t the Lancaster Series by me at the moment
case you have read quite enough about Greyf r iars in t his
The Head (who was quite a cricke t er in his younger days)
down t o Big Side to see this popular senior (Lancaster)
field.

to quote from, and in any
article,
but I believe
and Mr. Quelch sauntered
in action on t he cricket

My biggest disappointment was reading the abridged edition of "King Cricket"
by Charles Hamilton in the Boys ' Fr iend 3d Library.
The original
serial which
ran in "The Boys' Realm" was extremely popular because it brought in the famous
players of the day, such as Hobbs. Woolley, Hirst , Rhodes, etc., whereas the B.F.
3d Libra r y only described one or two Coun t y mat ches which Loamshire played.
Even the substitute
writers are not above criticism .
Take for example the
Inter-Form Contests in the Gem, written by Pentelow.
Here is a typical (and
impossible) score:
SHELL
Merry
Talbot
Lowther
Noble
Manners

b. Wynn
b. Blake
& b. Cardew
not out
not out
Extras

127
103
62
51
25
12

(for 3 wkts)

380

c. D' Arcy.
Co

Total

t o which the Fourth replied with an almost similar score.
Now, my experience of schoolboy cricket is that even 50 runs want a lot of
getting,
so that some of our fictional
prod i gies would walk into the school First
Eleven~ particularly
a bowler of Vernon ' s class.
Further "faux pas" by our Sub- writers include this "gem" from The Gem.
"Talbot cut the ball to leg."
This could mean a hit to square leg or a leg glance.
Another sub-writer
described a run out as follows:
"He was stumped by a good
throw - in from the long field."
I could quote many more, but I was surprised
recently when reading "Teddy Lester - Captain of Cricke t " (John Finnemore) to see
ba t sm,en described as "batters"
and bails spelt "bales. 11
I think it only fair to include in t his article
some reference to the hard
cover cricket stories,
most of which I read as a boy.
To-day picking up one or
two to re-read I find they do not give me as much pleasure as reading one of the
Magnet cricket series.
The wonderful

catch in "The Substitutes"

(Major Charles

Gilson)

in which the

Pae
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the final great innings by the
disilllsses one of his own colleagues,
"substitute"
in
the wonderful partnership
Reed),
Baines
(T.
Captains"
skipper in "The Willoughby
11
the
to
finish
exciting
the
),
Wodehouse
G.
P.
(
Kays
of
Head
"The
in
the House Fina]
Eton v Harrow match (H. A. Vachell) in "The Hill" and the fine stories about "Mike"
who really understands
wm.ch appeared in "The Captain" are all for the connoisseur,
than I will write
informed
better
someone
someday
Perhaps
cricket.
his
and loves
stories and
cricket
of
cream
the
of
some
with
coupled
yarns,
these
on
an article
etc.
Captain.''
"The
"
••
"B.O.P
''Chumss"
from
serials
Tom Merry or Talbot featuring in
Of course The Gem had its cricket stories,
at Eastwood House and there was
Week
Cricket
a
had
we
y
Occasionall
many of them.
of great regret to me that we
matter
a
always
was
It
usually a "Raffles" about.
as the 3 Magnet series (and
such
Gem,
The
in
Series
Cricket
did not have a long
article.
this
1.n
earlier
quoted
I
also)
add the Da Costa Series
Even the Nelson Lee had its Cricket Series, such as Jerry Dodd - Test Match
the Harry Gresham Series , etc.
Cricketer,
To conclude, let me take you back to the year 1915. when on a lovely sunny
"The Slacker 's Eleven"
Monday morning I pUTchased a Red Magnet (price 1d) entitled
I need not
.
Rookwood
in which the Greyfriars Remove play their first match with
makes
chapter
last
the
of the story, but I think an excerpt from
go into details
Here it is:
reading.
interesting
Only one run
Jimmy Silver vrould do it.
"Rookwood faces were confident now.
fatigue.
of
sign
any
showing
not
Jimmy
and
win,
to
two
tie
to
wanted
Hurree Jamset Ram Singh sent the ball down - his very best ball - and there
But Wharton's
The be.tsman ran.
was a smack of the willow and the leather.
eye was on the ball • He took a run, then he backed away, his eye on the ball
Smack! Every eye was on Wharton,
as it floated down to his waiting hands.
"
"How's that?"
and there was a roar.
I think this

1s where we came in.
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early in the century, but it was gener ally agreed that the current editor,
Peter-Roy Shannon of the Sixth, who
managed somehow to produce a new issue
twice every term , had never been sur~assed
in the editorial
chair.

"The Sladeian,"
the school magazine
of Slade, had semi-official
status,
and
it was well knowr. that Mr. Scarlet,
the
Headmaster, looked upon it with approval.
Financed ty the school authorities,
it
we.s edi tee 'by a member of the Sixth Form,
and the toys of Slade, chiefly the
seniors, contributed
all the contents.
Mr. Scarlet, with due moc.esty, would
point to "The Sladeian" as proof of the
sense of responsibility
which senior boys
acquired as the result of a Slade
edu<'ation.
Whether "The Slodeian" paid its way
financially
was beside the point.
It
was sold for 5/ - a copy, and every boy in
the school was expected to buy at least
two copies of each issue.
There was no
question about this, for the charge we.s
entered on each boy's bill.
Complimentary copies of "The SLs.deian" were
sent to various prominent people, with
resultant
good will, and copies often
also went to the editors of the "Plymouth
Bugle" and the "Everslade Record," who
duly had something nice to say about it
in their newspaper~, all reflecting
happily upon Slade College.
So whether
"The Slade::.an" paid its way was not
important.
The school authorities
regardec it as a good investment.
"The Sladeian"

had been founded

When Corker, the previous editor,
had left Slade for pastures new some
twelve months ago, it was mainly due to
Mr. BuQdle, who taught English at Slade,
that Corker was succeeded as editor by
Peter-Roy Shannon.
Not that Shannon was
a particular
star of the Sixth Form English class.
On the contrary, he was
frequently
guilty of pleonasm, tautology,
and circumlocution,
to which Mr. Buddle
drew attention
in red ink.
Split infinitives and mixed metaphors were by no
• means unknown in a Shannon essay.
But Shannor. had a lively irnc..€,'ination
for shameless Journalese.
He
1 and a gift
liked writing.
He had a fair amount of
I patience, and a store of tact whict he
would use if the necessity arose.
Mr.
Buddle thought that he would rrake a gooc.
editor for "The Sladeian" - and so he did.
He was no sportsmar-, as Mr. Bucdle knew.
He would enjoy an afternoon's
writing and
editing,
as any other fellow might enjoy
an afternoon at cricket or soccer.
Apart from his editorial
labours,
Peter-Roy Shannon had one other hobby amateur photography.
He had that knack
of getting good pictures which is the
gift of the torn photographer .
Always
he would use his own pictures in making
up the current covers of the school magazine.
On one occasion he printed a
remarkably fine shot of Antrobus, the
school captain,
opening his shoulders and
hitting
a six.
It was a posed picture
which did not look like a posed picture.
On another cover there was the school
First Rowing Eight on the river at Ever slade.
With a good editor ' s - and
photographer's
- flair for variety,
Shannon adorned yet another cover with a
striking study of the Tango Tea Rose wbich
bloomed in the Headmaster's garden .
Mr.
j Scarlet
was delighted,
and commended
Shannon.
The youthful photographic expert

I

I
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always placed his own name at the base ~T1me
TJaSSed, and eventual1y Sha..nnon
of his pictures.
His reproduction
of Jwem: to the gate ., The donkey followed
the bust of Sir Douglas Buchanant
jhim,
Sharu~on closed the gate carefully,
founder of Slade. with the na1ne Peteras all good hikers should, and the donkey
! put
its head o ,,er the top.
Shannon
Roy Shannon scr3.wled across the lower
l stroked its neck. and i. t brayed with
half of the pictm·e,
caused glee in
!pleasure.
Shannon poised his camera,
Lower School, and for some time afterwards Shannon found himself addressed as 1and took a picture.
Sir Douglas.
He took it all in good
Something told him that it would be
part.
1a fine picture - and it waso
When, a
.day
or
two
later,
Shannon
picked
up his
So Shannon ' s covers were Justly
prints
from
the
chemist's
shop
in
Everfamous.
I slade,
he was delighted.
Never had
Shannon had a sense of humour,
iShannon seen suet a fine picture of a
which is an advantage in any editor if
idonkey,,
It was a magnificent
study.
he i s to remain sane.
It would seem
!Clear as a bell. it showed the donkey
that he inherited
his sense of humour
; gazing ,joyously into the ca.rnera, a gentle,
from his mother who, long ago~ had
:enigmatic smile on its face.
It was a
played the supreme Joke of insisting
inature picture to end nature pictures.
that a double-barrelled
Christian name
.
Shannon had an enlargement made.
should be bestowed upon her son,
!This was even more successful
than the
Plenty of people are blessed with
printo
Shannon felt instinctdouble-barre lled surnames. but few have !original
ively that he had never done anything
Christian
names with two prongs.
He sent it off at once to the
better,
Peter-Roy Shanr.on was one of the fewo
~1·
nter'
s
offi · e for a bl.ock +.o be made.
P ·' Shannon I s sense of humour often
·
,..
'
,.__ h th
f "Th
, There was only one place for such a work
t
j f
·
sSlh one
_It _e· pages ..bl
o
n
th_e t
o ar t - t·h e cover o.f th e mi·d - t .erm 1.ssue
d · 1li·oug
d
.
,,
Someho'·
T
Sh.
a eian.
. is possi
e , _ a d· some
f
"Th
Sl
t .
o
__e
a e1.an.
,,
annon
· s e 1 oria. 1 s
.
.
Sl a d e f e 11· owst"f ounhd Sh. annon
t
d d th
t
, sensed that 1.t would cause a sensation.
even f unnier
Lan .e 1n en e , em o
One half-holiday,
towards the middle
be.
However, in the matter of the
:of the term Carslake of the Fifth dropped
Headmaster's photograph, it was generally agreed th&.t Shannon surpassed him- :into Peter-Roy Shannon's study on the
lsixth Form Corridor.
Carslake 1 who kept
self.
!wicket for the Slade First Eleven~ contriOne afternoons
early in the summer [buted sports reports to "The Sladeian. 11
term, Shannon set out on a long country
il
He found the editor seated before a
hike, accompanied only by his beloved
I Remington
camera.
In a pleasant Devonshire
Portable,
with sheets of paper
meadow he came across a don.1-rny. It was· surrounding hi.m, and an overflowing wastea lovely don.'key,
It had a shaggy coat, paper basket at his side.
Shannon was
1 clicking
away at the machine, and he did
and furry, droopy ears.
It had a
charming expression on 1ts intelligent
not look up as Carslake came in.
1
face.
Peter-Roy Shannon soon made
11
,
Busy~ Buzz off: n snapped Sharmon.
friends with it.
It al lowed him to rub\
"Wh . th
t? 11
its ears. to pat its back, and to feed
I1
_ens
,e mag coming ou ·
11
Tomorrow~ The notice is on the
it with milk chocolate.
Occasional] y
Scoot .v "
board in Hall.
Can't you read?
it would wi:nk one of its soulful green
11
"Are my sports reports in?
eyes at Shannon.
From ti.me to time it
Depart;"
"They are:
would butt him lightly
to show its
"Uncut'?"
appreciation
of the atte11;tion he was
Shannon looked up wearily at; last!
giving ito
I·: was a gentle, sweet-·
and ceased typing.
na tu.red donkey,
II
A little
Almost uncut, my friend.
0

I
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bit

of f here and there. perhapso"
shared is a pleasure doubledo
Carslake grunted.
study of Old Pinky."
"You spoil all my reports by
"Pinky-Mi?"
pruning them."
"Not Pinky-Mi:
Old Pink~ 11
Shannon shook his head,
"Old Pink?"
Carslake opened his
"It's an editor's
He look ed quite startled,
Job to prune," he1eyes wide.
said.
"You'd like to hog the whole mag,land Shannon chuckled again.
"You've got
Can' t give too much space to sport:
a picture of the Big Beak on the mag
Besides, the kids have to have a showo 1 cover? Doesn't he mind?"
Young Pilgrim sent in a nice little
item !
Shannon was grinning widely.
on Lower School boxing."
·
"He doesn I t knowo"
"Are you suggesting that young
"But he'll skin you alive,"
gasped
Pilgrim writes as well as I do?"
!Carslake.
"Where did you get the picture?"
demanded Cars l ake.
"I took it with my little
camera.
Shannon spoke soothingly.
. He winked at me as I clicked."
Carslake drew a deep breath .
"Nobody writes as well as you do.
You have a neat turn of phrase, as the
"The Headmaster on the cover of the
I school rag. That's a bit startling."
He
Gump says.
All the same, we have to
share out the space.
Mell has written
, stared at the smiling editor.
"Aren't
j you windy that he 1 11 go off the deep end
a humorous short story. 11
"Only Mell will read it - and I
j when he sees it?"
hope he laughs himself to death," said
'
"Maybe he won't recognize himself,"
Carslake.
1 suggested
Shannon blandly.
I
"Good-bye~" said Shannon politely.
I
"You said it was a good picture ."
"It is a good picture . It's a
"Oh, well --" Carslake turned away. :
He looked back.
"Is it a good issue?"
. stun.."ler. Best thing I've ever done.
"Of course l t I s a good issue.
i Nature in the raw o"
Best mag in the kingd om. 11
"Well , you've got a nervet" said
"What's on the cover?"
· Carslake, ~ith obvious admiisation.
!
"The one thing I don't lack is
"The cover?"
Shannon sighed
o "The cover is a dream.
! nerve." admitted Shannon.
"Not a word
ecstatically
I ' ve never done anything better."
! to anyone, mindl"
"What is it? 11
"Not a word! 11 breathed Carslake,
Shannon shook nis head.
j
He left the study.
Peter-Roy
"Wait and see!
It's a secret.
I j'Shannon, with no rea lisation
of the harm
never tell anyone what's on the cover
he had done, returned
to his typing .
!
You know
before the mag comes out.
that."
"I bet it's a blodgel 11 said
Carslake had tea in his study that
Carslake.
afternoon.
He had two guests - Gillespie
1
11You wait
till you see ito
It s a of the Sixth and Lorch of the Fifth.
sensation."
Meredith of the Lower Fourth, who had
"What is it?
Go on, tell us:"
accepted a shilling
in return for making
urged Carslake persuasively.
"I won:t !I toast and brewing tea, was also present.
You know you can, It was r a ther undignified
mention it to a soul,
for a Lower
trust me."
jFourth man to undertake so menial a task
Peter-Roy Shannon chuckled.
It wasj for seniors,
as Meredith admitted - .but a
then that his sense of humour took over. shilling
was a shilling .
Meredith's
"You won~t tell anyone if I let you face was red with the heat from the
electri .c fire o
in on it?"
11
0f course not!" promised Carslake.
While Meredith made slice after slice
"Well, I suppose there ' s no harm in of toast~ the seniors ate it with marmatelling
just one person.
A pleasure
j lade, and chatted.

I
I

!

!
I

!
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The meal was nearly over when
Carslake came to the subject of the
schoo l magazine.
11

my walking-cane."
Iyou with
"Not a wordt " said Meredith

virtuouslyo "It's not my business. 11
11Now clear
,
out." snapped Carslake.
"A shilling,
please:"
s~d ~eredith.
"Labourer is worthy of his hire.
I
"You young villain,"
gasped Carslake.
"I paid you before you started.''
"So you did!" agreed Meredith.
"I
1
\ forgot~
Sorry!"
I
And Meredith took his departure.
I

Il

New issue of the school rag out
to-morrow," he said.
"Quite a startling cover this time.
Fit for the
Chamber of Horrors at Tussaud' s
"Uh-huh?" commented Gillespie
through a mouthful of toast.
"A picture of you behind the
l
stumps?" queried Lorch brightly.
Carslake sniffed.
· • • · •
It was about fifteen
minutes later
"He might do worse than that . In ;I
fact he has done. Shannon's got a
that Meredith entered his own study on
I the Lower-Fourth corridoro
His study
picture of the Great Beak on the next
mates, Pilgrim and Garmansway, were
.
cover," he announcedo
He was del:Lghted with the result
l already at work, scorching through the ir
I evening "prep."
In the long summer
The two seniors
of the disclosure.
stared at him i~ amazement.
evenings, prep was always a nuisance.
I Something to be completed as quickly as
Both echoed, in disbelief:
"The
Great Beak?"
possible in order to give a fello~, the
chance to get out into the open air.
"Old Pink~" agreed Carslake.
1
Lorch said:
"I wonder the Old Man i
· t II
I
Meredith kicked the door shut, and
t bl
A h
•
a 11 owed l •
1
are vain," remarked · drew a chair up to the a e .
"Schoolmasters
s e
Carslake, with a shrug.of the_sh~ul~ers. \ sorted out his books, he broke the news.
"What kind of a picture is l t?
i
II School
mag I s out to-morro w. And
I who do you think is on the cover?"
queried Lorch.
"I dunno!" Carslake poured himse14
"Don't know and don' t care!" said
"It must be a good Garmansway.
another cup of tea.
"The school mag, full of
one or Shannon would never have used it. senior school bilge, is beneath my
He says it shows nature in the raw."
notice
"Old Pink, stripped
to the waist,
"It won't be this time, 11 said
takin g the sun on the end of Brighton
Meredith, with a grin.
"Shannon's got a
pier, 11 suggested Gillespie
picture of Old Pink on the cover."
The three seniors roared with
"Piffle! ,i snapped Pilgrim.
"It 's a fact~
A picture of Old
laughter,
and Meredith, also chewing
toast and marmalade, joined in from the I Pink in a swim-suit. "
window-seat.
Pilgrim and Garmansway jumped.
"Rot~ 11 said Pilgrim.
"The Head's
"That little
squirt I s been listening to everything r II commented Lorcho
never worn a swim suit. in his life.
I
Carslake swung round on his chair1
bet he never takes a swim."
II I bet
and glared at I11:eredith.
I
he never even takes a bath,"
"Have- you been listening
to our
I added Garmansway.
talk?" he demar..ded.
"You t 11 see! 11 remarked Meredith
"I never listen
to my elders and
happily.
betters, 11 assured Meredith.
"My muinmy
Shortly afterwards,
Pilgrim and
taught me that.
Didn't .y ours?"
Garmansway
closed
their
books
and quitted
"If you repeat a word of what
th
e
study,
leaving
Meredith
to
finish his
you've heard in this study ," said
work.
Carslake darkly, "you'll need a new
Pilgrim hurried away to the junior
pair of bags after I've finished with
O

"

I

I
!

i

"

0
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cricket pavilion,
but Garmansway stopped
to chat briefly
with Shovel and Brazenbean who were lounging on the steps outside the main door.
11
Don1 t tell anyone~ but there 1 s a
picture of Old Pink on the new issue of
the school mag coming out to-morrow."
11
0 ld Pin.1<? What ' s he think we want·
his picture for?" grunted Sho,rel.
"I
don!t believe it."
"Ohr. it's a sure thing," said
Garmansway confidently.
"Shannon got a
snap of Old Pink sun-bathing
on the
beach at Bournemouth, bandy legs and
all."
Meredith, hurrying down to the
junior cricket practice,
met his forrnmaster, Mr. Buddle. in the quadrangle.
He fell into step beside the master, who
was enjoying an early evening stroll.
"There'll
be a big demand for the
new school mag when it comes out tomorrow morning, sir," t.e volunteered.
"Indeed, Meredith?" Mr. Buddle gave
a kindly smile.
t1Is ttere something
extra-special
about it this time, then?
I should be very happy to know that you
have written an article,
and that
Shannon of the Sixth h&.s accepted it."
t10h. nothing like that, sir.
There's a picture of the Headmaster on
the cover, sir."
"What!" The kindly expression disappeared from Mr. Buddle's face.
"Nonsense!"
I think Shannon
t1It 1 s truer sir.
took the photograph, s.ir.
A photograph
of the Head JUSt preparing for .a swimo"
"Nonsense l" yappec. Mr. Buddle.
"How dare you jest about your Headmaster,
Meredith:
Take yourseJf off, at once."
Mr. Buddle waved a hand in the air
to shoo away Meredith. and a moment late
he had disnussed the matter from his
mind. He was to recalJ it later.
Meanwhile, the story was sweeping
through junior school.
It was also
causing a sensation
among the seniors.
It lost nothing in the telling.
Palmer of the Sixth mentioned the
matter to Irony.
"Heard the latest:
Irony? Shannon
has got the Chief Beak on the cover of

the latest
a
school mag. Practically
nude study of him. I suppose the Old
Man thinks its Grecian, but I don't like
All right for Eton, I
the idea.
suppose __ t1
He broached the
Irony was startled.
subject to Vanderlyn.
"Heard the news, Van? Shannon has
a picture of Old Pink on the cover of the
rag due to-morrow.
I know it for certain.
Stra1gh t from the horse' s mouth: ''
Everybody who heard about it was
sceptical
at first,
but the story was
told with fuller
detail as time passed,
and doubts faded away.
Some fellows
sought Shannon for confirmation,
but the
worthy editor was not to be foundo
At the nets it reached Mr. Crayford,
the games master, who was in charge and
doing a spot of cricket coachingo
He
spoke to Irony.
11
What 1 s this I hear, Irony?
Something about Old Pink 's mug being on the
cover of the rag which comes out toI morrow?"
Irony noddedo
I
"It seems to be true, sir.
Apparently it came from Shannon himself.
It
seems
that
Old
Pink
posed
for
the
picture
I
j in his garden, and it's so good that they
I decided to use it on the cover of the
school mag.
Bit infra dig, I think!
It smacks of advertising""
Every now and again Mro Crayford
paused to have a little
chat with various
seniors,
and the subject of the 11Sladeian"
cover came up frequently.
He heard
different
versions of the story, but it
all summed up to the same conclusion.
Shannon had a photograph of the Headmaster on the coming issue of the magazine.

I
I
!

I

One of the last to hear the story
was Antrobus. captain of Slade.
He had
noticed fellows forming into little
groups.
and guessed that some mild piece of school
Several times
scandal was 1.n the air.
he called sharply to various Sixth and
Fifth Form men to pack up the chin-wag
and attend to net practice,
but he
wondered. all the same, what could be
causing a minor sensationo
Alan Antrobus, like most good school
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cap t ains, led a rather lonely life.
All through his school career he had
been popular and the centre of school
politics.
But now, as captain of
Slade, he had considerable
authority
and heavy responsibilities.
Those who
had once invariably
called him Alan or
11
0mnibus, 11 now always addressed him as
his
Antrobus or "skipper, 11 as befitted
lofty rank.
Little
tit-bits
of gossip
no longer came his way.
Authority
always brings a certain amount of lone-!
liness to the man who holds it, and
most of alli perhaps~ in the world of
the public school.
Fortunately
for him, Antrobus was
a "blood~" a star at cricket and football, or he might have found himself
left even more high and dry.
The nonsporting school captain has a more
lonely furrow to plough than the sportsl
man who attains
the captaincy
The closest friend of Antrobus at
Slade was :Micha.el Scarlet,
the Headmaster ' s son, known to all and sundry
But Pinky-Mi I s father
as Pinky-ML
expected his son to give more attention
to study than did the average senior,
and this was one of the evenings when
Pinky-Mi was hard at work in his room
instead of enjoying practice
at the
nets.
Had Pinky-Mi been with the
there is no doubt
other cricketers,
that Antrobus would have heard earlier
of the little
tit of sensation concerning the school magazine.
O

Antrobus looked incredulous.
"Scarlet Major? The Head do you
mean?"
"The Number One Beak~" agreed
Restarick.
"Canit quite understand his
i wanting his picture on the cover of the
mago I mean, that sort of thing isn't
done! It 1 s undignified! 11
i
Antrobus spoke impatiently .
I
"Don't be an utter fool, Restarick~
I The Head would never permit such a thingr
and Shannon wouldn't have the nerve to do
anything of the sort without permission.
I thin..1<somebody has been pulling your
leg."
Once again Restarick
shrugged his
shoulders.
"Could be!
But it seems to have
I come from Shannon himselfo
I suppose he
I knows what he's
got on the cover."
"Where is Shannon?"
"Goodness knows~
Out, I think!
I I haven't
seen him since tiff in.
Most of
1 the men have got the idea from somewhere
that Old Pink is on the cover of the mag.
That 1 s all I knowo"
Antrobus nodded, and Restarick
I
·, returned to the net practice.
For a few minutes the School Captain
stood i n thought.
Then he sought out a
! prefect.
'!
He said:
"I:m going into the House,
Irony.
Mr.
Crayford
seems to have gone,
I
too.
Keep the nets going for another
half-hour,
will you? Don1 t let any man
slack!"
I
"Right, skipper!' 1 said Irony.

l

I

I

!

I

However, as time passed, with his J
The shadows from the trees were at
own knock at the nets ended, Antrobus
I their longest in the crimson glow from
foun~ his curiosity
get~i.ng the bet~er
the setting sun as Antrobus crossed the
of him. He drew Restarick of the Sixth I quadrangle and went into the main School
on one side.
·House.
He made his way to the Sixth Form
"What are all the fellows quacking
corridor,
and entered the study of Michael
about?" he dem211ded.
Scarlet.
Restarick
chuckled self-consc i ousl}t.
Pinky-Mi was seated at the table, a
"It's Shannon and the school mag," heap of ruled paper before him, a text
he explained.
book on his left , and a glass of lime
"What about
the
school
mag?"
juice with the remnants of a sausage roll
11
"Well -- Restarick
shrugged his
on his right.
shoulders.
"It seems that Shannon has
As Antrobus entered, Pinky-Mi
got a picture of Scarlet MaJor on the
stretched
himself, and pushed his pencil
cover of the mag - new issue out tobehind his ear.
morrow. 11

I
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11
"Finished nets?" r_e asked.
Shannon 1 s a photographer himself.
"I've left Irony in charge for the
I suppose he
Very Kodak-conscious!
, couldn 't have got a snap of the Head, and
last half-hour . I must follow in your
wake and do some diggir.go"
Antrobus sat been ass enough to use it?"
on the edge of the table.
Thoughtfully
Pinky-Mi chuckled inv oluntarily.
he picked up a fragment of sausage roll
He said:
"He might be ass enough,
but I doubt whether he ever had the
and popped it into his mouth.
He munched for a moment or two.
opportunity,
and even if he did, he
It' s just a
Then he said:
wouldn I t have the nerve.
"There I s rather an odd yarn going
j yarn.
Maybe Irony started it.
He's
the rounds this evening.
The chaps at
I spiteful enough sometimes."
Antrobus nodded.
the practice
seemed to be getting a
,
1
"I expect you I re right.
Is it any
cackle out of it • 11
"Oh?'' Pinky-Mi raised his eyebrows good having a word with Shannon about it?"
in interest.
"No point in it t Any fool knows
Antrobus went on a trifle
awkwardly. it's a tale told by an idiot,
signifying
"They seem to have the idea that
!nothing. "
Shannon has your father ' s photograph on
"Thanks~" snapped Antrobus.
"Then
the cover of the next school mag. Had ,you'd rather I didn't speak to Shannon."
you heard anything about it?"
i
"Well, you can't at the moment, 11
Pinky-Mi stared at the captain of
said Pinky-ML
"He's gone into Everslade.
i There's
a photographic
exhibition
at the
Slade.
"What utter rott" he said brusq_uely.j village library.
I gave him a late pass,
"There's no truth in it, then?"
land lent him my key to the prefects'
"Of course there J.sn' t ~" Pinky-Mi . gate,"
spoke sourly.
Sensible though he was, he!
"That's that, thenl" remarked
! Antrobus. He spoke carelessly.
"See you
sensitive
that his
was always a little
father was the Headmaster of Slade.
later
for
a
brew
before
bed.
You
can
1
Pinky-Mi. in fact, might have been
give me your advice on the eleven for
happier at some other school with a non- Saturday 1 s game."
related Head, though Mr. Scarlet could
,·
"Right!" said Pinky-Mi.
not be expected to subscribe to that
.
Antrobus left the study, and Pinkyview.
iMi returned to his interrupted
work.
Pinky-Mi went on: "My father is the!
last man in the wor ld to allow a photo graph of himself to be used in that way. .
At about the time that Antrobus was
Your common sense should tell you that. " settling
himself down to an hour of study ,
Mr. Crayford~ the Slade games master, was
Antrobus smiled fmntly,
"No need to take the needle, Pinky. l tapping on the door of Mro Buddle 's room
I only mentioned the matter because the
on Masters' Corridor.
fellows are gossiping about it. "
Mr. Buddle was preparing an English
"I hope you shut them up, then.
He paper for one of the senior forms to work
may be only the Head of Slade - but he 1 s the next day, and he did not seem
still
my father.
A man doesn ' t like to · especially
glad to welcome the games
know that his Old Man's a subject for
master.
larking about."
There was, in fact 9 no love lost
"Forget it!" said Antrobus.
"Well,
II
between
Mr. Buddl e and Mr. Crayford.
I must away to a spot of digging
They
had
clashed on more than one
He rose to his feet and turned to
occasion.
the door.
"My father hasn't had a photograph
Mr. Buddle said, coldly : "What is
taken for years," said Pinky-ML
it, Crayford?"
Antrobus turned in the doorwayu
He frowned as the games master

I

I
I

I
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the study door.
I
I've dropped in for a chat, 11 said 1
Mr. Crayford.
1
Mr. Buddle cast a glance in the
direction
of the clock on the mantelpiec
•
"Another time, perhaps, Crayford.
I'm busy at present . As you know, the
.
staff meeting starts
at nine~ and I have
work to do before that. 11
There was a glimmer in Mr. Crayford~
eyes.
11
I wonet keep you a minute or two,
Mr. Buddle. The work will last longer
than we shall. 11 He perched himself on
the arm-rest of Mr. Buddle's easy chair.
At the table, Vtr. Buddle grunted
impatiently,
and put dmm his pen.
Mr. Crayford went on.
11
A rather odd matter has come to my i
notice in con..nection with the school
j
magazine.
You, I think, were responsiblj
for Shannon being appointed editor?"
,
11
we11?n
I
11
It seems," said Mr. Crayford
smoothly, 11that Shannon has a photograph l
of the highly-respected
Old Pink on the !
cover of the new issue which is due out
to-morrow."
Mr. Buddle gave a start.
Immediate~
ly there came back to his mind the little!
l
piece of gossip which Meredith had
imparted to him a couple of hours ago,
and which he had dismissed so summarily.
He said tartly:
nif you are
I
referring
to the Headmaster of Slade,
please do not use Lower School slang whe~
I
speaking of him in my presence. 11
Mr. Crayford grinned.
11
I beg your presence 1 s pardon.
Yes,
~e:~::::~:~ng
to our highly-esteemed
I

picture?''
demanded Mr. Buddle.
11
A photograph of the Headmaster, 11
explained Mr. Crayford patiently.
Mr. Buddle frowned.
After a pause, he said:
"It is
incre dible that Shannon would place a
photograph of the Headmaster on the
cover of the magazine.
Have you seen
the picture? 11
11
1 haven't
seen it.
Shannon takes
a childish delight in keeping his covers
secret until the magazine is on sale."
"Did Shannon himself tell you that
the Headmaster was the subject of his
There
next cover?n asked Mr. Buddle.
was a troubled expression on his face.
"He didn't tell me. Naturally he
wouldn ' t,
He seems to have told every
man in the Sixth."
"Have you q_uestioned Shannon?"
"Your editorial
ch oice is conspicuous by his absence," said Crayford.
"In any case, there's no need to q_uestion
him. It's pretty clear what he's done.
He's overstepped himself this time,"
Mr. Buddle shook his head.
11
I don't believe for one moment
that Shannon would place a photograph of
the Headmaster on the cover of the magazine without asking Mr. Scarlet's
permission," he said obstinately.
"Do you believe that Old Pink would
give his permission if he were asked?"
enquired Mr. Crayford.
"I 'm q_uite sure that he would not."
"So am I; It will be good sport to
find out for certain at the staff meeting to-night , " said Mr. Crayford smiling"
Mr, Buddle stared at the games
master.
"How can you f.ind out anything at
11
I also suggest? 11 went on Mr. Buddlef the staff meeting, Crayford 9 The magato-morrow
"that you take no notice of stupid Lower i zine is not published till
morning.
I believe that the printers
School gossip which has no foundation in
usually make delivery to Shannon during
fact. 11
Mr. Crayford was still
grinning.
the morning break."
"That's right! " agreed Crayford,
He said pleasantly:
11
It 1 s not Lower School gossip, my
"Then how can you discover anything
dear Buddle.
It comes from the Sixth
at the staff meeting?"
"I can congratulate
our respected
Form, in fact.
Several of the prefects
are astonished
that Shannon should have
Headmaster on having his picture on the
cover of the rag, 11 explained Crayford.
used su_ch a picture in this way."
"Such a picture?
What sort of a
Mr. Buddle gazed at the games
closed

II

1
I

I
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master 1orith mounting anger.
"I hope you won't do anything of
the sort, Crayford.
Jf Shannon has
actually used a photograph of Mr.
Scarlet as a cover for the magazine and I don't believe for one moment that
he has done anything of the sort --- 11
Mr. Crayford stood up. He thrust
his hands into his trousers pocketso
"You know quite well, Mr. Buddle ,
that Shannon 1s capable of any imbecill ty under the sun.
T:r_eonly thing he
can do well is photography.
He's probably got a hot shot of Old Pink, and
The Old Man will
can 1 t resist using itc
be hopping mad, and Shannon. as an
editor 1 will be an al2.o ran.
I'm going
to enjoy myself at the staff meeting.
I n my kindness of heart, I 1 ve told you,
so that you can have :oyful anticipa-·
tion of what's going to happen. 11
Smiling, he left the study.
Mr. Buddle rose to his feet, moved
across to his window. and stared
tho ughtfully out of the wrndow"

With a grunt of annoyance, Mr.
Buddle passed on to the door of study No .
2, the bed sitting-room
which belonged to
Michael Scarlet of the Sixth.
On the door was hanging a piece of
red-painted
wood, on which was inscribed,
in white lettering . the warning:
DANGER
t

MEN AT WORK!

Mr. Buddle murmured something under
his breath, tapped on the door, and
entered.
PinkY-Mi was still
seated at the
table, but he was not working now. His
feet were on the table, and the chair on
which he was sitting
was tilted back on
two legs.
He was eating a banana,

At the sight of Mr. Buddles he
swallowed a mouthful of banana, threw
down the skin, and scrambled to his feet
with a clatter.
"I hope, 11 said Mr. Buddle, ''that
the sign on your door was not removed
from some road-works where a number of
men were leaning on their spades."
Crayford had beeL pleasant enough
PinkY-Mi grinned a little
sheepishly.
in his own way, but Mr. Buddle had no
"I found 1t abandoned in a ditch,
illusions
about his motiveso
Crayford
sir,
It comes in useful to keep fellows
If Mr. Searle
disliked
the Headmaster.
away when I ' m digging."
could be made to look a fool, then
"Quite:"
Mr. Buddle nodded, and
Crayford would be ~appy. In addition,
came w the point of his visit.
"Is
Crayford disliked Mr. Buddle.
It had
there any truth, Scarlet,
in the rumour
been due to Mr. Buddle that Peter-Roy
that a pictlll'e of the Headmaster is to
Shannon had been appointed editor of
on the cover of the school magaI appear
"The Sladeian."
If that appointment
zine ~ the next edition of which is due
could be proved a mistake, and Shannon
out to-morrow?"
shown to be irresponsible.
that mistake
Piuky-M1 Jumped. He said
would reflect
on Mr. Euddle 1 s judgrnento mechanically:
Mr. Crayford disliked
I
"So you 1 ve heard about it, too, sir."
Finally,
It was Mr. Buddle's turn to look
Shannon, who took no interest
in games .
Non-games men were anathema to Mr"
startled.
"Then it's true~ Scarlet?
I can' t
Crayford.
So, if the games master felt I
I credit 1 t. 11
so inclined.
he could amuse himself
considerably
at the staff meeting which!
Pu1_cy-M1 gnawed his lower lip for a
was due to start 1n M2sters 1 CommonRoo, moment.
shortly.
"I shouldn't have thought it could
Afte:r· standing ir:. thought for a
~ be true.
sir -- but I don I t know much
while, .Mr" Buddle quitted his study'. an about it.
It ' s just tha~ Antrob1:s asked
made his way to the Sixth Form Corridor. me the same question a little
while ago.
He looked first
into Study .No. 10 , whic1 He had heard some fellows talking at the
belonged to Shannon of the Sixth.
The nets.' '
room was still
and silent in the halfMr. Buddle compressed his lips.
He
light.
The youthful editor was absent.
said, slowly:

I
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"I suppose 9 Scarlet,
that you have until the last minute - about nine
not supplied Shannon with any old
o'clock."
11
photograph of your father."
I'll
do that, sir.
I'll go down
to the gate, and catch him as he comes
Pinky-Mi looked indignant.
"Certainly not, sir.
If Shannon
in."
Pinky-Mi snatched a mauve and white
has any picture of the Head~ it must be scarf from the peg on the door , and flung
one that Shannon has snapped himself."
it round his neck.
"If I don't see you
before your meeting begins 1 I'll wait for
"Do you think that possible?"
Pinky-Mi wrinkled h1s brows.
you in your study afterwards. 11
1
"I shouldn t have thought it
J
Mr. Buddle opened the door.
likely,
sir -- but I suppose it's not
"Tharkyou, Scarlet,"
he said.
"That
will
be
adJnirable."
impossi.ble."
1
"Would Shannon be stupid enough to I'
use such a picture,
Scarlet,
even if he
obtained it?
It seems to me that the
Pinky-Mi stood in the lane, just
Headmaster would be very annoyed."
!beyond the small gate in the south side
"I know he'd be furious.
sir."
of the school wall.
All Slade prefects
JVI.r.Buddle clicked his tongue.
I had a key to this gate.
It was one of
"I feel certain
that there is no
their privileges.
though they were
truth in the rumour~" he said, but
j expected to use common-sense in the use
! of this
particular
privilege . Pinky-Mi
without conviction.
"I just can't
imagine how anything of the sort ca111e rather regretted
that he had entrusted
up in the first
place,
Unfortunately,
!his key into the keeping of Shannon of
j the Sixth.
there is a staff meeting to-night,
starting
shortly t and JVIr. Crayford.
I'
It was approaching half-past
nine,
intends to raise the matter.
PinkyIt will be and completely dark by this time.
embarrassing fer me. as I was the one
I Mi knew that the staff meeting must have
who strongly recommended Shannon for the been in progress for some while now. The
editorship."
evening was cool, and the prefect was
Pinky-Mi's eyes glinted with anger. fU11Ungwith impatience.
He had already
He said impetuous1y:
wasted forty minutes of his precious time
"Why can't Mr. Crayford mind his
in his vigil of awaiting the return of
own business?
He never loses a chance !Peter-Roy Shannon.
•
•
•
to stir up troi.;.ble a"
1
"JVI.r
a Crayford acts according to his!
It is s~.id that everything
~omes ~o
· no t f or us t O cri t icise
. ht s. It is
.
those who wait, . and eventually
Pinky-Mi
.
.
1 ig
,nim,
· scar l e t , I have t rie· d t o have a , saw a beam of light come
into view round
.._
the
distant
bend
in
vhe
leafy
lane.
·th
Sh
b
th
t
h'
wOr d wi
annon
u
e is no in is
. .
.
.
t d 11
'
Within a minute there was the whirr of a
s u y~Heis gone to Everslade.
sir.
I
bicycle.
and Shannon dismounted at the
1
1
gave him a pass.
He should be back at
prefects
gate.
school any time now, sir."
"Thank goodness you vre here at last,"
JVI.r.Buddle regarded the prefect
snapped Pinky-Mi.
thoughtfully
for a moment or twoa Then
Shannon stared at him through the
he glanced at his watch.
I gloom.
He said:
"Perhaps you will see
"What's up?" he demanded. "Has war
Shannon as soon as he returnsa
The
been declared?"
staff meeting begins in about fifteen
"Bring that bike in and lock the
minutes, though the Headmaster is not
gate," said Pinky-:Mi impatiently.
"You' re
always punctuaL
If, before then, you
darned late. 11
can let me know Shannon's explanation,
Shannon wheeled in his machine,
so much the better.
I might then stop
closed and locked the prefects'
gate in
JVI.r.Crayford from broaching the subject.
the wall 1 and handed the key to Pinky-Mi.
I will not go into the staff meeting
"Now you can explain the royal

I

I

I

I
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'' So long as there I s nothing in it,
we1come," said Shannon. "It ' s only half
it doesn't matter." he added . "Let t he
past nine . I've been ::.ater than thl.s
Slug rush in where angels fear to tread."
before and you've never botheredo"
"Ye gods!" breathed Shannon.
Pinky-Mi spoke in lowered tones.
He reached out a hand and switched
"It ' s about the new issue of 1 The
off the electric
light on the front of
Sladeian'
that 1 s coming out to-morrow.
his bicycle,
What have you got on the cover?"
"Oh, mother!" he said in a moaning
Shannon laughed softly in the
voice.
darkness.
Pinky-Mi stared at him in astonish"Is that all?
I'm ashamed of you,
ment through the starry darknesso
Pinky.
You know the cover'.s always a
"What's biting you now9 "
secret till
the rag comes out, 11
11
Do you know what I 1 ve got on the
Pinky-Mi smothered an ejaculation
o
mag cover?" asked Shannon in hollow
annoyanceo Involuntarily
he raised his
tones .
voice a shade.
"Of course I don ' t know. You never
"Stop fooling 1 Shannon~ This may
tell
anyoneo
What have you got on the
be serious.
Have you got a picture of
cover, Shannon?"
the Headmaster on the mag's cover?"
"A moke!"
"The Head? On the cover'? Good
"A what?"
lord, not" Shannon sounded astomshed.
"A moke: A Neddy! A harmless ass!
"Wherever did you get that idea?"
a donkey He 1 Unm:istakably and irrevocably
Pinky-Mi gave a sigh of relief.
long ears and all.
It 1 s on the cover of
gave a light chuckle.
It's a
"Thank goodness for that~ Have you the mag. I took the picture.
masterpiece!"
relieved my mind? Some dumbclucks put
"A donkey? You've got a donkey on
the yarn round that you had a snap of
the mag cover,"
Pinky-Mi stood aghast.
the Head on the cover.
Crayford heard
He went on in a sharp staccato:
"And
the yarn and went to B-..1.ddle. I'll let
you ive told the fellows you've got a
Buddle know that it 1 s 31.l a mistake.
picture of the Head. You utter fool:
Stick that bike in the racks and get
Shanr1on stood in silence~ at a loss
into the House."
for words,
Pinky-Mi was turning away when
"You utter fooB II repeated Piri..ky-Mi.
Shannon caught him by the arm.
"Are you mad to insult my father like
"Pinky~ who said that I'd got the
this?
He1 11 be the laughing stock of the
Big Beak on the cover 9 "
whole of Slade -, and you! 11 be
"The whole school seemed to be
seething with ito Goo:lness knows how it responsible. "
"I know he 1 s your father to you,
started."
Pinky-l\h paused for a moment,
Pin.Icy." murmured Shannon deprecatingly.
and then said 9 with a slight change of
"It was only a larko He's your father to
tone:
"I suppose you :hdn't pull any-body ' s leg over it?
It's odd how it got you, but to everyone else at Slade he's
just the B1.g Beak. Besides, I never
around.
Antrobus spoke to me about it
The very
first - and then Buddle o Apparently the spread it through the school.
thought scares my pants off.
I only
Slug is going to mention it at the
mentioned it to one chap - you know how
staff 1 s monthly jabber which is now in
they pester me over the mag. I can't
progress.
really remember who it was I said it to.
Mr. Crayford had earned the nickHe
name of "Slug" among certain elements at I think it was that jerk Carslake.
must have goss1ped like a washerwoman.
Slade.
Prefects were not expected to
It was only a passing twit on my part.
use nicknames for masters? but were not
always immaculate in the matter,
Pinky- Said - a..'ld then forgotten."
"I suppose," said Pinky-Mi viciously,
Mi, in fact 1 had but little
respect to
"that i-r, 1 s not necessary to be insane to
waste on the games master,
be the editor of a magazine, but it help~,
11
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pushed his bicycle towards the racks.
You know what ' ll happen in the morning.
You'll be given the order of the long
jump. You'd better pack your things toIn Masters 1 Corridor, Pinky-Mi
night."
tapped at the door of Mr. Buddle 1 s study
"Oh, lor 1 ~ 11 muttered Shannon.
and looked in.
The room was in darkness.
Pinky-Mi stood in thought, trying to
Evidently the staff meeting was not yet
muster his ideaso
He found himself at a
loss.
He had no idea what to do for the over.
best.
Pinky-Mi stood in uncertainty,
unable to decide at once whether to await
Shannon waited.
the return of the English master or to
At last, Pinky-Mi spoke in a low
1 take his departure
and return later.
voice.
1
Corridor was
"There's only one thing to do,
At the end of Masters
Shannon. You must scrap the issue. Ring a green baize door.
It led to the Head1 master's
house which was an adjunct of
the printers
in the morning not to
I the main buildings of Slade. I As Pinkydeliver.
Put a notice on the board in
hall that there I s a delay in publication."' Mi sto~d outside Mr. Buddle s study,
I wondering what to do for the best, the
Shannon shook his head dolefully.
baize door at the end of the corridor was
"It wouldn ' t be any good, Pinky.
The Head pays t~e bill for the printing.
of
op~ned. There.was a slight rattle
Look at the cost of scrapping a whole
I china, and a middle-aged woman came
issue.
The chief beak would want to
through. pushing before her a rubberknow the reason why. He 1 d be bound to
wheeled tea-trolley,
laden with crockery.
get hold of a copy from the printers'."
Pinky-Mi recognised his mother, and
"Scrap the cover, then~" snapped
he guessed immediately that she was on
Pinky-Mi.
her way to Staff Common-room with refresh"Old Pink would still
make
ments for the masters who were present at
enquiries 7 11 mumbled Shannon.
"If I held 1 the staff meeting.
up the issue, and had the covers changed, !
As Mrs. Scarlet saw her son sheI
it would bump up the price, and Old Pink I smiled.
An idea shot into Pinky-Mi s
would hold an inquest over it.
The whole ·!: mind. He hurried to meet his mother as
thing would look worse than ever.
It
she pushed the trolley
in his direction.
would look as though I had something to
hide, II
About sixteen gentlemen were present
"Something to hide--"
Pinky-Mi
I
1 at the staff
meeting.
These gatherings
almost shouted in his exasperation.
He were held once a month, and though
calmed himself with an effort.
"You'll
1
attendance was not compulsory, every
find out whether you've got anything to
member of the Slade teaching staff wa s
hide, Shannon. What an unholy mess~ I
. expected to be present.
To-night,
all
can ' t see how you're going to get out of the members of the resident
staff were in
this one."
attendance,
and most of the visiting
He looked at the luminous dial of
I
masters.
his watch, and then continued
t
School matters had been discussed~
sulphurously:
had been made concerning
"Get your bike put away, and get to suggestions
amendments to the curriculum and the t i mebed. If you dream about to-morrow, I
tables,
and certain social functions had
hope it will be a nightmare.
I'd better
been planned.
Proposals were made, to be
see the Gump about it~ though I don ' t
accepted or cast out, according to the
suppose he can suggest anything."
whim of the Headmaster.
It was al l most
Pinky-Mi strode away across the
dark quadrangle towards the School House businesslike.
which had lights showing at many of the
Those who liked to hear their mm
windows. Shannon, full of misgiv i ng,
voices had the opportunity
to air their

l
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views.
When Mr. Scarlet,
the Headmaster, felt that somebody had talked
long enough. he would cough, and usually
succeeded in cutting short the speaker .
}/1".r. Scarlet
himself
however, usually
talked more than anyone, and there was
no contrivance
at all which would end
his flow of eloquence once he got going.
Mr. Buddle seldom had much to say
at staff meetings.
He was seated in an
armchair.
the spot he J.nvariably occupied~ placed in a..n.alcove at the back of
the room. :M.r. Scarlet sat at a table in
the front of the room, with Mr. Fromo.
the Housemaster~ on his right.
The
remainder of the staff occupied rows of
Mr.
chairs in front of the table.
Crayford, the games maBter., sat at an
extreme end of the second row.
Occasionally
he glanced round. and
looked towards Mr. Buddle in his alcove
at the rear.
Once or -:;wice. when he
caught the English mas-:er 1 s eye, J.Vlr.
Crayford gave the slightest
wink.

Cups and saucers were laid out on
the top of the Grolley, and two large
platess heaped with meat sandwiches.
occupied a shelf beneath . Mrs. Scarlet
poured out coffee for Mr. Buddle.
He
accepted it with a word of thanks, and
selected a couple of sandwiches.
Mrs .
Scarlet passed on to Mr. Drayne, who
was seated in front of Mr. Buddle.
There was an an1.mated buzz of conversation in the room, now augmented by the
clinking of cups and saucers.

O

Mr. Buddle nibbled at a sandwich,
took a bite 1 and munched . He stirr ed
He l ifted his cup from th e
his coffee.
sauce r which was resting on his knee.
It was very hot~
He sipped the coffee.
and he withdrew his lips quickly from
the liquid.
As he was about to replace
the cup in the saucer, he noticed that
the saucer contained something in
addition to a spoon.
In the centre of
the saucer was a little
square of paper
- a small piece of paper which had been
folded twice, and pressed flato
Mr. Buddle's eyebrows lifted in
mild surprise.
He covered the square of
paper with his cup, and glanced around
him, M:rs. Scarlet was nearing the front
of the room now. She was serving Vir.
Crathie with coffee and sandwiches, but
she glanced in Mr. Buddle's direction.
As she caught Mr. Buddle's eyes, she
looked away at once.

But Mr. Buddle made no sign.
He
hoped that the games master might thinl<
of
better of his st:ated intention
ref erring to the schoo L magazine, but.
knowing Crayford, he was not confident.

Many matters had been discussed
~lr.
during the past fifty minutes.
Buddle had contributed
nothing to those
discussions.
The Headmaster had Just
enquired whether anyone else had any
matter to put forward ,vhen the door
lflr . Buddle felt
intrigued . He
opened. and Mrs . Scarlet appeared. push - lifted his cup and slipped the folded
I fragment of paper from beneath it.
ing her trolley.
11
" Ah. coffeel
said Jlir. Scarlet,
I Bending forward} he placed cup and
"We shall find it welcome after so much saucer on the carpet beside himo
talking."
Feeling almost guilty.
he assured
There was a murmu:r of approval from himself that nobody was watching him,
the meeting. and signs of general
Then, keeping his hands low, behind the
relaxation.
shelter
of Mr. Drayne ' s back, Mr, Buddle
Smiling, and exchanging a word or
unfolded the paper.
It bore a number of
two with some of the masters who spoke
words, 1n printed characters~
in pencil.
f!T. Buddle took another hasty look around.
to her~ Mrs. Scarlet pushed her trolley
to the back of the room where Mr. Buddle and then adjusted his glasses,
bent
was seated.
This was '.lOt unusual.
forward 9 and read the words.
Mr. Scarlet,
with dignLfied courtesy.
To say that he was astonished
is to
always insisted
that he himself should
put it mildly.
be served last.
He read: "IT'S A PICTURE OF D'ARCY
MAXIMUS
. 11
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Mr. Buddle satr quite puzzled,

l'f1r. Buddle clicked his tongue softat the strange sentenceo
ly.
He decided that the D'Arcy of tbe
11
IT'S A PICTURE OF D1 ARCYMAXIMUS." strange message must be the D1 Arcy of
Wby on earth had anyone conveyed to
the St, Jim's stories.
Pinky-Mi's plan
him so strange a message. and in so
was not without its aspect of cleverness.
suITeptitious
a manner?
He must have felt sure that the hidden
Only a moment's chought was necessmeaning of the message would be clear to
ary for Mro Buddle to feel assured that
Mr. Buddle, but if, by some mishap, the
the note came from Scarlet of the Sixth
note had fallen into the hands of anyone
- and clearly Mrso Scarlet had been a
else, it would have no meaning at all for
that person.
party to the plane
I: was really most
oddo Mro Budd1e screwed the piece of
11
"IT'S A PICTURE OF D'ARCYMAXIMUS.
paper into a ball, and thrust it into his
"Invariably
I get mine hard-boiled."
pocket.
He took a gulp of his coffee.
It was Mr. Drayne's voice.
The Master
which had now cooled a little.
of
the
Third
Form
was
in
conversation
with
He closed his eyes and pondered.
another
member
of
the
staff.
"The
cook
The picture,
referred
to in the
just ignores my instructions.
Lightmysterious message, must be the picture
boiled;
Light-boiled
indeedl
I could
on the front cover of the new issue of
11
them
for
rockery
stones."
use
"The Sladeian.
But what on earth, or who on earth,
Mr. Buddle, however, was taking no
was D'Arcy Maximus? Something told Mr,
interest
for the moment in what was going
Buddle that it was the name of a village.
on around him. D'Arey Maximus ! Mr.
He felt positive
that. at some time or
Buddle knew that there was no D'Arcy
other, he had heard of a village named
Maximus in the Gem. Arthur Augustus was
D'Arcy, somewhere in :he county of Essex. D1 Arcy Major 1 and he had a younger
But if the picture comprised a
brother who was DI Arey Minor. Then whom
village
scene, how, in the name of wonder did Pinky-Mi mean by D'Arcy Maximus? It
had the rumour got arou..Dd that it was a
still
didn't make sense, yet Mr. Buddle
picture of the Headmaster of Slade?
It
felt that it should have done.
didn't make sense.
A~so. why9 if the
Once again he closed his eyes.
The
picture was so im10cuous 1 had Pinky-Mi,
chatter
and
the
clinking
of
crockery
made
with the connivance of his mother,
a
kind
of
orchestral
accompaniment
to
his
bothered to convey the message to Mr.
his
brain
function.
striving
to
make
Buddle in so secretive
a mannero Once
again, it didn't make sense.
He
Suddenly Mro Buddle stiffenedo
Mr. Buddle opened his eyes, finished opened his eyes wide. There had been a
his coffee and sandwiches, and grunted
D'Arcy Maximus in the Gem. Of course
Mr.
something at Mr. Drayne who had t-urned
there had. Quite recently.
too.
Buddle could have kicked himself.
The
round to make a comment of some sort.
vfuen rrir. Drayne cLirected his attenstory had actually
been entitled
"D'Arcy
tion elsewhere, Mr. Buddle lapsed into
Maximus." Mr. Buddle remembered it q_uite
meditation
once more. D'Arcy~ There was well.
He recalled
how he had laughed and
a character
named D1 Arcy 1n the Gem.
laughed over the brilliant
little
tale.
Mr. Buddle ' s eyes gleamed behind his
Arthur Augustus, so far as Mr. Buddle
glasses.
He felt he was nearer the
could
recall.
had taken possession of a
solution.
The reading of the Gem each
don_lrny
from
a
brute who was 1.ll-treating
Wednesday was Mr. Buddle's secret vice.
the
animal.
Gussy
had taken it to St.
He loved the Gem and the school stories
Jim's.
His
comrades
had chipped him over
of St, Jimes it contained - and Pinky-Mi
the affairv and the donkey had been nickwas one of the very few people who knew
named "D?Arcy Maximus. 11
of Mr. Buddle ' s weakness in that
direction.
"D'Arcy Maximus11 was a donkey.

staring

Pinky-Mi had managed to convey the
Mrs. Scarlet had l ong left the
message, and the p enny had dropp ed at
CommonRoom. Crockery had been collected
last . It c ould only mean one thing.
It and stacked on the t rol ley, now pushed to
was a picture of the humble, harmless,
the side of the r oom. Refreshment time
and nec essary donkey which was to adorn
was over.
It only remained for Mr.
the cover of the new issue of the school Scarlet to close the meeting, and it was
magazi ne, out to-morrow.
Just why and
clear that he was ab out to do jus t t hat.
how Shannon,
the
enterprising
editor,
So f ar Mr• cra yf or d h a d sai "d no th"ing
.
.
had acquired a picture of a donkey , Mr.
.
He was
about
the magazine, and Mr. Buddle prayed
i no t kn
ow
or
care.
.
.
Bua'dl e. d"d
.
.
.
inwardly that he would not.
But looking
certain now that, however inappropriate
th
t C yf d Mr B ddl
f
across
e. room
ra · or , th• u
e
·
. tu
i· t might
was
. h aexpression
. be, a pie re o a donkey
.
no t e d an impis
on
e games
t , f
d Mr B d'l
f
d th
the subJect for that new magazine cover.
'-d someh ow Mr • cra yf or d h a d obt. aine d
mas er
• u a e eare
e
=i
t s ace - an
the id ea that i t was to be a pi cture of
wors •
Headmaster of Slade, on tha
For a moment he had the instinct
to
Mr. Scarlet,
cover.
The who~e thing was utterly
approach Crayford, whisp er the truth to
lud icrous .
him, and urge silence,
but he hesi t ated .
Involuntar'ly
Mr Buddle gave a
If Crayfor d knew what Mr. Buddl e believed
Mr. Drayne . to be th e tru !h, he might still
seize the
little
gurgle 0 ~ ~use;ent.
turned roun d in surprise 9 and Mr. Buddle chance of. trying ~o destroy Shannon and
turned the gurgle into a cough.
J embarrassing
the Headmaster at the same _
I time. So Mr. Buddle sat tight, and hoped
As the full enormity of the thing
for the best.
came home to him, Mr. Buddle flushed.
Somebody, obviously,
knew t hat a donkey
Mr. Scarlet was on his feet, resting
was the subject of the magazine's cover
hi s finge r- tips on the table before him.
picture,
and, with a shocking lack of
He spoke genially.
respect for authority,
had spread the
"I t has been a most pl easant
story that a picture of the Headmaster
assembly, gentlemen.
I thank you for
was on the cover.
Mr. Buddle ' s scan ty
f your attendance."
It was the normal
hair almost stood on end at the thought
formula.
"We shall meet once again before
of what Mr. Scarlet's
reactions
would be the summer vacation is upon us.
Is there
if he learned the truth.
Surely Shanno n, anything fur t her before I declare the
meeting closed?
Well, Mr. Crayford? "
the editor of the magazine, so strongly
recommended for the position by Mr.
Mr. Crayford had risen.
He darted a
Buddle himse l f, could not have been
swift gl ance in Mr. Buddle's direction,
irresponsible
enough to disseminate
such and then faced Mr. Scarlet.
a tale through the sch ool - a t al e which
"Only a wor d, Headmaster!
I underwould make a laughing stock of the Headis
on the
stand,
sir,
that
your
picture
master.
Wit h characteristic
obstinacy,
cover
of
the
school
magazine
which
is due
Mr. Buddle refused to admit to himsel f
out
to-morrow,"
said
the
games
master
that Shannon could have been at the roo t
smoot hly.
of the disseminatio n.
There was an astonished buzz in the
One
Mr. Buddle almost shuddered.
room. Some masters were s t anding, others
thing was certain . If Shannon were
were still
seated, but all eyes were on
guilty,
and the Headmaster learned the
Crayford.
Mr. Buddle seemed to feel himfacts , it would be the end of Shannon's
self turning green with mortification
and
editorship
of "The Sladeian."
More than dismay.
likely,
it would be the end also, of
"Extraordinary!"
ejaculated
Mr. Fromo.
Shannon's career at Slade.
There would
Mr.
Scarlet
was
staring
at
the
games
be no place in the school for any fellow
master
in
utter
amazement.
He
spoke,
who made a fool of the Headmaster.
with words crisply articulated:

J

I

I

!

!

I

I
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"You understand what?"
Crayford shifted a trifle
uneasily
under the stony glare from the Head of
Slade, but he still
spoke calmly .
"You have allowed. a photograph of
yourself
to appear on the cover of 'The
It is an unusual
Sladeian, 1 Headmaster.
gesture,
but~ as I said to Mr. Buddle,
it is democratic on your part."
Again that excited buzz through the
room. Every master, with the exception
of Mr. Buddle, was on his feet now. Mr.
Scarlet eyed the games master with cold
appraisal.
He said:
"I do not und erstand you,
Crayford.
You surely must be aware that
I would never . under any circumstances,
allow my own likeness
to feature on the
cover of any magazine. "
Mr. Crayford looke d
''Indeed, sir?"
embarrassed,
but Mr. Buddle, watching
him, guessed that it was simulated.
"Then I can only conclude, Headmaster,
that Shannon has used a photograph of
yourself without your permiss ion. "
There was a breathless
silence in
the Staff CommonRoom, but Mr. Buddle
detected lurking grins on the faces of
several masters standing furthest
away
from the Headmaster's
table.
Mr.
Lidbetter
was smiling openly and contemptuously.
Mr. Fromo~ by the Headmaster's side, looked horrified.
"Extr aordinar yl" repeated Mr. Fromo,
parrot-like.
Mro Scarlet had stood in si le nce
for a moment or two. Now he spoke again,
with icy dignity:
"Please make yourself clear, Mr.
Crayford.
Have you assumed for one
to
moment that I would allow my likeness
appear on the cover of a magazine pro duced by the boys of this college? "
Mr. Crayford turned a little
pink.
"Indeed . no, sir:
It seemed most
unlikely.
But as it is the talk of the
entire school --"
"What!" Mr. Scarlet rapped out the
word. "You say it is the talk of the
entire school.
In that case~ other
master s must be aware of it. 11 He turned
from Mr. Crayford 9 and faced the rest of
the staff . "Has any other gentleman

heard anything of this somewhat
incredible
story?"
There was a general shaking of
heads.
A murmur of negatives.
Faces
showed blankness,
surprise,
thinly-veiled
amusement. Mr. Buddle sat tight.
Mr. Scarlet said sourly:
"I thought
noto"
Crayford had lost his urbanity now.
He spoke impetuously.
11
You1 ll find out to-morrow. when you
see yourself on the cover of 'The
Sladeian.'
Mr. Buddle knows about it,
Mr, Scarlet."
"Mr. Buddle?"
The Headmaster's gaze swept to the
back of the room.
He said impatiently:
"Are you able
to interpret
Mr. Crayford!s exact meaning,
Mr. Buddle?"
He
Mr. Buddle rose to his feet.
breathed hard.
Grim of face, he walked
to the front of the room. He knew, only
too well, what was on the cover of the
new issue of the magazine.
It seemed to
him now that Shannon must have been
guilty of the utmost stupidity
in involving the Head of Slade in a tasteless
jest.
He had to fight either to save
Shannon from the results
of his stupidity
or to save Mr. Crayford from the results
of his ill-nature.
But Mr. Buddle had
already decided to fight for Shannon. If
Mr. Crayford came a cropper in the process, then so much the worse for Mr.
Crayford.
more
Mr. Scarlet said, a little
patiently
this time:
"Can you clarify
Crayford's remarks,
Mr. Buddle? "
Mr. Buddle replied casually:
"Mr,
Crayford, sir, told me earlier
this even ing that Shannon had placed a picture of
yourself on the cover of the magazine .
I told him he could rest assured that
such was not the case. 11
Mr. Scarlet looked from Mr. Buddle
to Mr. Crayford and back.
"Mr. Buddle is pitifully
biased in
favour of Shannon," said Mr. Crayford
hotly.
"I have every reason for believing
that the boy has used a photograph of the
Headmaster on the cover of the magazine."
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And I, 11 yapped Mr. Buddle, 11am
quite certain that he had done nothing
of the sort."
"You have had an advance view of
the cover, Mr. Buddle? 11 interposed
Mr.
i
Scarlet.
!
"No, Hea<i11aster ! I am speaking from i
my personal
knowledge of Shannon • s
character.
He would never dream of
using a photograph of yourself without
asking your permission.
I suggested to
Crayford earlier
this evening that it is ,
unwise to listen
to chance comments which
he may hear passed between a few senior
'
boys.
He is liable to misinterpret
them, !
as I feel sure he has done in this case.
I repeat that suggestion to him now."
Mr. Crayford was about to make a
sharp rejoinder,
but Vlr. Scarlet lifted
his hand and waved him down.
"Gentlemen, gentlemen, do not let
The
us lose our sense of proportion."
Headmaster, to ~..r. Buddle 1 s surprise,
had a benign smile on his face.
"If
placed a portrait
Shannon has actually
of myself on tie cover of 1 The Sladeian, 1'
he has acted t~oughtlessly.
I feel,
however, that we must take it as a compliment that he desired to do so. It is
some proof of the esteem and respect
with which he regards his Headmaster.
Shannon, if he has used my photograph,
must have take~ that photograph himself. ,
He is an excellent
photographer,
I
Mr. Buddle?"
believe,
Mr. Buddle did not speak.
He felt
bereft of words . Crayford was scowling,
annoyed that his malicious little
charge I
of dynamite was turning out to be a damp l
squib.
But Mr. Buddle, who knew more
than Crayford, was appalled.
I
Mr. Scarlet, raising his eyebrows
a trifle,
repeated his question.
"I asked you, Mr. Buddle, whether
Shannon is not considered a first-class
photographer."
Mr. Buddle pulled himself together.
"Yes, sir, first-class!"
he agreed.
"Quite!"
Mr. Scarlet nodded
happily.
"Shannon has given us some
splendid photographic
studies of his own
on the cover o: the school magazine.
I
recall his brilli an t picture of my

l

favourite
rose.
If Shannon has taken
a photograph of myself, I feel sure
that it must be a good one, for he
seems to have a gift in that direction."
There were murmurs of approval in
the room, and a few sly smiles.
Mr.
Mr.
Crayford was gnawing his lower lip.
Buddle stood motionless,
doing nothing,
saying nothing.
There seemed to be
nothing to do or say.
Mr. Scarlet was speaking again.
"Shannon is an ingenuous lad.
He
wishes this photograph of myself to come
as a surprise
to the school.
We will
not spoil his pleasure,
gentlemen, by
letting
him know in advance that we are
aware of what he has done. He has
It shall come as a
planned a surprise.
surprise.
On that happy note, gentlemen,
I declare this meeting closed."
Twenty minutes later,
Mr. Buddle
stood alone in his study.
He felt
shattered
by the unexpected turn events
had taken.
He hardly knew whether to
laugh or to cryo
After the meeting, he had found
Pinky-Mi awaiting him in his study.
The
two had conferred.
The initial
urge of
both was to murder Shannon at dead of
night.
But a mutua l detestation
of
Crayford caused them to decide that
Shannon, though guilty of thoughtlessness, was more sinned against
than
sinning.
"Shannon's an ass," said Pinky-Mi
indignantly,
"but he meant no real harmo
What the eye doesn 1 t see, the heart
doesn ' t grieve.
My father would never
had known anything about it if it hadn 't
been for V1r. Crayford trying to stir up
trouble."
M.r.. Buddle perforce had to agree
with those sentiments.
After Pin.l(y-Mi
had gone, Mr. Buddle, alone with his
thoughts, came to the decision that
there was nothing he could do in the
matter, and that there was no sense in
worrying unduly concerning what course
events might take.
Mr. Buddle went to bed. It seemed
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appropriate
that he should take with
him the Gem containing- that amusing
story "D1 ArcyMaximus.' 1 Just occasionally, as he chuckled his way through
that pleasant tale, his mind turned
aside to Mro Scarlet a.nd Mr. Crayfordo
He wondered what they would thJ.nk when
they saw the new issue of "The Sladeian"
the next morningo

was there, seated at his desk.
"The new magazine, sir!" said
Shannon.
!!Ha~ Shannon:" remarked Mr. Scarlet.
He smiled pleasantly
rose to his feet,
and took the copy from the senior.
"Some more pearls of wisdom, I'm sure,
from our inimitable
editor."
Shannon managed a sickly smile.
He had himself in hand.
If na tu.re had
given him short weight when brains were
dished out, he did not lack nerve.
He
Not unnaturally.
the affair
caused
needed that nerve now,
a sensation throughout the school.
The
~.ro Scarlet donned his glasses,
seniors cast dignity on one side and
and scanned the cover.
The pleasant,
their laughter was 101.;_dand long.
The
anticipatory
smile froze on the Headjuniors shrieked with merriment as one
master ' s faceo
His eyes were glued on
man. The members of the staff 1 who
would have known nothing of the joke
that glorious picture of Neddy.
"All right,
I hope, sir,"
ventured
but for Mr. Crayford, laughed loudest of
all - and each master was thankful not
Shannon.
Slade rocked !
Mr, Scarlet looked up. He gazed
to be in Crayford 1 s shoes.
glassily
at the schoolboy editor.
He
over it 9 from stem to stern.
saj d nothing.
That morning 9 in the break after
''Thank you, sir." said Shannon.
session,
Peter-Roy Shannon had
the first
"Good morning, sir."
hurried to his study on the Sixth-Form
He turned. opened the door.
Every
There, as he expected, he
corridor.
moment he expected the clap of thunder.
found the two large parcels of newly·
It did not come. Shannon departed.
and
printed school magazines.
Hastily he
the door closed.
cu_t the cord. dragged aside the outer
Again Mr. Scarlet gazed down at
wrappings, and took out the top copy.
the cover of ''The Sladeian. 11 With tight
There it was~ unc.er the title
"THE
lips and grim brow he stared hard at the
SLATIEIAN"in old-Engbsh
letteringo
The I picture of the humble donkey on the
donkey gazed out soulfully
from the
cover of the magazine.
cover.
Under the splendid picture was
•
"Upon my wordi " muttered rr1r. Scarlet,
printed:
"Photographed near Slade
j
He pressed a bell button on the
College" and the signature
Peter-Roy
I wall. and dispatched a servant to fetch
Shannon.
In other circumstances,
Mr. Crayford.
Five minutes ticked away
Shannon would have taken some time to
as a ramwhile Mr. Scarlet stood~ stiff
live down that caption<
rod . by his desk.
JV'"ir.Crayford entered at last.
The
Bitterly
regrettrng
that he had
handsome young games master looked Just
ever had the bright iclea of us1.ng the
anxious.
Without a word. rr1r,
a trifle
donkey on his current cover, Shannon
Scarlet pointed to the cover of the
made the best of a bad job. and hurried
school magazine.
with the copy of the magazine to the
rr1r. Crayford bent forward.
He
Headmaster's study.
It was a rule that
scanned
the
cover,
He
jumped.
He
copy of each new issue should
the first
looked up at the Headmaster.
He looked
be taken to Mr. Scarlet before general
again
at
the
picture
of
Neddy.
A red
distribution
took place.
flush started at M..roCrayford's
temple
Hoping against hope that the Headand spread down to his neck. Then,
master would be absen-:;, Shannon tapped
involuntarily,
he gave a little
snigger.
JVIr. Scarlet
on the door and entered.
He checked it.
Helplessly,
he sniggered

I

I
!
I

I
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"
Those young devils
The snigger became a laugh, and
again.
language in my
your
Control
"What~
cheeks.
rolled down his
perspiration
"
Crayford!
presence,
grinding
a
Mr. Scarlet spoke in
"Shannon must have spread the tale
voice.
around," groaned Crayford.
''If you will tell me the Joke,
"I do not believe for one moment
together."
laugh
will
Crayford, we
that Shannon spread such a tale around,
The urge to laugh left Crayford as
dis -·
Even were he sufficiently
Crayford.
suddenly as it had come. The colour
well
too
only
know
would
he
fled from his face, leaving him pale and respectful,
that anything of the sort would entail
sickly.
Cerserious consequences for himself.
"Headmaster- - "
He said huskily:
was
and
picture,
the
saw
tainly someone
"Last evening," said Mr. Scarlet,
That
jest.
revolting
this
of
gu.ilty
his voice vibrating with barely
someone. Crayford, was you!"
suppressed anger, "you inforired the
"It was not I, sir," muttered
school staff that my photograph was to
"I only did what I
miserably.
Crayford
appear on the cover of this magazine.
staff meeting
the
at
duty
my
was
felt
This morning - I find - this!"
evening."
last
Cray"They said -- I thought--"
"Nonsense!" barked Mr. Scarlet.
ford was confused and stanunering.
tried to recapture a shred
Crayford
to
insult
"It was a premeditated
dignity.
of
said
school,"
this
the Headmaster of
"Couldn't you scrap the whole issue
"Crayford, you know I
Mr. Scarlet evenly.
Shannon won't
of the magazine, sir?
you that I have no
without my telling
Couldn't
mid-day.
till
them
distribute
your
for
ask
to
but
alternative
?"
you have every copy destroyed
immediate resignation."
Mr. Scarlet gave a snort of
For a moment Mr. Crayford 1 s head
impatience.
swam. The last thing he wanted was to
You are
"Don't be absurd, Crayford!
well-paid post in
lose his comfortable,
it
issue
this
ban
I
if
well aware that
Deeply, he
a school like Slade.
jest.
ridiculous
this
accentuate
will only
his cleverness of the previous
regretted
this
of
n
publicatio
the
prohibit
To
evening.
picture would make a sensation which
"Sir, please allow me to speak!"
It would even
never be forgotten.
I
would
"I never knew
He was floundering.
seriously.
matter
the
took
I
that
appear
had no idea - I beg your pardon most
"
say
you
what
in
truth
ar;y
is
there
If
sincerely--"
hissed
sir,"
truth,
the
"It's
Scarlet,
"I assume," said Mr.
Crayford.
"that you had
ruthlessly,
interrupting
"Do not raise your voice:'' said
was
it
that
knew
seen this picture and
the
"If it's
contemptuously.
Scarlet
Mr.
school
the
of
cover
the
on
to be printed
then you are abysmally stupid
magazine - that the idea occurred to you truth,
is no place on my staff for
there
and
jest
intolerable
and
unseemly
to make an
You may
Such anyone with such a failing.
involving the Headmaster of Slade.
leave my study."
in a man in
is incredible
childishness
"Please, sir -- this injustice--"
You will leave Slade
your position.
"Leave my study~" rapped out Mr.
to-day."
All Scarlet.
Crayford stared at him aghast.
And Mr. Crayford left the study.
of the
the bombastic self-assurance
games master had evaporated now.
"I never saw
He said nervously:
At mid-day, the copies of that
I had no
the picture till now, sir.
e issue of "The Sladeian" were
memorabl
an
idea it was to be a picture of an And, as we have observed
.
distributed
saying
Some of the seniors were
animal.
rocked from stem to stern.
Slade
before,
cover.
that your picture was on the
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Lower School boys shrieked and kicked up
their heels.
Staid seniors hooted with
laughter.
Even the prefects
gave dignified smiles in public and loud guffaws
in private o Thanks to Crayford, the
staff joined in the joke.
Most masters
believed that Crayford, having di s covered in advance the subject for the cover,
had tried to be funny at the expense of
the Headmaster.

its

way.
Late in the afternoon,
a lugubrious
Mr, Crayford sought out Mr. Buddle in his
study.
11
0ld Pink has given me the sack, 11
mumbled the games master .
Mr. Euddle knitted his brows.
He
rubbed his chin thoughtfully.
11
A man who sets out to make a fool
of his employer is playing with fire, 11
he observed.
"You have a spiteful
Mro Crayford himBelf made diligent
nature,
Crayford.
I have warned you be enquiries
through Upper School, but
fore
that
one
day
it
would be your
without success.
He was too late.
The
11
und oing.
Sixth Form, having hacl a few hours
11
I never knew it was a donkey on
advance warning of what had happened,
11
muttered Crayford.
"I just
the
cover,
closed its ranks.
As Mr. Crayford
thought
Old
Pink
would
be
mad
at
his
questioned first
one and then another,
picture
I
can't
even
being
used.
find
he found that he was going round in
11
who
started
it
all.
out
circles.
Everybody had heard the rumour
Mr. Buddle smiled faintly.
I
from somebody else~ but there was no
11
want to leave Slade, 11 said
hint as to who had started
the story.
I CrayfordI don't
11
wretchedly.
It wasn't my
Shannon, all innocence, reminded
j fault,
but Old Pink isn't
in a mood to
the games-master that the subject for
see reason . Can't you do something to
the cover was never disclosed
in
help me, Buddle? I remember Old Pink
advance.
Oh, yes, Shannon agreed -· it
gave you the sack once. 11
that somebody might
was just possible
"Quite so - but the circumstances
have seen the original
photograph of the were very different
from this.
And you
donkey lying on his desk and might have
may recall,
Crayford, that when I asked
guessed its destination.
But it might
for your support on that occasion, you
have been anybody.
refused it, II said Mro Buddle.
Crayford stood silent.
He was at
And when a felloiv like Shannon puts
the
end
of
his
tether
or
he
would
never
self-preservation
before a strict
regard
have
approached
his
old
rival.
for the truth.
there is nothing much
11
I ' m sorry for you. I can say
that the Mr. Crayfords of this world can
11
that
:
said Mr. Buddle at lasto
"I
do about it .
doubt
whether
anything
I
could
say
to
Mr. Crayford was weary and without
Mro Scarlet would cause him to alter his
hope when he reached Carslake of the
decisiono 11
Fifth.
"You could try, 11 said Crayford in a
11
1
low voice.
I t wouldn't cost you
'Yes I certainly
somebody told me
11
1
anything.
that the Head s mug was to be on the
11
Mro Buddle's brows were knittedo
cover. 11 assented Cars 1ake,
I can't
Crayford was the one member of the staff
remembe1 who it was. After all. everywhom he disliked
intensely.
Mro Buddle
body was talking about it.
Wait a
believed that Slade would be a better
minute, surely it was you who told me
place without Crayford.
Eut the lit0le
first,
sirl 11
11
11
English
heart, and he
master
had
a
kind
Me? ejaculated
Crayford.
11
was the last man to kick another when he
Yes, of course it was you~ 11
11
babbled Carslake happily.
At the nets . was down.
11
I will have a word
He said slowly:
Don' t you remember?"
I can't promise anyIn despair, Mr. ~rayford left it at with Mr. Scarlet.
thing, but I will do my besto 11
that, and the school went Joyfully on

I
I

I
I
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Ten minutes later Mr. Buddle was
wit h the Headmaster, in the latter's
Mr. Sca rlet ' s expression was
study.
grim.
11I understand
that Crayford is
leaving us, Headmaster , 11said Mr. Buddle
tentatively.
uwell?"
The monosyllable did not sou_rid
encouraging,
but Mr. Buddle stuck to his

to its source.
It would cause undesirable
sensation in the school.
The same thing
applies,
in my view, to the dismissal of
Crayford.
It would be far bet ter to ignore what has happened, and it will soon
die a natural death. '1
Mr . Scarlet cleared his throat.
He
tapped on his desk, his brows creased in
thought.
"You have a high opinion of Crayford,
guns.
Mr. Buddle? 11he asked.
uit is not my place to q_uestion yoUT
"No sj_r! I dislike Crayford.
He is
de cisions,
sir ," said Mr. Buddle.
"You
the one man on the staff with whom I can
are the Head of Slade, and you know what seldom pull.
All the same, I feel it
is best for the sc hoo l. But do you think would be a mistake to dispense with his
it is wise to discharge Crayford under
services as a r esu lt of this absurd prank.
these circumstances?"
That is all I have to say, sir."
Mr. Scarlet
j
Mr. Scarlet rose to his feet, and
"Wise, Mr. Buddle?"
moved to the door . He opened it courteousl eaned back in nis chair, and put the
ti ps of his fingers together.
He did not 1ly for Mr. Buddle.
sound quit e so autocratic
as usual, and
He said: 11
I am inclined
to agree with
Mr. Buddle wonder ed whether he might have you, Mr. Buddl e. You may sent Crayford
had sec ond thoughts over his earlier
to me now."
1
decision.
"I shall be glad to h ear your 1
views . 11
So Crayford stayed at Slade.
In icy
"Crayford is young and inexperiencI tones, Mr. Scarlet in t imated to the gamesed ," said Mr. Buddle, speaking slowly.
, master that, providing he eradicated
"Neve rthe less, I feel sure that he had no l "stupid exhibitionism " from his character
knowledg e of what actually
was on t he
i in future, he coul d, if he wished, retain
I his post.
Crayford was tempted to stand
cover of the sc~'lool magazine . He really
believed that Shannon had used a photo on his dignity,
to tell his Chief loftily
graph of yourself,
Headmaster. "
that he had another post under considera11Theman was guilty of exhibition tion and that nothing would induce him to
lremain to waste his gifts at Slade.
ism, 11snapped Mr. Scarlet.
But prudence won the day. rr1r.Crayford
"That is true, Headmaste r ," said Mr· J
Buddle.
"But most young people are
listened
meekly to all that Mr. Scarlet
exhibitionists
in one form or anot her.
had to say, and then tha.Tlked him humbly.
I t is certain t~at someone had advance
He never got down to thanking Mr.
knowledge of the subject matter of th e
Buddle.
Not that Mr. Buddle expected or
cover picture,
and made an absurd joke
wanted his thanks.
But, at least,
in the
He was taken in,
weeks of term which f ollowed, Mr. Crayford
about it to Crayford.
as the saying goes.
He believed what he was subdued, and it was likely to be some
said last night, whatever his motives
time before the two masters came into
conflict
again.
may have been. "
Mr. Scarlet looked curiously at the
Gradually t he sensation occasioned by
English master.
the "Head's phot ograph " died down, but
"You think that we should enq_uire
most fel l ows would cherish that special
further
into the matter, Mr. Buddle."
i ssue of "The Sladeian" for ma.Ylyyears to
Mr. Buddle shook his head.
come.
"No, sirl
It will be wiser to igAs for Mr. Buddle, who fought for the
nore it.
Certain seniors were obviously
guilty in preference
to t he innocent, he
parties
to this unseemly jest, and, with had his copy of "D'Arcy Maximus11 bound in
seniors concerned in the matter , it would cloth, with the title
of the story in goldbe extremely difficult
to trace the matte lettering
on the spine . Even to this day
j "D'Arcy Maximus" is his favourite
issue of
!the Gem

I
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The First Person
Readers of the Nelson Lee will, of course, remember that the majority of the
old series St. Frank's stories
were written in the first
person, with the effect
that Nipper appeared to be telling
the story.
It may come as a surprise
to
those who have never seen the pre St. Frank's stories
to know that Mr. Brooks
intro duced this system for the first
time in No. 96 published on April 7th, 1917,
containing
the story "Nipper's Notebook" or "The Vengence of Parteb Singh."
St.
Frank's was not introduced until No. 112 and then not every week until No. 128
onwards.
During this period (No. 96 to No. 128) a number of non St. Frank ' s stories
were published written in the first person or, if you like, by Nipper.
I will
not enter here into the pros and cons of the merits of the two systems.
Some
throughout by
prefer one, some the other.
My own choice would be those "narrated
Nipper" but I know that many people do not like this type of story.
I thought,
however, it would be of interest
to quote the "Introduction"
which appeared before
chapter one in No. 96.
Here it is,
INTRODUCTION
"Nipper comes to a momentous decision."
Nelson Lee's consulting-room
was quiet and peaceful.
The hour was just
eleven o'clock p . m. a~d the clock on the mantelpiece had only a second before
announced the fact in a slow, musical voice.
The electric
lights were switched
on, and a cheerful fire blazed in the grate.

A big easy chair was drawn up before the fire, and within it lolled Nelson
Lee, lazily pulling at a cigar , and scanning the evening paper.
The famous
criminologist
was attired
in dressing-gown and slippers,
and he certainly
looked
extremely comfortable .
As a matter of fact, he was extremely comfortable.
The clock ticked quietly,
al rustle of Lee's newspaper.
Lee's
Lee's

and this

was the only sound except

for

the occasion -

The detective
was not the only occupant of the room, however.
Nipper, Nelson
young assistant,
was seated at the ta ble, his elbows reposing gracefully
upon
blotting-pad,
and his chin, in turn, repo sing in his two palms .

Nipper was reading,
too, for a book lay on the table - a cloth-covered
"shi lling edition."
The lad was very quiet, and had been quiet for some little
time.
He ar.d his famous master were indulging in a little
ease after a rather
strenuous day.
Suddenly,

however,

the quietness

was disturbed.

A grunt came from Nipper - a grunt of impatience and disgust.
The next second
his book came flying across the room, its pages fluttering
wildly, and the volwne
lan ded with a smack upon Nelson Lee's opened newspaper.
There was a tear, and the
book went clean through the newssheet.
"Good gracious!"

ejaculated

Lee, starting

up.
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"Sorry, guv'nor,"
said Nipper with a grin.
"I didn't know you were there!"
"Upon my soul, Nipper, what are you playing at?" demanded Nelson Lee, turning
his head and frowning.
"Didn ' t know I was here!
And, in any case, what do you
mean by wildly hurling your book across the room?"
Nipper twisted round in his chair .
"I'm fed upl" he said impatiently.
"I'm not surprised - you demolished enough supper, at all events!" declared
Lee tartly.
"Fed up to the
"I mean I'm fed up with that rotten book~" growled Nipper.
giddy neck .
I've never read such piffle
in my life!"
"If you are dissatisfied
with the story that is no reason why you should
throw it at me~11 was Lee I s reply.
"If you want to vent your spite on somebody
throw the book at the author - he is the guilty party, I should judge."
"Guilty!
He ought to be hung, drawn, and quartered:"
Nelson Lee could not help smiling.
"What has the poor
"I am afraid you are rather severe, Nipper," he said.
man done?
I believe you selected
the book yourself,
now I come to think of it.
The cover, at all events, is attractive."
"It ' s supposed to be a detective
story, Guv'nor," explained Nipper.
"I'll
bet the chap who wrote it never met a real live detective
in his natural existence ~
I've been trying to get the hang of the plot for hours, and it's so complicated
that I'm in a blessed maze all the time."
"Perhaps your intelligence
is at fault,
young 'u n?" suggested Lee.
"My intelligence!"
grunted Nipper.
"I'll
bet the author himself couldn 't
make head or tail of the thing!
It ' s simply a mass of wild rubbish from start to
finish.
I didn't wade through to the finish,
though."
"Then you oughtn't to pass sentence-"
"The
"Have a good look at the book yourself,
guv 1 nor~" growled Nipper.
detective
in it - the bang-up, go-ahead private crime investigator
- is about as
He doesn't see clues which stare him in the face.
as rry left slipper.
senseless
The story's
piffle
in every page!"
"My dear lad, don't get excited about it."
"I'm wild!" said Nipper.
"I thought the yarn was going to be a ripper,
and
I meant to compare this fiction-detective's
methods with yours.
But that's
impossible.
The author ought to be suppressed."
Nelson Lee picked up his torn newspaper.
"Moral: Don't buy any more of his books," he said leisurely.
"Why, I could write a better
"I jolly well won't," was Nipper's reply.
detective
yarn than that myself.
I ' ve got heaps of real material to go at, anyhow.
Some of our adventures would beat this stuff into fits."
"Oh, you could write a better yarn yourself,
Nipper?"
"Yes , I could!"
"Then why not try?" suggested Lee, drily.
"Eh?"
"Why not become a full-blown
author yourself,
my lad?" went on the detective.
"If you are so certain of your capabilities
- I don 1 t like to call it boasting you should prove your words."
"Who's boasting?"
demanded Nipper warmly.
"Didn't you say that you could write a detective
story?"
"I' 11 write up
"Yes , I did .
And I will. too! 11 declared Nipper decidedly.
one of our cases, and if I don't make a better job of it than this chap I'll - I'll
admit that I'm a duffer!"
"That will be something novel, at all events!" murmured Lee.
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Nipper got up from his chair, and paced the consulting-room.
There was a
tense expression upon his face, and he was obviously suffering
from inward excitement.
His master's
suggestion,
uttered in jest, had impressed Nipper greatly.
Lee's

For ten minutes Nipper paced the room, then he came to a halt
chair.
There was an eager light in his eyes.

before

Nelson

I 1 ll start right away, guv ' nor ! " he exclaimed intently.
"Eh?"
Lee laid down his paper.
"You'll start,
Nipper?"
"Yes.
I've come to a momentous decision,"
replied Nipper.
"I'm going to
write up a kind of journal in my leisure
time.
I'm going to set dmm some of our
most exciting and mysterious cases.
I 've got heaps of notes packed away, and I'll
choose the adventures in which I took a pretty prominent part.
I'll
show you
whether I was boasting,
guv'nor!"
11

And so the die was cast.
From that hour "Nipper's

Notebook" came into

being.

Note :- The following pages will prove very conclusively
that Nipper was not
bragging when he declared that he would write some exciting
and mysterious detective stories.
All the episodes are worked up from notes which either he or Nelson
Lee took at the times of the actual adventures.
Nipper's yarns in his journal are
surprisingly
well put together,
and only require a slight amount of knocking into
shape.
My task of editing the journal,
and preparing the tales for publication,
has been - and is - a light and pleasant one. - Author.
End of introduction

in No. 96

I think the idea of "Nipper's Notebook" was for it to be a reply to "Tinker's
Notebook" which was aJ)pearing in the Union Jack round about this time.
It was a
much bigger thing of course and was to lead to all stories
bei ng written in the
first
person until September 1924 when the system was changed and Lee and Nipper
left St. Frank's for a spell to chase up Professor Zingrave.
This idea was unpopular, of course - anyone would have known this except the person who thou ght of
it - and they had to be brought back to St. Frank's
in about six months.
The
stories 1 however, continued to be written in the third person from then on.
after No. 96 written in the first
Quite a number of stories
person (both St.
Frank's and non-St. Frank's)
contained chapters not written "by Nipper" but by
Nelson Lee, Eileen Dare, Sir Montie etc .
I, personally,
find them most attractive,
with a charm of their own and rather out of the ordinary.

In case anyone should be interested~
128 which were in the first

No.

here are the stories

from No. 96 to No.

perso n, -

96. "Nipper ' s Note Book" or !!The Vengeance of Parteb Singh."

Manor House Mystery. "
Clue of the Twisted Ring. 11
Sheriff of Blazing Gulch."
Ivory Seekers."
Case of the Crimson Feathers."
Affair of the Duplicate Door."
No.110.
No.111. nrrhe Yellow Shadow."
No. 117 . "The Clue of the Decoy Letter" or "The Hidden Warning."
No.119. "The City of Burnished Bronze."

No. 97.
No. 100.
No. 103.
No. 105.
No.109.

"The
"The
"The
"The
"The
"The
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No.121.
No.123.
No.124.
No.127.

"The
"The
"The
"The

Circle's Great Coup."
Island Strongholdo 11
Compact of Three."
Underground Fortress."

of course,

Plus,

all

the St. Frank ' s stories

included between these numbers.

I trust any reader has found my l i ttle dip into the past interesting
and that
he enjoyed reading again the smooth and familiar phraseology of Mr. Brooks.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
WANT ED
Schoolgirls'

Boys° Cinema 1919 - 1921; School Friend
Own Libraries
Holiday Annual
1st Series;

1919 - 1921 ;
1922, 1934-1941 •

ROAD, NORTHAMPTON.
LACK,4, RUSHMERE
HAPPY CHRISTMASREADING to
WA N T E D •
JOHNBECK,

ALL FELLOWMEMBERS. MAGNETS,GREYFRIARS
S.O.Ls.

29, MILL ROAD, LEWES, SUSSEX.

WANTEDTO BUY Thrillers,
or others.

Boys ' Cinema' s,

BOXM.R,T.

Bullseyes,

Laurel and Hardy Book

c/o COLLECTORS'
DIGESTOFFICE.

- ----- --- - - - - - LERN YERSELF SCOUSE -

Four bob, Post Free

(Recommended Mark Linley
gear
says Bill
Windsor)
FRANK SHAW
ROAD, HUYTON, LIVERPOOL,
2 FIVE NYLAND

WANTED
Boys' Friends,

Magnets for binding;
complete
Rio Kid and King of Islands

KENHUMPHREYS, 9, NOTTINGHAM
ROAD
,
WANTED

Pre-wa r

copies

of

series
1927 onwards.
stories.

Also

HUCKNALL, NOTTINGHAM.

CHAMPION,TOPICALTIMES and

PUCK.

HEARN, 191, ARBURY
ROAD,· CAMBRIDGE.
WANTED
Hobbies Weekly No. 27 (April 9 1896) to No. 1420 (Dec. 1922). Also
all issues
for years 1940 thru ' 1945. Schoolgir ls'
Own Library
No. 86 The Guardians of the Castle,
No. 181 - Custodians of the Caves; both by Hilary
Marlow.
HOPKINS, 129.SHARDELOES
ROAD, LONDON,S,E. 14.

WA N T E D :

- -- -

-

- -

-- -- -- -- - - --

CHAMPIONANNUALS1923 , 1924.
HANSON, 68 HUMPHREY
LANE, URMSTON, NRo MANCHESTER.
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T .hree Cheers for the
Thomson Papers
byJ.

R. SWAN

Many readers in the past have commented on the lack of articles
appearing
C.D. on such papers as the WIZARD, HOTSPUR,SKIPPER, ROVERand ADVENTURE.

in

They were well known to the trade and readers as 'THE FAMOUSFIVE:'
so the
other group of the same name who appeared in the MAGNET
can hardly claim to hold
the exclusive copyright of the name!
Al though I have in my bookcase at home bound volumes and l ooe.e issues of the
MAGNET
from 1930 until the end , I must admit that many times I get a trifle
bored
with reading about that paragon of virtue - Harry Wharton and his gang of in corruptibles!
Then of course there was that Fat Owl of the Remove who scoffed
grub up and dowr~ the studies , was kicked from pillow to post, and must have irri tated readers at times for his overwelcome presence in the stories .
Even the
very few GEMSthat I have show D'Ar cy as an outdated fop from Regency times!
How
on earth young boys understood his lisp has always been a complete mystery to me.
I surpose t hat I must ~ave grown up with it.
I took the GEMeach week from 1927
until the final issue.
THE NELSONLEE LinRARY- or surely it should have been called THE ST. FRANK
'S
LIBRARYbecause Nelson Lee played such a minor part in it - does not also escape
my criticism.
What an egotistical
character
was Edward Oswald Handforth who
seemingly dominated the s t ories.
A close relation
of that other chunif of Greyfrjars,
Horace Coker, if ever there was one - or maybe a blood brother!
Any such
person in rea] life would have been br ained with a cricket bat at once if he ever
attended our old school !
But don ' t take me too seriously , Lads !
I have never doubted that the above
mentioned papers had good circulations
in their day, or they would not have continued so long .
It's logical and common sense to accept this ~oint .
But in the
ear ly 1920s a large and powerful rival entered the field of boys ' sto ry publishing
.
Thomson' s of Dundee 'p inched ' as it were hundre ds of thousands of readers from the
old Amalgama ted Press by their new boys' papers and new etyle of presentation
and
realistic
meaty tales.
There is no doub t that boys wanted to re1d these yarns
instead of the staid preaching type which the A.P. persisted
with .
Let us face
the facts - many A. P. editors have in the past confessed that the Dundee papers
caused them great concern by their own papers dwindling in circulation
- and as a
last resort th€y had to copy the Thomson style of presentation
by such papers as
CHAMP
ION, TRIUMPH,RANGER
, STARTLERtype .
How I personally
enjoyed the stories
th at appeared in the WIZARD! No preach ing on what was ri ght and wrong - we had enough of this in school and Sunday school
.
The villains
always ended up either in a sticky heap or regretting
their step from
virtue!
The bad men also apart from having a bullet in the heart or head were
eaten up by crocodiles
or some other creature .
Good healthy adventure stories
featuring
every country under the sun - that was the progr8.!Ilil'.ie
.
Probably the most
famous character
ever to appear in the WIZARDwas THE WOLFOF KABUL- a Briti sh
Secret Service Agent, who operated in the North West Frontier
of India .
His real
name was Bill Sampson, but ~ortunately
his blue eyes used to give him away when

F()R
------------

------.

--

,:.;,,,~-~
-- -------·-·-.;··-··· ------·- --
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he was disguised as a native:
Still.
with his twin knives and his native servant
Chung they took on alJ. comers!
CHUNG
was himself a colourful character~ who,
after surveying the battered heads of his enemies, would remark with his eyes
filled with sadness, "Lord, I am full of humble sorrow - I did not mean to knock
down these men - 'Clic:ky-bai merely turned 1n my hand."
"Clicky-ba" of course
being his ultimate weapon! a cricket bat bound with copper and brass with some
ominous reddish-browru.sh stains on it, through coming into contact with so many
heads!
These two charad:ers who even a giant walking statue couldn!t stop are still
making an appearance in the present ROVERANDWIZARDafter nearly 30 years - many
are repr1nts of course but they still
make great reading for the present generation.
Do you remember WILSON? The stories of an incredible
athlete who broke all
Fantastic
of
the world records - when he was reputed to be nearly 120 years old!
course, with his breathing exercises and w1Ld roots on the Yorkshire moors - but as
boys we 'lapped' it up (excuse the pun).
W. O. Go Lofts told me that when he
recently appeared in a T.V. programme w~th Chris Brasher the well known B.B.C.
commentator who was formerly a great Lnternational
runner (he helped to make the
first sub-minute mile by assisting
Dr. Bannister)
Chris Brasher talked to him of
nothing else but of how these stones
inspired him to do great things on the track.
These stories
are sti:.1 appearing in the Thomson papers today, and a world bestselling magazine seemB rnterested
in their popularity
so I am told.
A serious ri 1ral 1:0 Sexton Blake was Dixon Hawke in the ADVENTURE
and his
stories ran from 1922 and are still
runmng today in SPORTINGPOST - another
1
publication
of D. Co '.:"nomson
s.
Cop1es of THE DIXONHAWKE
LIBRARY(which appeared
today and the "CASEBOOKS"which
way back in 1915) are much sought by collectors
contained dozens of short stories.
and St, Jim's was the school
Easily the greatest
school rival to Greyfriars
Dixie
stories
of RED CIRCLE in the HO'rSPUR. Dead-wide Dick 9 the school Captarn.
Dale the sporting master - Smuggy certainly
the unpopular one:
The boys were in
Transalantic-House
(U.S.A. Canada)
houses - coming from all over the world.
Conk (Colomal House) from the British Empire. Home House - from the United
Kingdom.
Boys did have some resemblance to reality
as they did grow up in time and move into higher ::orms, unlike the Peter Pan Greyfriars
and St. Jim's boyso
These stories which started
in the late '933s are still
appearing today.
THE BIG STIFF we,;, another series of s chool stories
- this being the nickname
of a schoolmaster named Sempiminus Green,
He had an uncan..viyknack of taming wi.ld
boys and making them keenly interested
in eudcat1onl
His methods were certainly
unusual but he did get the results:
This character must not be eonfused with
another of the same name in the WIZARDwho was a Scot ..and Yard detective - real
name this time be~ng ,hm Ransom - who last appeared in · 962.
THEBLACKSAPPERwas another Jong series that strikes a cord in my memory.
He turned up time and time again 1n T'tlE ROVER. Tales about a man in a black,
tight-fitting
costume who 1Jsed to caus e great upheaval in more ways than one. He
travelled
through the earth in a submar1ne shape burrowing machine.
Often or not
he used to cut right through the Underground Ra::;_lway! As a young boy, 1n my
imagination whilst waLting for a train on the tube I thought that the BLACKSAPPER
might appear any minute;
Another couple of favourites
was also in the ROVER- Cast-Iron Bill a wonderful goalie - and Wily Watkins the schoo.lboy who knew all the dodges in how to get
out of thingsl
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I should think that my favourite character in the SKIPPER was Mustard Smith a schoolmaster who used to teach the kids of circus performerso
What comp1ications
were caused when the strong man1 s son got naughty~
Other characters in this paper
which was the only war casualty were BIG BADWOLFF: CAPTAINZOOM: and a great
series entitled
GHOSTGUNSALONGthe DEADWOODo
One could go on and on like the babbling brook about the old stories - everyone had their own particular
favourite
and if I have not quoted them in this
article
- perh~ps I can enlighten you further if you contact me?
What I liked most about the papers was their approach to boyso They treated
them as equals and personal friendso
Editors were breezy in chats - youngish
looking with cheerful faces - who wore sporting clothes and who were reputed to
have travelled
all round the world and knew what they were talking about.
No
stern preaching AoP. editors here with stiff winged collars,
pin-striped
suits
and who you w0t1ld have to call 1 Sir 1 but someone who conducted a paper after your
own heart and in you.r own 'b oyi sh outlook. 1
Since I first started collecting
now well over 25 years ago (I don 1 t think I
ever left off since boyhood), I have received hundreds and hundreds of letters
from
Thomson paper collectors
and enthusiasts
and one would be surprised to know how
many with nostalgic memories there are in our· own circle.
I believe I ' m correct
in saying that there are probably far more th&'l the genera1 reader would imagine.
I
Homer)
wildest
offered
- that

can remember with some amusement a writer in C,Do many years ago (Harry
writing that the Thomson papers were complete muck, and he could not in his
imagination think that they would be collected in years to come. £2 each
ROVERS1935 was a recent advert in the EXCHANGE
& MARTwhich is the answer
boys 1 :i:;apers will always be collected by future generations.

If I have upset one or two diehard Hamil ton or Lee fa..ns in the opening
remarks in this article
-- well you can always come round and brain me with your
cricket-bat~
Seriously as an adult I weLl and truly appreciate
the skill that
Charles Hamilton put into his sto ries - and the writing of E.S.Bo - but as a boy
I must confess that the Thomson papers were certainly my meat!

WANTED

CHUMSVols.

19, 20, 21

o

ROWLAND
STOREY, 95 PANDON
COURT, SHIELDFIELD. NEWCASTLE
upon TYNE, 2.
WANTED

DIGEST ANNUAL1958;
367

WANTED

CHUMS 1910 and

1914.

BADDOW
RD.~ CHELMSFORD

The fo llow in g MAGNETSto

complete

volume - 829, 873, 876, 877,

882~ 888.

RD.,
ROBERTWILSONr 100 BROOMFIELD
MY GREETINGS and

GRATEFULTHANKS to

GLASGOW,
N,1.

ERIC FAYNE. (the late)

BILL GANDER,

r TOM, IVAN, JACK and ALL MIDL.Al"m
CLUBMEMBERS~BEN, FRANKand ALL LO:NDON
HARRY
ALBERTWATKINS,and especially
HENRYWEBBo .fil!N_KNIGHT,288 HIGH ST. CHELTENH.Ati..

Cardew's Romance
By i,auri e Su t tor:

--------------- In a "Let ' f :<e
:::ontroversial"
artic:le
pu; J.is hed earlier
this y~ar mention
was made of o $er j E:S of rom,-,nii tor.
ces writ ter. by :;har l es H3JT:
under the pen- nwr,e of 'dim tor:
Cardew .
Through the r.ou!'tesy of
Peter Hange~, ,Jho poE~esse2
t hese stories,
I have re cently
had the opportur,i ty of r e:.1din,.,,
them .
There Mr e five tit!es,
published by 'tli lliam ". Merritt
in simi.br forrr 1at to the Tof;ham
sch ool d to rias .
The titles
:.ire not at al.:. the sort th at
we norma lly a sso ci,ite wj tr:
0harles Hard] to n , ·.i.r:d'1re 112
follows :
1 . Pee;' s Angel

2 . The Mar. Who Cmr.e Bach

3 , Lo, e Wins a t L~st
4 . The Cirl From Monte C1:,.rlo
5 . For Love of a Land Girl
It is quit e clear from
these stories
th at the writing
of romance s was not Hamilton ' s
,~trong point .
The plo t s are
·,ery s i mple ar,d very pr edict ·-tble, and car. us1.:.ally be easily
·-mtic ipa te d in the fi r st couple
::if pages .
This was Sl~itab le
·mough for Greyf r hrs , where it
was the ai.;.thor ' s :lelibE. r ate
polic y to ~ive youn gste r s the
sense of satisfaction
i~ thinking they had cleverly spotted something , ,tnd wtere the
main interest
is to delight
in the company of our schoolb oy friends.
But where the
cha r acters are strangers
and hold no real interest
fo r us an unfolding plot seems
essential.
The actual romar:ce is of a very watery nature , and hardly gets further
than the
Figgins and Ethel or Bob and Marjorie stage - except , of course , that the chief
characters
~ctually marry in the end.
The stories
hardly seem to merit a special
publication,
and were perhaps more suited to the inner pages of a very re spectable
ladies'
journal.
We must, of course, bear in mind that they were writt en twenty
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years ago, at a time when it was not customary to see 12-year old schoolchildren
kissing and cuddling in the streets.
Nevertheless
one cannot escape the conclusion that Charles Hamilton's implication
that passionate
love-making was a
private affair
and unsuitable
for novels would be considered rather old-fashioned
even twenty years ago.
All five of the "Romance'' series follow a similar pattern"
There is always
and the plots can be
a big country house owned by one or other of the lovers,
quickly summarized:
"Peg!s Angel."
Peg and Grace Vernon are sisters,
but have been brought up
in different
homes by a couple of aunts.
Grace has now inherited
a mansion and
wealth, and Peg is about to join her and share her home.
Before leaving her Aunt
Agatha Peg meets Derek Compton on a cliff
top.
They talk, and Derek tells Peg he
When Peg reaches her
has a trouble on his mind - no, he is not in love 1 he says.
sister
she finds that Grace is engaged.
Her fiance visits
her a week later,
and
he naturally
turns out to be Derek.
After a time Derek confesses his love to
Peg, and then goes away.
He writes to Peg to say he will be loyal to Grace and
not bother Peg again.
Grace finds the letter,
goes back to nursing (where she
met Derek during the war) and leaves Derek to Peg.
In "The Man Who Came Back" Paula Brent's husband, Jude, is believed to have
been drowned three years before, and she has promised to marry Michael Heathcote.
Jude Brent reappears,
having heard that his wife has inherited
Cedar Court, and
extorts money (he cannot appear openly as he was wanted by the police at the time
of his "drowning.")
Paula has a rival in Mildred Wylie, a distant
relative
who
lives with her and who had hoped to inherit
Cedar Court"
Mildred spies on Paula
and finds out about Jude when Paula meets him at midnight by the "Lovers Leap" (on
a cl if f summit).
When Paula leaves Jude Mildred is seen by him.
In a struggle
Jude tries to push Mildred over the cliff but goes over himself.
The verdict is
"accidental
death," Jude being partly drunk at the time"
In "Love Wins at Last" the hero meets Cynthia Caryl, who is sitting
in the
branches of an oak tree writing a letter.
"I'm Dick Forrester •• • • Late of the
Loamshire Fusiliers,"
he tells her.
Dick immediately falls for Cynthis (no! she
doesn't fall ~g him) but Cynthia, as it happens, is already engaged to Dick's best
friend,
Sir Michael Trent . mainly because Colonel Caryl, her uncle 1 wants her to
marry into wealth to restore
the family's
fading fortunes.
Caryl, finally
breaks
off with Sir Michael and marries Dick, going with him to start a life of farming
in South Africa.
"The Girl From Monte Carlo" opens in the Casino gaming rooms, where Doris
Wilmot is gambling her wealth away.
She retires
broke. and Ronald Vane offers to
help her and loans her the fare to England.
He later meets her again when visiting the house of his uncle, MaJor Gadsby, where she is employed as a governess
She had gone to Monte Carlo with a dirty devil,
under the name of Miss Mitford.
Marcus Monk, who said he wanted her to look after his wife, but she found out when
she got there that he was singlet
She naturally
walked out, but was afraid of
what people might say or think.
All Doris's prayers are in Vane, so she marries
Ronald.
Derek Tren!_ stars
Morcom as a child, and
the war he writes again
inherited
Morcom Court.
he promptly accepts.

Derek has known Francesca
in 11For Love of a Land GirL"
has corresponded with her during his Army years.
After
after a lapse of time, having heard that Francesca has
Derek gets an invitation
to Morcom Court and, being wise,
He loses his way, and enquires of a Land Girl working in a
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(Hoe, hoel)
potato fieldo
He tells her his story, not knowing that she is, in
fact, Lady Morcom. who worked as a Land Girl during the war and still
does some
As a result she stays away from the house for the few
work on her ovm estate o
days in which Derek stays there, but he meets her again as a Land Girl and proposes,
saying he has given up his i ntention of trying to wed for moneyo
So Francesca
knows that he is wortt_y after all.
Charles Hamilton
Besides supplying William Merritt with these love stories
also started
off a series of detec t ive stories
of the same length as the Winston
Cardew tales,
though I am unaware whether the series progressed beyond the first
title,
"Death in the Dark,"
Charles Hamilton used another Sto Jim's surname for
his detective
story pen-name 1 the author appearing as Michael Blake,
I cannot
recall any mention of Michael Blake in earlier
articles
in the "C. D. " or other
papers devoted to our hobby. and again I am in debted to Peter Hanger for the loan
of the booklet.
In "Death in the Dark" the Hamiltonian touches do not appear obvious at first,
and it is chiefly the names of the characters
that supply the ini tia l clues;
w:1.th his "throaty voice; " Joyce, the keeper;
Fawson , the butler:
and, to a lesser
extent, Dick Paget, the hero.
One or two other clues to autho rs hip are to be
found in the dialogue,
Only Charles Hamilton ' s police chiefs woul d use such
expressions
as "Gammon;" and "Don't be an asst 11 For good measure we have a
quote from Gray's Elegy ( "Far from the maddin g crowd's ignobl e strife")
and
refere nces to "a man in a funk" and the use of a "cudgel."
Leading characters
in the story, apart from Dick Paget are Br enda Fleet (the
flighty niece of Lady Button);
Sir George and Lady Button (owners of Oakforest
House);
Marley Belcroft
(a fat. lecherous millionaire);
Captain Randal (a 40y ear old hard-up Old Etonian).
The story takes place in the house and gro unds of
Oakforest House, which had been sold by the Crawleys (an old county family) to a
city mar,, Sir George Butto n, whom Lady Button (on e of th e Crawleys) married in
order to keep the place in the family.
is that of
The "Death" of the title
Belcroft,
who i s found dead in a wood in the grounds of the house.
As Paget had
left him there after felling
him for his pester ing of Brenda Fl eet,Page t thinks
himse lf a murderer,
However, John , the footman , also had a grudge against Bel crof t, as the latter
had been paying attention
to Angela Price (Brenda's maid) ,
As I don't normally read detective
stories
I cannot really assess the merits
There are one or two improbabilities,
such as
of "Death i n the Dark" as such.
Paget's assumption that Melf or d was dead as a result of a punch on the jaw and
presuming himself a murderer without even verifying
the death.
Also the rather
casual behaviour of the police in the days following the murder while Lynch Grant
(the Ferrers Locke) did most of the work relevant
to the police.
There are the
usual possibles
from whom the reader may select the murderer, but no silly red
is predictable
quite early,
herrings,
and the final identity
The characters

are quite

well drawn , with a nice

description

of Lady Button:

"Only Lady Button showed little
sign of stress.
She was, of course~ grave.
above and
But she was as acidly methodical as usual, and in spite of agitation
below stairs,
the house continued to run on smooth wheels, as it were --- a
glance from the cold fish-like
eyes of her ladyship was enough to recall any
servant who forgot himself or herselft
to a pr oper sense of things.
Her ladys hip
was no longer a Crawley, but she was still County.
Milliona ires might come, and
million aires might go, but the County went on for ever."
(continued

on page 102).,.
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Above we print a picture which is typically Macdonald and typically
Hamiltonian . Two horse-drawn
vehicles racing side by side along a snowy
country lane.
The life, the action in the picture is tremendous.
You can
almost hear t he t hunder of the horses' hoofs .
Those who are acquaint e d with the Boys' Friend of 1915 will be
reminded irresistibly
of the cover picture which Macdonald drew to illustrate the first Rookwood story.
There is a great similarity
between
our picture and that one.
On the Rookwood occasion,
the Classical brake
was racing with the Modern one.
The scene, as we said, is typically Hamiltonian . He always loved
horse-drawn
vehicles.
Even in a post-war
Bunter book, the star was a
horse-drawn
caravan.
But, in fact, the scen e we reproduce
is not genuinely Hamiltonian.
It comes from the 1926 Christmas
Number of the Gem, the story in which
was written by a substi t ute writer . We ourselves would have thought
that, even as long a g o as 1926, a scene of waggonettes,
brakes,
traps,
or
horse-drawn
four-wheelers
, whatever they were called, was very much
outdated.
But it's s t ill an attractive
picture.
Macdonald did not discriminate
between genuine and substitute
stories,
thank goodness.
He drew as well for the one as for the other.
We reproduce t his pic t ure in memory of one of the really great artists
of the Amalgamated
P ress .

Females in the
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Blakian

APARTFROMTHE LADIES who loved him, Sexton Blake has encountered many
fascinating
women in the course of his career.
The intentions
of some of them were
more lethal than loving;
others, while on the wrong side of the law, sometimes
double-crossed
their employers to aid the detective;
in one instance at least a
girl following the same profession
was involved • .
In point of time we find the Princess Lara heading this list.
This lovely
fugitive
from an Easte~n Zenana presented herself at Sexton Blake's rooms after
escaping from the Seraglio Palace and created an International
Situation.
(Yes,
they had them even in those days, nearly sixty years ago.)
Blake was embarrassed
and bewildered.
The Princess had fled to escape marriage to the Grand Vizier,
Ahmed Pasha (a gentleman of fifty-nine
with three wives).
She had married an English husband who was now being held as a hostage by the Turks.
Seeking refuge in
Blake's chambers, she remained for some time, surely the most glamorous lodger the
Baker Street menage had ever known!
Lara may be included among that exclusive but extensive coterie who went for
Blake in a big way.
Although she had a husband, she displayed a strong predilection
for her worried host, calling him her 'lord'
and generally
intimating
that in the
event of anything happening to her husband the detective
appealed to her as an
acceptable
substitute.
The Turks offered to free the husband if Lara was handed
over to them, but Blake refused to give her up.
The situation
was only solved by
Blake visiting
the Sultan and pointing out that the Grand Vizier's
proposed alliance
with the Princess was part of a scheme to oust the ruler from power.
When the husband was released
and came to claim his bride Blake kept out of the way so that he
would not have to say good-bye to her.
It is evident that his susceptibilities
were
deeply touched by her proximity.
The next name on the list is that of Cora Twyford.
I can find only one recorded encounter between her and Sexton Blake, just subsequent to World War I, but
there were many stories
of Kit and Cora Twyford published in the early twentieth
century,
in "Pluck" and "The Boys' Friend."
Brother and sister
detectives,
they
were a sort of John Steed and Emma Peel in their day.
Cora disguised
as a flowergirl and an old lady, and on one occasion impersonated a Sicilian
bandit's
daughter,
who had shot her father and taken his place as the head of a band of revolutionaries
and criminals.
In Cora's adventure with Blake, she performed some smart detective
work and was
instrumental
in rescuing Tinker from danger.
Described as dark-haired,
with dark,
sparkling
eyes and piquant features,
she was an engaging heroine of an adventurous
type such as is popular to-day.
In the gallery of notorious
women, Fifette
Bierce ranks high for poise, glamour
and sophistication.
An adventuress
and decoy for Leon Kestrel,
the Master Mummer,
she made it plain to that amazing crook that while assisting
in his plans she was not
by any means to be regarced as his plaything.
One has to admire her for her culture
and charm, in spite of her criminal proclivities.
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When Kestrel bowed out of the arena of crime; Blake met a more mature Fifette
once again in the company of a man known as Aarvoldt the Eelo, a prototype of
Houdinio
That was the last heard of the polished adventuress,
although her
brilliant
accomplice Kestrel was destined to be heard of againo
Next in sequence is another adventuress
named Madame Clotilde,
who had a
delicately
mould.ed face, dark eyes and a mass of dark, wavy hair crowning her white
forehead .
She was involved in a th eft from a bank, and the chase led to Monte
Carloo
Although she eluded arrest
(what a number of these crooked women escaped;
their creators
must have had a soft spot for them~)
Madame Clotilde did not
return to compete again with Blakeo
I cannot remember meeting another woman in the Blake saga who ran a matrimonial agency as Mercedes Dahn dido
Square-shouldered,
with abundant hair and
dark eyes, she contrived to make a living by bringing together American millionaires and cultured English ladieso
The kidnapping of a girl called Ursula de
Winton brought her in contact with Sexton Blakeo
In this unusual story Blake
The
enlisted
the aid of an odd assistant , a baboon, to trace the missing girl.
ultimate fate of Mercedes Dahn and her matrimonial agency remains in doubt;
all
one knows is that she was deta .ined by a Scotland Yard officer.
Next in sequence comes another Madame Clothilde
(no connection with the
previous one, except in the relationship
of crime).
This was one of those
That unique
fascinating
ladies that Anthony Skene wrote of in his elegant prose.
criminal,
Zenith, encountered her at Smith ' s Kitchen, where she made advances to
in securing a certain document.
Her
the albino in order to gain his co-operation
association
with Blake was brief.
but notable inasmuch as she did her best to kill
him.
Definite l y one of the lethal ladies,
this Clothilde.
We are indebted to Anthony Skene also for Glor ia Dene, who was known as Brovm
Bessie and acted as a decoy for that hideous crook Mr. Happenn, alias the Gargoyle.
This "modern" girl with blue eyes, painted lips a...n.dan Eton crop 9 finished,
audacious and alluring ~ brought the wrath of her boss on her head by assisting
Blake .
Gloria

Although she was mentioned in a succeeding story (which also introduced
Dene did not reappear -- a fact to be regrettedo

Another young
carried the symbol
As she appeared in
reader was assured

Zenith)

lady who made her appearance in two stories
was Denise Drew, who
of the Carrier Pigeon and acted as a master crook 's messenger.
conJunction with that impudent adventuress
Eileen Hale, the
of a sufficiency
of feminine wiles and subterfuges.

Sexton Blake met La Balafree 9 the Scarred Lady 1 when she was disguised as a
nun.
She was seeking the formula of a most devastating
gas whose destru cti ve
properties
make it sound very up-to-date.
La Balafree,
sometimes known as Madame
Lenoir, was on a par with Milady in "The Three Musketeers."
Blake addressed her
as Mrs. Bond, referring
to a lady who call ed to her ducks "Dilly-dilly,
come and
be killed."
Deadly and dangerous . she got away at the end, and it is possib l e we
might have heard more of her but for the untimely death of Arthur Patersono
Here, in conclusion,
it seems appropriate
to mention a charming girl called
Nita Caraccio , familiarly
known as Red Nita.
This young lady seduced Tinker into
carrying a bag 1vhich contained a little
present for the president
of a small
republic on the borders of Spain.
The present proved to be of an explosive nature
and Tinker found himself facing a firing-squad.
A fitting
estimate of Red Nita 's character
may be obt ained by the following
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dialogue

towards the end of the storyo

A French police

official

speaking:

"Do I understand,
messieurs? that mam7 selle here was also a criminal?"
"No, nob" said Blakeo "She merely throws bombs at presidentso 11
We are told that Red Nita subsequently
she did not combine her two hobbies.
Princess

Lara

"The Princess

took to aviationo

Lara"

It is to be hoped
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CARDEW
' S ROMANCE (continued

* *

*

* *

from page 98) •••

There are one or two nice descriptive
passages 9 such as that where Inspector
Plummy's garden is contemplated by Lynch Granto
Inspector Plummy1 s cottage stood on the edge of Swansdon .ooo
"He stepped to the window and looked out.
The long garden glowed with
nodding hollyhocks.
Beyond was a leafy lane, and beyond that, the dark shadows
of woods - great old oaks with mighty brancheso
Grant ' s eyes dwelt on the
scene almost lovingly.
He had - or believed he had - rural tastes;
and the
calm and quiet were delicious after the roar of London. "
At the end of the story the murderer (John) gets clean away and is never
caught, which seems to indicate the measure of Charles Hamilton 1 s sympathy for him.
that

I imagine few of Charles Hamilton ' s admirers will feel anything but grateful
the Bunter books took over from Winston Cardew and Michael Blakeo

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
WANTED~Books by Stanton

D. A. LIDDELL.

Hope - adult

or juvenile.

"GLADSTONE." BISHOPTON. RENFREWSHIREo
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The day had been long and hard, and I had been glad to settle
in front of
t he fire wit~ a copy of Magnet to keep me company.
Now I had finished
the
sto r y .
more .

It had become too dark to read any
Out side the wintry dusk was falling.
I lay back in my chair, feeling warm and comfortable.

I smiled to myself as I realized
Mauly must have felt like this, on that
comfortable study sofa of his.
No wonder his lazy lordship had preferred
his
eas e to the ~ough and tumble of the Rag!
Who'd have it any other way?
My t h oughts turned again to the more peaceful days of yesteryear,
and
su ddenly - sadly - I wished I could return,
however briefly,
to boyhood and the
day s when I made that first
thrilling
acquaintance
with the chums of
Greyf r iars.
I must have closed my eyes, for, all at once, I found myself emergj_ng from
It was summer-time,
a l eaf y lane into the cobbled street of a sleepy village.
an d t h e sunshine fell upon my face like a warn; hand.
Where I was I did not
kno w, bu t I felt as if I were on very familiar
ground.
As I entered the village,
a large plump figure,
A policeman!
But he was dressed so strangely.

in uniform,

came my way.

For another, he wore
For one thing, his tunic was buttoned to the throat.
a blue and white striped band on his cuff - which I thought only London policemen
wor e .
Heavy side-whiskers
adorned his face.
His tread was slow and majestic.
" ' Arternoon sir!" he boomed.
"Good afternoon constable"
I replied.
"Might I ask your name?"
The constable did not seem to find my question unusual.
"The name ' s Tozer sir."
"Tozer!
Then this must be - "
'
"Friarda l e sir."
He pronounced it I Froyerdil.
Fr i ardale!
No wonder the place had looked so very familiar.
Yet it did
not see m strange that I should be there.
"Oh - at - thank you constable."
I gasped.
"I - I'm looking for a place
wher e I might get a cool drink."
"Ah!
That'll
be just the place then sir," boomed Tozer, pointing to an
ol d- fashioned looking grocery store further
along the street.
My eyes followed his pointing finger.
Sure enough, just as I expected, on
the shop window were the words "Clegg, Grocer."
I could hardly believe my eyes.
Yet, I felt it could not be only a dream
I was having .
Tozer seemed real enough, and so did the heat rising from the old
cobbles.
I approached Uncle Clegg's shop in some wonder, half expecting to see the
name ' Chapman' written somewhere on the wall.
I was about to enter the doorway
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when what I thought

was an earthquake

happenedo

emerging from the shop like an express train,
bowled me
A fat figure,
Crashl
We fell to the ground with the
over before I had a chance to get out of the way.
fat one on top.
"Ow! Beast!
Why don't you look where you're going?" squeaked a fat voice.
It was Bunter:
"Oh gad~ 11 The collision
had been painful enough.
Now I felt as if I were
lying under a steamroller.
"I - gasp - I say - would you - grooh - mind getting up?" I asked faintly.
to his feet, moaning and gasping.
Bunter struggled
111 say,
it's all that beast Cherry's fault."
he squeaked.
"He's going to
kick met"
"Have another, old fat bean? I - oh!"
A cheery looking youngster with fair hair had emerged from the shop.
He
seemed rather crestfallen
to see me sitting
on the pavement.
He rushed to my aid
and helped me to my feet.
"You' ll have to excuse Bunter sir," he said.
"He can't help being a clumsy
ass sometimes - and he's rather shortsighted."
"That's all right."
I smiled.
"No bones broken!
You're Cherry aren't you?"
"Yes sir.
These fellows are Wharton, Nugent, Bull and Hurree Singh - we call
him Inky for short."
With a wave of his hand Bob indicated
the four boys who had just joined us.
I recognized all of them at once.
"Awfully sorry you got knocked over sir," said Wharton.
"Not hurt I hope?"
"Right as rain my boy. 11
"The sorrowfulness
is terrific,
honoured sahib." said Inky sympathetically.
Johnny Bull stepped forward.
"You see sir, Bunter invited us to Uncle Clegg's - said he'd had a tip from
home, " growled Johnny, glaring at the Fat OwL
"We've ordered ice - cream and pop,
and now Bunter says he can't pay for it.
The spoofing barrel has pulled our silly
legs again - as usual~"
"We shall pay Mr. Clegg, of course 9 " said Nugent.
"But we were rather fed up
with Bunter, and - 11
"And you decided to teach him a lesson, eh?" I laughed.
"Ahem.
Yes sir."
"Look here" I said.
"Why not let me join you in the ices and pop?
My treat,
of course!"
"That's jolly kiLd of you sir" said Wharton "But - "
After all, I've read about you all so often in the Magnet
"Nonsense my boy!
that I feel we are old friends.
It would be a pleasure to me, really."
"Well - if you put it like that sir •..• 11
"I do! 11
"Then we accept" smiled Wharton.
"Hear! Hear! 11
11
I'm coming too! " piped Bunter, eagerly.
I - I don't
"I say you fellows~
I wouldn't you know.
I have a lot of
think you ' re a clumsy old donkey sir!
respect for old dodderers I hope: 11
"Ha, ha, hai"
that respect Bunter, "
"Well!
You certainly
have an original way of expressing
11
I chuckled.
"But you are very welcome to join us.
"Oh, good!
Gerrout of the way Inky you ass:"
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Bunter led the way back into the shopj almost trampling the Famous Five underfoot in his hurry to get to the good things.
Those ices were the best I've ever tasted.
As we ate them we talked of many
things concerning life at Greyfriars.
Quelch and his downy ways, the latest
St.
Jim ' s match, and of how Coker had been up-ended in the quad just before the excurI was particularly
amused to hear that Loder ' s head had
sion to Uncle Clegg 1 s.
received a bag of soot intended for Temple of the Fourth.
Bunter

said nothing.

He was far

too busy packing

away ices.

Time passed all too quickly , but when the Famous Five rose to go they invited
me to tea with them in study No. 1 at Greyfriars.
I accepted with delight.
We walked to Greyfriars
along leafy Friardale
Lane - scene of so many happy
Magnet memories.
Once I saw three furtive
figures behind a hedge, and caught the
smoke.
Skinner and Co without doubt~
whiff of cigarette
At the gates of the school old Gosling
company of the Famous Five.

seemed put out at seeing

"And who might you be wantin' sir?" he asked j grumpily.
I told him I was going to tea with my friends.
"Don't mind Gosling sir." said Bob Cherry.
"His manners haven't
since he turned a hundred."
"Ha, ha , ha:"
into

me in the

improved

Gosling ' s reply was something about "young varmints,"
but a half-crown slipped
his hand soon sent that ancient gentleman shuffling
back to his l odge.

Once inside the school, I was taken straight
to the Head ' s study to meet Dr.
Mr. Quelch was with him, and after introductions
we chatted pleasantly
Locke.
for half an hour whilst tea was bein g prepared in study No. 1.
Both the learned gentlemen seemed surprised when I told them that my knowled ge
of Latin and Greek was almost nil, but when I revealed an interest
in writing,
Quelch's eyes lighted up, and soon we were deep in a discussion
of his famous
11
"History of Greyfriars.
Both shook hands with me before
and Mr. Quelch quite pleasan t.

I left.

I had found the headmaster

benign,

"I hope you enjoy your tea with the boys of my form, sir" said Quelch.
"But
pray do not allow them to deta in you beyond the hour set aside for preparation."
For a moment his face assumed the grim expression I had often seen in the
Magnet.
their

"I fear some of my boys do not devote
lessons."

sufficient

time to the preparation

of

Having assured Quelch that I would take my lea ve before prep, I rejoined Harry
Whar ton, who had waited for me at the end of the passage.
"Tea ready?" I asked.
11
Not quite sir. " replied Wharton "bu t I thought you might like to see something of the school before going up."
"Nothin g would please me more. Lead on:"

Wharton gave me the 'grand toure as it were.
about, and some that
effected.

I hadn't .

I saw all

On the way round several

the places I had read

introductions

were

In January

1917, Greyfriars
was introduced into the Penny Popular, replacing t h e
Sex ton Blake stories which had been running since 1912.
The Greyfriars
series
co mmenced with the story from Magnet No . 1. To celebrate
the occasion, an
art plate (reproduc ed above) was given away that week with the Penny Popular.
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I met Old Wingate and Gwynne, Dicky Nugent and his friends~
Mro Prout.
and, finally,
great

But of my favourite
Greyfriars
character
there
Coker did not deign to put in an appearance.

Trotter,

was no sign.

the page.

Apparently

the

At l ast we arrived in study Noo 1 1 and 1t struck me that at least half of the
Remove seemed to have invited themselves to tea
In addition to the Famous Five
and Bunter, I noticed Peter Todd, Linley , Vernon-Smith. and a cheery youth who
turned out to be Wibley.
Tea in that celebra t ed apartment was a merry affair,
and I felt just like
schoolboy rnyselfo
The food seemed to disappear at a great speed - especially
Bunter's end of the table.

a
at

The last crumb was just disappearing
inside a fat mouth, when the door burst
open and a big burly lad, with a red face, looked lllo
"Oh, here you are~
Now then you cheeky young sweeps!
I ' m going to - 11
"Want anything Coker?" inquired Wharton c
"Yes ~ I want to mop up this study with a mob of cheeky fags!" roared Coker"
"I ' ll teach you t o handle a Fifth Form man in the quad. "
"Jevver see such a chap for ask1.ng for i t?' 1 murmured Bob Cherry o
"Now look here, I - oh~"
Coker suddenly became aware of my presence"
"Who' s that?" he asked, gracious lyo
"Jolly pleased to meet you Coker" I said.
How do you know my name?"
"Eh?
"Oh, I 1 ve heard a lot about you my boy,'' I repl iedo
way you play cricket."

about the

"Especially

Coker immediately looked a little
less truculent.
"Have you sir?
Then I suppose you 1 ve heard I'm thinking of asking old Wingate to give me a chance in the First El even this term" asked the unsuspicious
Cokero
"Ahem - no - but I ' d really love to see you play." I said, truthfullyo
"Jolly nice of you to say so sir," said Coker , beamingo
"My hat~
I think
I'll
go and see Wingate now - strike while the iron's hot you knowo Goodbye sir:"
"Goodbye Coker~"
There was a roar

of laughter

as

the door closed

behind

the big Fifth

Former.

"I'd lov e to see old Wingate 's face when Coker asks him about the cricket,"
howled Bob Cherry.
"It should be worth a gui .nea a boxo"
"The smilefulness
will be terrific,"
agreed Inkyo
"But the absurd Wingate
will eject the ridiculous
Coker chuckful ly on his neck:, 11
"Ha, ha, ha:"
Then, one by one, the other fellows left, and soon only the Famous Five
remained.
We spoke of their trips to India and Hollywood, of their voyages in
the South Seas, and of happy Christmas times spent at Wharton Lodge.
I hardly
study againo

noted the passing

of time, unt11 Bunter put his bullet

"I say you fellows,
Q;uelchY·· s coming this
Scowling like a demon in a pantomime y k.~owc

head into

way
He looks fearfully
Bet he'll have something

waxy o
to say

the
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about that old ass be:,.ng here:
He: He: He: "
"Oh crumbs~
We're supposed to be at prep!

11

I Jumped to my feet, feeling very embarrassed"
would not keep his pu1nls from their preparationo
myself, I had done that very thing:

I had promised Mr. Quelch I
Yet" because I was enjoying

"Look here, 11 I s,nd .
"I'd rather not meet Mr. Quelch just now - I promise d
him I'd leave before prep"
Cant I hide somewhere?
Outside the window perhaps?"
11
Well, it has been done before," said 'W
harton.
But he looked doubtful.
"The ivy's quite thick there, but I rather think a man of your weight might pro ve
too much for it sir.
It's rather a long way dovm y know."
"Pll ri.sk ito
Help me through the window. Quick;"
A few moments la·:er I found myself clinging to the thick ivy outside the
I was in a blue funko
As Wharton had remarked . it was a long way down.
window.
A very long way indeecl~
I fe l t quite giddyo
I was just about to change my grip
on the ivy , when" to IJY horror, I began to slipo
For a moment I seemed to hang
in space o
Then I fe ..t myself falling,o"
,falling •• '°.,
I awoke with a Jerk, only to find myself stil1 in the armchair before th e
fireo
A dream~
It had been only a dream after all~
I smiled happily as I
It had seemed so reaL
reco llected the vividness of my dream.
Slowly! I rose to my feet and stretched.
I looked down, and my heart pounded again.
ivy 1eafl
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by RAY

NORTON

\) \ ake '8
blunders

by

RAY

NORTON

So mar.y things have been written about Sexton Blake, that it is difficult
to
find somet.ting new to say.
We all know of his career spanning seventy years or
more, we have in fact been entertained
and thrilled
for more years thar most of
us care to remember, but I can't help thinking that the length of Blake's career
or blun is due , in part, to luck, because Blake has been gui l ty of o,'ersights,
ders, which could easily have terminated his career, or his life , many years ago .
has focused attention
on Blake's successes,
leaving his
The spotlight
failures
in snadow, so by moving the spotlight
a little
we disperse the shadows
and take a look at the other side of his career.
In "Raiders Passed" published in 1940, we find this situation:
Blake,
Tinker and Capt . Dack are involved in a murder case.
Blake spreads the area of
by sending Tinker off on a line of investigation
his enquiries
on his own.
Tinker fails to return but manages somehow to get a message to Blake telling
him
in the story of course.
This
to go to Binali, Binali being mentioned earlier
is all Blake needs, but what he doesn't know is Tinker is on Dack's ship, the
Mary Ann Trir:der, as a stowaway, and the ship with all the pl..rticipants
in the
affair
bas set sail for the same place .
" By this time Blake was packed and ready.
He went to the aerodrcme ar.d
ferried
to Ireland.
Time was going.
The old Mary Ann Trinder w2s on her
- clear now of the channel.
Blake hc,d to we.it for the Lisbon plane , but it set off at last.
In all the rush he had forgotten
one thing - a vitally
important thing,
it turned out.
It did not occur to him to find out if Dack's ship was still
lying along
side Gunson's wtarf.
If he had done so, she would have been pulled into Plymouth Sound before
cleared European waters.
II
But Bla.~e did not think of it.
This oversight
ar, Italian
fighter,
II

puts Blake's life
over the desert.

in jeopardy

when his

was
way
as
she

'p lane is shot down by

Sexton Blake lifted himself up.
He had lost count of time, he wc..s sick
and faint now, and how long he had been wandering he did not know - except that
it stretchec
into weeks.
And now he knew he was all in.
His carefully
husbar.ded strength,
immense
though it was when he started,
was giving out like the sands in an hour glass
- faster as the end was reached.
Above him hovered the vulture.
It had never left him .
Whenever.he looked
up at the brazen sky he saw it like hovering death - waiting.
across the sky , and it was
Another vulture,
he could see it far distant
flying fast.
Coming in for the death, he guessed.
And couldn't
it travel,
too?
Cou:dn't -
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Blake was running'., dragging off his jacket, waving it madly above his head,
trying to shout with parched lips.
" 'Plan e ! 'Plane! "
he had been seen, even
Blake was watching the maclune, and when he realised
He crouched on
knowledge.
that
of
relief
the
with
snapped
his iron nerve almost
stared.
and
the sun-played rock
And quite suddenly Sexton Blake began to laugh .
The machine
laughing when they got him into the aeroplane.
He was still
"
more.
once
took off
and it!s left to Dack and Tinker to bring it to a
So Blake is out of the affair,
conclusion.
successful
In "The
Blake is no excepti on.
Everyone is capable of making mistakes;
Mystery of the America.'1.Envoy" Blake is saying:
"" Isn 't it possible that we have discovered what Grice was before he took up
this pose at the Old House? "
Tinker whistled quietly.
It might help us in tracing
Grice was an engineer .
"You're probably righto
him."
covers his education and
But it certainly
"There are thousands of engineers.
On t he other hand, it doesn't help any ."
his possession of mathematical books.
I t was of
And this was where Blake was wrong - in this and one other point.
the
completed
the most vital importance, and if he had seen it, he could have
could have been saved.
case 1 and much suffering
"
Even Homer sometimes nodded.
near the end of the story we
A small oversight that has vast repercussions,
find :
Oldshaw said : "It 's no good looking at me, Blake.
" Blake stared at Cldshaw.
He snee r ed. "Rather hurts
I've no more idea where Taylor's gone than you have. "
Taylor's a very
you.
for
A new experience
you to be ditched, doesn't it?
either - till it's
girl,
the
Nor
I don't think you 'll find him.
clever man.
too late ,"
Blake got up.
11 1
I m going to give him in charge."
"Bring him along. " he ordered.
Tinker.
"But the girl! " cried
"What can we do except inform the police?
Blake spread his hands hopelessly.
of the night to drive in. 11
darkness
the
all
and
Taylo r' s got all England
11
done, stammered Tinker.
The girl's
"Then we' re done,.
Blake nodded wearily.
II
"Yes. unless a m:.racle happens, we're done, " he said.
conclusion without
Oddly enough th is is another case brought to a successful
e.
lif
her
girl
a
costs
almost
Blake's help, and thif ; oversight
Now without deal::..ng with too much detail we find in "The Uncensored Letter " I must be getting blind to the obvious, " muttered Tinker.
Blind to
at the time.
In this he spoke more of the truth than he realised
seen
already
had
who
Blake,
Sexton
Even
fact.
the
indeed,
was
That
the obvious.
in this case a great deal more than anybody else, was blind to the obvious.
Yet
Neither he nor Tinker had their eyes opened until it was far too late.
It
the fact was standing out like a headland in a sunlit sea for all to observe.
"

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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THE OUTSIDER
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A.

THE STORY OF
H.
P . LOVECRAFT

HUBBARD

Introduction
Howard Phi ll ips Lovecraft,
the now well known Ameriean fantasy writer,
was born
in Providence, R.I., U.S.A. on the 20th August, 1890.
He was the only son of
Winfield Scott and Sare.h (Phillips)
Lovecraft,
and was of English descent on both
sides of his family, a fact of which he was very proud and which he often mentioned
in his letters.
Lovecraft's
father died when his son was only eight years of age and he was
consequently brought up entirely
by his mother, a possessive woman who was illequipped to deal with the rigors and dangers of this world.
By his own account
Lovecraft was a precocious child, sensitive
and often preferring
the society of
grown-up people to that of other children,
although he does not seem to have had an
unhappy boyhood.
Much of his time was spent in his grandfather's
library,
and he
became very fond of reading, chemistry,
geography and astronomy.
Although he
attended Hope High School, Lovecraft was largely self educated.
The constant
association
with adults which marked Lovecraft's
earlier
years no doubt stimulated
his imagination and influenced
the genre of the literature
for which he became famed.
Lovecraft's
earliest
writings were mainly on scientific
subjects and he was only
sixteen years of age when he contributed
a monthly article
on astronomy to a local
newspaper, the Providence "Tribune."
Continual poor health prevented Lovecraft from attending a local University,
as had been planned, for his family was not only a good one but originally
quite
financially
independent.
Most of his life was spent in Providence,
where he lived
with his mother and two widowed aunts.
As time went on declining family fortunes
forced him to support himself by "Ghost" writing and revising
(and in some cases
practically
re-writing)
stories
by other authors.
Lovecraft's
first published
story "The Alchemist" (originally
written in 1908) appeared, in 1916, in the
"United Amateur," a publication
controlled
by the United Amateur Press Associ a tion
which Lovecraft had jo i ned in 1914 and in which he took a great and active interest.
From now on Lovecraft's
work began to appear in American amateur magazines such as
"Vagrant" and "The Tryout."
Lovecraft,
incidentally,
ran his own amateur magazine,
"The Conservative."
I t may also interest
my readers to know that he contr i buted
amateur magazine, "Interesting
at least two poems to the late Mr. Arthur Harris'
Items."
It was during the 1914/18 War that Lovecraft began to write the stories
that
were to make him famous.
The founding of the well known fantasy pulp magazine,
"Weird Tales" in the early 1920s was a great opportunity
for him and he was assured
of a regular market for his yarns when his story, "Dragon" (originally
written in
1917) appeared in the October, 1923 issue of the magazine.
This yarn created an
immediate impression and from now on Lovecraft's
work was always welcomed by readers
of "Weird Tales."
Recognition of the author was still
slow in coming, particularly in higher literary
circles,
but by the late 1920s Lovecraft's
stories were being
reprinted
in such anthologies
of horror stories
as those edited by Christine
Campbell
Thompson, Herbert Ashbury and T. Everett Harre.
One yarn, "The Music of Eric Za.nn"
appeared in the London "Evening Standard."
Two other stories
had honourable mention
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in Ed.ward J. O'Brien's
distinguished
annual collections
of the best short stories,
Lovecraft's
stories were mainly originally
published in "Weird Tales."
Others
appeared in "Amazing Stories,"
"Astounding Stories" and "Tales of Magic and
11
Mystery."
Only one book written by Lovecraft,
The Shadow over Innsmouth," was
published in his lifetime
and his reputation
remained obscure and cherished only by
a few warm admirers until the 1940s when his friend, another fantasy writer,
August
Derleth, and others, began collecting
work.
Lovecraft's
Lovecraft I s success as a writer for "Weird Tales 11 brought him many new friends
among w:,iomwas a Mrs. Sonia Greene, of New York, a fellow writer with whom he
collaborated
in at least two stories,
They were married in 1924 but the marriage
was not a success,
After less than two years, during which time they lived in
Brookly::.~, they separated and a divorce was arranged in 1929,
When he separated
from his wife, against whom he never uttered one word of criticism,
Lovecraft
returned to Providence,
which he never afterwards
left except to make a number of
visits
to friends and relatives
in the southern part of the U,S.A.
Lovecraft was
undoubtedly one of those men who should never be married.
He was quiet and
ret~ring,
with the manners and behaviour of a gentleman in the true sense of the
word.
=-l.iswife, however, was a vital commanding woman and their personalities
clashed as was almost inevitable
in the circumstances,
Like quite a number of authors Lovecraft liked to work at night, no doubt
because he found such conditions
applicable
to the genre of his stories
- he was
a fantasy writer.
Indeed he would often draw the blinds and work by artificial
light even during the day.
He lived a solitary
life - after the death of his
of his marriage his two aunts shared his
mother l:J. May, 1921 and after the failure
residence in Providence - but kept up an extensive correspondence
with friends,
admirers and collaborators.
As the recently published Volume I of his Letters
plainly indicates
Lovecraft was an exceptionally
fine letter
writer.
Some of his
efforts
ran to as many as thirty pages and must have taken hours to compose.
He
of his own writing considering
that "it was touched with
was also a severe critic
Troubled
commercialism and fell too far short of what he intended it to be."
continually
by ill health all his life Lovecraft became seriously
ill in 1936 and
died in March, 1937 of cancer and Bright's
disease,
He lies buried in the fa~ily
but no stone marks his grave.
grave in Swan Point Cemetery, Providence,
A very quiet, retiring
individual,
highly imaginative
and not very strong
physically,
Lovecraft elected,
no doubt for a variety of reasons, to live in a
world of his own imagination,
rather than in reality,
This is not unusual with
He had an alert,
questing mind
many people who sct'fer from continual ill-health.
and began, even as a ooy, to construct
his own world.
He drew from life what he
wanted and rejected
everything else,
It seems to have suited him for there is no
eviience~ throughout his life,
that he envied his fellow men, however much he
might - secretly
no doubt - regret his inability
to do likewise.
His literary
work was influenced
chiefly by the well known American fantasist,
Edgar Allan Poe,
and by such authors as the famous British
writers,
Arthur Machen, Algernon BlackLord Dunsany - all
wood. K. R. James 9 Walter De la Mare and last, but not least,
artists
in writings
of fantasy and the macabre.
Another British writer whom
Lovecraft greatly admired - he was very pro-British
- was William Hope Hodgson,
whose fascinating
tales were given such prominence in Lovecraft's
fine essay,
11
Lovecraft was almost obsessed with a strong
"Superr.a rural Horror in Literature,
feeling for the past~ he was particularly
keen on the 18th Century and the well
kno~m American illustrator,
Virgil Finlay, actually
depicted him dressed in the
costume of this period - and filled
with a deep dislike for the present.
Lovecraft
even wrote a considerable
amount of poetry in imitation
of 18th Century verse,
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Lovecraft's
stories,
as his friend and biographer,
August Derleth, has pointed
out, fall into two clear types - tales of fantasy very similar to stories written
by Lord Dunsany and tales of horror and of "cosmic outsideness"
which although
based on the work of such writers as Poe, Machen, Robert W. Chambers and Ambrose
Bierce, show much of the influence of both Machen and Algernon Blackwood.
Lovecraft's
stories,
however, show so much of the writer's
own individual
style and
method that it has influenced
many other write r s in the genre.
With the publication, by Arkham House, of many of Lovecraft's
stories
in the 1940s and the marked
interest
shown after the last war in the now current vogue of Science Fiction,
and
the wide appeal to readers of all ages in s t ories of "Other Worlds," q_uite a lot
of his work and especially
his stories
of the Cthulhu Mythos concerned often with
"Discolation
of Time and Space" have attracted
considerable
attention.
Of these
particular
stories
Lovecraft himself wrote "all my stories,
unconnected as they
may be, are based on the fundamental law or legend that t his world was inhabited
at one time by another race who, in practicing
black magic, lost their foothold
and were expelled~ yet live on outside ever ready to take possession of the Earth
In these stories
of the Ct hulhu Mythos Lovecraft brought into being a
again. 11
complete mythology and geography - a wild , weird and wonderful, yet curiously
impressive and convincing flight of the imagination by any standards.
There is
no doubt that the Cthulhu Mythos has placed Lovecraft securely in the great tradition of American horror and fantasy writing along with Edgar Allan Poe and
Ambrose Bierce.
It cannot be denied that a taste for Lovecraft's
work is special and almost
Despite this, however, a great wave of enthusiasm
definitely
an acq_uired one.
has developed over the past two decades and he has many admirers,
even in the
highest literary
circles.
Of course he has his critics,
or shall I say more truly
his denigrators,
which seems q_uite inevitable
these days in respect of many authors
whose success seems to create jealous re - action to their work, especially
after
they have passed away.
One of these so-called
"critics " - Colin Wilson - insists
that Lovecraft "was not a good writer - q_uite second-rate . "
Undoubtedly Lovecraft's
greatest
weakness as a writer was a tendency to melodrama - very understandable in a fantasy writer and a fault which he recognised himself.
His
writing was, of course, very much i n the Gothic tradition,
but in an original
style.
His biographer,
August Derleth, wrote "he was a skil l ed writer of supernatural
fiction,
a Master of the macabre, who had no peer in the America of his time •. •• •
by his own choice he was in letters,
as in his person al existence,
an outsider in
his time."
The Work of H.P.

Lovecraft

Despite the fact he made many contributions,
in addition to his profession a l
work, and especially
in his earlier
creative
period, to amateur publications,
H. P. Lovecraft was not really a prolif i c writer.
He wrote some poetry patt erned
on the 18th Century model, but none of it has any lasting quality and what is
worth preserving
of all his poetry has been published in one modest volume .
Save
for the finely writter _ "Supernatural
Horror in Literature"
his Essays are negligible.
His poetry of the weird, however, of t en contains a note of real terror
and this is particularly
evident in the long sonnet cycle "Fungi from Yuggoth"
and the narrative
werewolf poem "Psychopompos."
Both these poems utilize
pl ace
names and beings of the Cthulhu Mythos.
It is in his prose fiction
that Lovecraft promises to survive.
His stories
fall readily into two classifications
and sometimes are a combination of both.
They are fantastic,
or they are tales of terror and of "cosmic outsideness."
The

··-------------------------------------------P_a
1~:1eitales of terror
and "cosmic
stories
of the Cthulhu Mythos.

outsideness''

subdivide

....
fI....
e_1_1_5_
into

"~TewEngland"

taLes

ano

:;:n my opinion the best of the early tales of terror
are "T'le Rats -...r.+}'P,
W:.l.Js, 11 "Pickman I s Model. ti "The Horror at ned Hook" and "'i'!·1e Snur:.ned Hou~, • "
Of
thE: early stories
influenced
by Lord Dunsany I consider
"Da~on," 11'1.'he Doom that
came ~~o Sarna th" (my favourite
Lovecraft
story of this ty_pe) and 111rhe Strange High
Eot;.se in the Mist" are worthy of high praise
while the three Ra.n.do:ph Cs.rter
s-:cr:..Eis,
"The Statement
of Randolph Carter, ti "The Silver Key" and ''Through the
GatEs of the Silver Key" are the best of the authors
later
period.
Lovecraft 1 s
fadasy
novel, ''The Dream Quest of Unknown Kadath" is e surious eerie story ar-.d
:r:er~o::1ally I find it rather
hard to read but its English is immaculate.
It is
quite J.nlike the two other novels 1 "The Case of Charles Dexte·r Ward" &"'ld 11At the
Mourtc:.ins of Madness," which are among the finest
stories
Lovecraft
ever wrote.
'I'he Cthulhu Mythos stories
belong mainly to Lovecraft's
last crea:iv(,
prJ.rn.se.
They i;_ tilize
one of the oldest
themes used by writers
ancl poets and concern .;t.e
age-oid struggle
beh1een good and evil.
These yarns are, in fsc .. , si:nilar
to the
story of the Christian
Mythos as it relates
to the expulsion
of Satan from the
Garder: of Eden and the ever-lasting
power of evil over mankind.
Icovecraft nf ver mnde any attempt to deny that Lord Dunsany, whom he greatly
ad.mired, had considerable
influence
over his fantasy writing.
He 11lso freely
acknow1edged that it was from the famous Britisl'l author that he obtained
the idea
of tte artificial
pantheon of evi _ Gods represe~ted
by such characters
in the
Mytho'3 stories
of Cthulhu,
Yog-Sothoth and Shub-Niggurath.
Lovecraft
also
borrc"ed
from other authors who influenced
his .3tyle and had no hesitation
in
ir.cluding
the contributions,
rather
minor perhaps,
of Arthur Machen, Robert W,
C:-.a:nters, Edgar Allan Poe and Ambrose Bierce in the yarns he wrote.
'::'he forces of good in the Lovecraft
pantheon of deities
·,;ere represented.
by
t:1e 3:~.cler Gods, none of Nhom save Nodens, the Lord of the Great Abyss, is ever
n/3.meJ.
Indeed Nodens is the only Elder God who actually
made a personal
appeara::'.lce in Lovecraft's
work for he played a small part in the fanh1sy yarn, "The
3tra:1ge High House in the Mist."
The Elder Gods apparent 1 y dwelt on or near the
star,
Betelgeuse
in the constellation
Or:ion. very rarely
venti..,r:in,?' forth to intervene i.11 the unceasing
struggle
between mar.u:eind End the powers of evil.
T:1e evil Gods were generally
known as the Ancient Ones"
They were i:31lled
and oc ::asi onally,
as in "The Call of Cthulhu ," end unlike
the Elder Gods, made
:rather frightening
appearances
in the tales.
·rte chief of the evil Gods ~s
A:~e.th8th, the blind idiot God, "an amorphous blight
of nethermos"t; confusion which
blssp:t.emes and bubbles at the centre of all infinity."
Then there is Yog-Sothoth,
who s~12.res Azathoth' s dominion, and is not subject
to t1'.e ~aws of t1.me ard spase,
Ny-s.r:'..athotep~ the messenger of the Ancient One~, Great Cthulhu,
God of the sea.
Ha""'.";ur, the unspeakable,
the God of the air and wir..ds, half brother
to Cthu.lhu, ana.
S}rih--Ji ggu.rath. the God of fertility.
Later on Lovecraft
added to the pantheon,
H;nnos, the God of sleep,
Dagon, the ruler of the ocean depths,
Cthulhu I s ::.ieutenant. Yig, the serpent God and the prototype
of Quetzalcoatl,
and such fo.:.lowers
of the evil Gods as the abominable snow me:-cof Mi-Go and the Night Gaunts.
There cannot be any doubt that Lovecraft. never conceived
the Cthulhu J\Tythos
in its final
form when he wrote the opening stories
of the series,
such as ''1'he
rTE.meless City" and "The CaL of Cthulhu. 11
When~however, he started to develop
t:te whole theme, he began, in marked contrast
to other authors whom I could. name,
to :i.nv:.te some of his fellow fantasy
writers
and collaborators
to make additional
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contributions.
Such writers as Clark Ashton Smith (who wrote of the evil Gods
Tsathoggua and Atlach-Nacha) 9 Frank Belknap Long (The Hounds of Tindalos and
Chaugnar Faugn). Henry Kuttner (Nyogtha) all added to the saga while August Derleth,
the most prolific
of them all as regards the Mythos, brought in Cthugha (an evil
God corresponding
to a fire eJemental),
Gods and Demons as
and sll.ch horrible
Lloigor , Zhar. Ithaq_ua and the Tcho-Tcho people"
A writer named Michael Storm
contributed
a Cthu1hu Mythos story to the magazine "Fantastic
Worlds" in the summer
Perhaps Mro Walter Webb can tell us something about him.
It is said
of 1952.
that Lovecraft and his fellow writers produced something like one hundred stories
featuring
the characters
of the Cthulhu Mythos.
Incidentally,
Lovecraft did not
created by his
hesitate,
provided they were good enough 9 to include characters
fellow writers in his own stories.
It was necessary to build up a background to the Cthulhu Mythos and to the
pantheon of good and e'1il Gods and Demons were added the "secret" or apocryphal
books of black magic and such-like
cults and practices.
Some of these books were
actually written by real writers and these productions were skilfully
interwoven
with the fictiono
The chief of the books invented by Lovecraft and his circle
of
fellow writers is the dreadful "Necronomicon" supposedly written by the mad Arab,
Abdul Alhazred.
The ·8ackground of this magic book was so cleverly built up by
Lovecraft that many readers of his stories
actually
thought it existed and various
advertisements
for the book appeared in Book Trade Journals.
Other so-called
"magic" books included the "Pnakotic Manuscripts,"
the 11R 1 lyeh Text," the "Book of
Books of Hsan, 11 the "Dhol Chants'' (all contributed
by
Dzyan. 11 the "Seven cryptical
Lovecraft) 1 the ''Book of Eibon ( added by Clark Ashton Smith), the 11lmussprechlichen
Kulten, 11 said to have been written by a German named Von Junzt, but really the
11
creation of a fine writer named Robert E. Howard, Ludvig Prinn's
De Verrnis
1
1
s "Cultes de Goules" and
Mysteriis"
(invented by Robert Bloch) and Comte D Erlette
the 11Celeano Fragments, 11 introduced by August Derleth.
Most of the action in the Cthulhu Mythos stories
took place in New England in
the U.S.Ao
figured under the
Salam, the famous witchcraft
town in Massachusetts
fictious
name of Arkham while Marblehead (a leading yachting and fishing centre) is
featured as Kingsport.
The Massachusetts
country districts
around such towns as
Such far off areas as Aldebaran
Wilbraham, Monson and Hampden is renamed Dunwich.
and the Hyades also aipear in the stories
together with mythical places like Kadath
in the Cold Waste ar1d the Plateau of Leng.
The primary stories
of the Cthulhu Mythos written by Lovecraft are given in
the Bibliography
appended to this article.
Related stories by other writers
include "The Narative of Ao Gordon Pym" by Edgar Allan Poe, 11The Yellow Sign" by
of Carcosa 11 by Ambrose Bierce, "The White People"
Robert W. Chambers, 11.An Inhabitant
and ''The Black Seal" t,y Arthur Machen.
Stories associated
with the Cthulhu Mythos
and influenced by Lovecraft in that the writers concerned were friends and admirers,
are as follows - "Ubbo Sathla~" "The Tale of Zatampra Zeiros" and others by Clark
Ashton Smith , "The Horror from the Hills, 11 "The Hounds of Tindalos" and "The Space
Easters" by Frank Bell<·.napLong, "The Shambler from the Stars,"
"The Dark Demon" and
others by Robert Bloch, "The Eater of Souls," "The Salem Horror" and others by
"The Tower from Yuggoth" and others by
Henry Kuttner, 11The Church in High Street,"
J. Ramsey Campbell. 11The Mask of Cthulhu, 11 "The Trial of Cthulhu" and others by
August Derleth and such posthumous collaborations
as "The Lurker at the Threshold"
and "1'he Survivor and Others 11 by Ho Po Lovecraft and Ao E. Derleth.
The eagerness wich which Lovecraft invited others writers to contribute
to the
Mythos gives some indication
of the keenness which he infused into these particular
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storie~,.
In his last years he wrote practically
nothir'-5 but tales
of the Cthulhu
Nythw.
It was in this later
period that his uncertainty
about the standard
of
hi:3 work began to overcome him.
No doubt ill-heal
th had something to do with this
ln.;_t he began to ignore financial
considerations
and completely
disregard
the
w:r-iting markets that were eager for his work.
His manuscripts
were often sent ou
in&. decrepit
state
and were the despair
of the Editor of "Weird Tales."
Indeed
such as Augus Derleth
and Domild
j_f it had not been for the action of friends
of Lovecraft's
finest
efforts
in weird fictior.
W.s.nc.rei_, certain
would never have
published.
reached the pulp magazines in which they were originally
Lovecraft
had v ery firm ideas about the writing
of tales
of the macabre.
Like A::.gernon Blackwood, Arthur Machen and Williillll
Hope Hodgson he believed
in a
sec."ious treatment
of unreality.
He wrote "spectral
fiction
should be realistic
ar..cl B.--:11ospheric - confining
its departure
from nature to the one supernatural
char.r.,e::. chosen , and rer.iembering the scene, mood and p:1enomena are more il'lportant
in
convEying what is to be conveyed than are characters
and plot.
The "punch" of a
tr12ly ueird tale is simply some violation
or transcending
of fj_xed cosmic law - an
irr.agi.m,tive
reality
- since phenoIT.ena rather
than persons are
escape from palling
the logical
heroes.
Horrors should be original
- the use of common myths and
leger:.clEi being a weakening influence."
From this it will be seen that Lovecraft
relied
on "atmosphere"
rather
than "character
work" in his stories .
Such a
situ.s.tion
frequently
confronts
a writer
of fantastic
tales.
Lovecraft's
greatest
gift lies , of course,
power, which is outstanding,
by any
in his narrative
star.d.ar:ls.
W:.'lether Lovecraft's
early death - he was only in his middle forties
- deprived
the Korld of weird fiction
of some masterpieces
cannot reaJly
be decided.
Some
critics
consider
that one of the last three stories
that Lovecraft
wrote - "The
best work.
Personally
Shadow out of Time" - was the author's
n:y favourite
Lovecraft
yarn is "The Case of Charles Dexter Ward," a two part novel written
in

1927/8.
Cogcl~§!.i on

1,11 admirers
of the work of H. P. Lovecraft
owe a great debt to two friends
and fellow writers
- A. W. Derleth
and Donald Wandrei.
Together
they founded the
publis.ning
firm of Ark.ham House of Sauk City, Wisconsin,
U.S.A.,
ln l-139, with the
E.vowed intention
of keeping H. P. Lovecraft's
stories
before
the reading
public.
Previo-__.s to their
efforts
only one book had oeer pub' ished professionally
under
the by- line of H. P. Lovecraft,
this being '"fhe Shadm·.r over Innsmouth,"
brought out
by tbe Visionary
Press,
Everett,
Pa., U.S.A. in 1936 not long before Lovecraft's
c.eath.

~'ne first
Lovecraft
books published
by Arkbam House were omnibus collections
of his stories
entitled
"The Outsider
and Others" and "Beyond the Wall of Sleep''
tba t appeared in 1939 and 'i 943 respectively.
Both books ·were issued in rather
limi te,5 editions
and sold slowly at first
but the reading public was gradually
bi -cten -t1i th the Lovecraft
''bug" and since then no less than twelve books by and
aboJt H.P.
Lovecraft
and his work have been published
by the firm.
Each book
Las teen most carefully
set out and presented
and make excelle"1t
reading
for tbe
Lovecraft
devotee.
Arkham House have also come to publish the work of practically
B.l:. the famous writers
of weird fiction.
The venture
of two young and at the time
ill!pecu:,.ious writers
has turned out to be a gceat success .
Critical
acceptance
of Lovecraft's
.s.:ppe2i·ed before
the reading public.

work has c,een mixed over since he first
No doubt the fact that writer
originally
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wrote for pulp magazines and so could hardly be a practical
proposition
for the
"highbrow" critics
has had something to do with this for such a writer should not
have presU1Ued to force himself to the forefront
for consideration
.
I have
already quoted the views of' the eminent critic,
Colin Wilson. on Lovecraft.
But
it is obvious to those that read Mro Wilson 's evaluation
of H, P. Lovecraft in his
bit interested
book, "The Strength to Dream" (1962). that he is not the slightest
in H.P. Lovecraft the writer.
or in weird fiction
as a whole, which he obviously
dislikes.
To Mr. Wilson Lovecraft is a bad writer~ not because he wrote poorly
but because "here was a man who made no attempt whatever to come to terms with
life.n
In other words Mro Wilson is only interested
in Lovecraft simply as a
psychological
case historyo
Another critic
has spoken of the fact that the horror
of
story "from Poe to H, :p. Lovecraft - has always had a symbolic tone suggestive
some hidden sexual fear."
Certain psychiatrists
have held that Lovecraft was
homosexual~ just because he was mainly friendly
with male fellow writers,
despite
the fact he was at one time a married man.
This so-called
"freudian"
criticism
The
of well known people in all walks of life is, of course, common these days.
psychological
angle must be considered before everything else.
My own view is
manner and as a recluse and
that if H.P. Lovecraft wished to live in a retired
found it enJoyable and convenient then what business was it of anybody else.
After all this so-called
adverse "criticism,"
it is a relief
to read the
In a
eminent American Poe scholar~ Dr. Thomas Ollive Mabbott 9 on Lovecrafto
review of the initial
Collection
of Lovecraft stories
in "American Literature , " Dr.
Mabbott wrote "that he has a place seems certain~" afterwards
adding, "I have no
doubt that it is an honourable place that should be accorded this truest amateur of
letters ."
Another well known reviewer, Vincent Starrett,
has wri tt en 11The best of
his stories
are among the best of his time, in the field he chose to make his own."
Other literary
figures such as William Bolitho 9 Stephen Vincent Benet, Winfield
Tovmley Scott and the famous French playwright ~ Jean Cocteau, have praised Lovecraft1s work.
Most critics
and reviewers have preferred
to ignore Lovecraft
however, and have expected him to fade away.
Despite this, interest
in Lovecraft has continued.
His books are being read
more than ever and second-hand copies of the early Arkham House publications
have
reached fantastic
prices.
Editions have been produced in French and Polish and
it is rumoured that certain stories
have been published .in Yugoslavia.
Eminent
French critics
have written articles
on Lovecraft and his work.
At least one film has been made in Hollywood of a story by H.P. Lovecrafto
This has recently been shown and is entitled
"The Haunted Palace, 11 based on the
11
Lovecraft novel The Case of Charles Dexter Wardo11 Made by American-International
Pictures
in 1963, it stars Vincent Price as Joseph Curwen.
The picture is a
fairly faithful
rendering of the plot but suffers,
not unexpectedly,
from being
11Hollywoodized.
'1
It is reported that three other Lovecraft stories.
"The Colour
out of Space, 11 "The Dunwich Horror" and "The Shuttered Room, 11 are in production.
11
A second VolUlile of Lovecraft's
Letters' 1 will be published in the spring of
1967 and there is hope that Arkham House will also produce a further book with
what remains of unpub.:..ished material,
probably with reprints
of certain stories
that have not appeared since their first
publication
in hard cover form over
twenty years ago.

*
*
* * * * ****** * * * *
*
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or

"DICK

PENFOLD

1

S HEIR"

(written after discussions
on nomenclature
in the Magnet, etc., at Merseyside
0. B. B. C., A ugust 1966, and dedicated
to the late Tom Hopperton . )
by FRANK

Quelchy is querulous,
pompous is Prout,
Mossoo the ooys cruelly mock;
Mobbs injudicious,
Hacker so vicious,
The door to boys 1 hearts could never un - Locke.
To their seniors each boy 1 ll be thoroughly loyal,
Though Knox is obnoxious and loathesome as Loder;
If to Wingate they whined or to Quelchy , you'll find
It's among their own fellows they'd be in bad odour.
(So let ' s forget masters and prefects)
Isn't it true that as Richards ' peu flew Or Clifford's,
or Conquest's,
or what,
In the very best style,
with a yarn to beguile ,
It ' s the boys and their names that wil] ne'er be forgot?
(Hullo, hullo, hullo -- )
Wharton was moody, his temper unce r tain,
Till charily cheered up by Cherry,
Who as Silver was sound, in emergency found ,
Like Redwing reliable,
matey as Merry
Grundy was grumpy , and Mellish malicious,
And Crooke wasn ' t straight , it is clear;
Deaf as mutton is Dutton, while Bunter ' s a glutton ,
And Coker is cocky, I fear.
Alonzo is loony, lovesick Lowther is moony,
While Skimpole, of cou r se , is jus t scat .ty;
The august Augustus, when done an injustice,
Is weady to get weally w&tty.
I can't understand , after years in this land,
Why the Inky - ness stayed so terrific.
Why does Redfern recur with Carne, Talbot, Kildare?
What school did they start in?
It's never specific.
When will Fisher T. Fish
That he would talk more
I reckon and guess that
Every Sherrran and Silas

speak English?
I wish
like a Yank.
his speech must distress
and Hermann and Hank.

Wun Lung , too, no doubt , we cou ld well do without,
A cartoon without just i ce or wit;
Then there's
that poor little
waif, never learned to talk
straifh ,
Adopted by Morr.y - he just doesn't fit.

SHAW

__
___
_____________________
_________________
__
...:;;:...
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As an Irishman, too, I must just say to you
Concerning the grinning Mike D.
A shillelagh
I 'll borra, and bring thim all sorra
Who invented a brogue that is all Greek to me.
(Where are you, Ionides,

you spalpeen?)

Wildrake ' s memory traces the wide-open spaces
While Nugent is always so Frank;
Wouldn't Wibley's charades and Kerr's mas-Kerr - ades ,
Win them a contract from J. Arthur Rank?
At professi onal wrestling
Outram would shine.
Couldn't Glyn send us gliding to Mars?
the sweet music flowing
Wouldn't Bunter's voice-throwing;
From Hoskins, in these days, make both of them stars?
Like Mimble our Trimble is not very nimble
all!
And Muffin is stuffin ', that's
Yet W;ynnis a winner, though fat, and at dinne r
Can handle a pudding as well as a ball.
Bull was no bully though
Bulstrode less bellicose
While Mauly lay mute in
Linley was learning his

often pugnacious,
grew;
the arms of Morpheus,
Latin 11construe, 11

Garrulous Gosling - what he said was this 'ere
That Grimes was all grimy, of course;
If you tried to eat coke at Miss Bunn's for a joke
She'd send for old Tozer, the pride of the force.
Vernon -S mith has veer ed slightly
from shady deeds nightly,
Bolsover's
stopped bunking at night from the dorm ;
Though Levison's shown he can leave smokes alone
Hazel's still
hazy on total reform .
Skinner can sketch , yet
And obviously Snoop is
Cardew is caddish, Pon
,illQ someone was Lawless

' s a scapegrace , a wretch ,
a sneak;
usually baddish,
in far Cedar Creek.

When some erring lads, dupes, asses, or cads
Were booted by Blake, bumped, biffed with a bat,
With duckponds so handy for luckless footpads 1fhere 1 s the society for prevention of that?
Cousin Ethel's
the toast of a l l Gemites true,
Yet with Clara and Phyllis I fell in love too;
But I truly confess as I make myself less,
The lass without match was named M. Hazeldene.
How many boys are dead who read
Of other boys whom Richards made?
His heart was in it, while we cheer or grin
Undying boyhood be homage paid.

at

(NOTE: Fra.Ylk Shaw, a Punch contributor , and well - knovm mainly for writing and
11LERN
speaking on Liverpool
subjects in the Northern press, has a book entitled
YERSELFSCOUSE,11 a spoof phrase book, now selling like hot puddens on Merseyside . )
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Fullwood's

Return
to Study A

By JIM COOK

CLAUDEGORE-PEARCEpoked the fire

savagely

and threw himself

into

an easy

chair.
Most of the juniors had already
It was a very cold day and a half holiday.
for Helmford, for it was the day of the great match, and the St. Frank's Junior
XI had hig..h hopes of winning this important football
event with Helmford.
And
Gore-Pearce sat in his study nursing his usual grievance of being excluded from the
team.
left

This afternoon he was more irritable
than ever, for although the son of a
millionaire,
his money wasn't sufficient
to buy him respect from the leading lights
in the Lower School.
Gore-Pearce had inherited
from his snobbish mother a contempt for the lower classes
of society.
And he reflected
his father's
attitude
to
wealth by assuming that money can buy anything and anybody.
Gore-Pearce was beginning to accept the fact that he was not going to buy merit
until Joan Tarrant had threatened
him with the loss of her friendship
unless he regained the leadership
of Study A.
Joan Tarrant,
of the Moor View School, being
similar
in many ways to Claude, was frequently
entertained
by Gore-Pearce and this
evening Joan was bring~ng her two friends,
Bessie Groves and Hilda Smith, and was
expecting Claude to report progress.
These three girls were generally
together,
and at the Moor View School they were
regarded as being not what they should be.
In other words, they took a pleasure in
defying the school rules and in making mischief generally.
Joan was pretty in a
flashy sort of way but insincere.
Whether Claude went back to Study A or not was
a matter of supreme indifference
to her, but she had delivered
her ultimatum for no
other reason than to see just what Gore-Pearce made of it.
And he took it very seriously.
Ever since Forrest had usurped Claude's position as leader of Study A, Gore-Pearce had plotted and schemed to return but of late
he had accepted defeat.
Bernard Forrest was his master.
Not even Gore-Pearce's
wealth could be used to bring about Forrest's
downfall.
And now, Joan Tarrant and
her friends were coming this evening and Gore-Pearce was in a very irritable
mood as
he sat in Study B.
He had sent Teddy Long and Hubbard, his study mates,
supplies
for the tea-party
for he wanted to be alone.
His thoughts were interrupted
Fullwood poked his head in.

for

by a sharp knock on the door and Ralph Leslie

"Isn't
Long back yet?" he asked.
"I'm waiting
get for me in the village."
"No, he isn't back yet," Gore-Pearce snapped.
using Long.
I pay him for running my errands!"
Fullwood

down to the village

for some stamps I asked him to
"I like

your confounded

cheek

smiled,

"Well, I paid him as well.
and closed the door.

If I were you I'd

claim my money back!"

he said,
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Gore-Pearce stabbed again at the brightly burning fire .
He was in no mood
for Fullwood or any of his kind this afternoon.
He wonde red idly why Fullwood
was not at the match this af~erno on but his mind drifted
to the problem of the
evening with the girls.
Joan Tarrant & Co. , were the only girls from the Moor
View School who would associate
with Gore-Pearce .
Girls like Irene & Co. , Winnie
Pitt and Mary Summers and a few more of the popular ones were always eagerly sought
after by the jun iors but on these occasions Gore-Pearce never got a look in .
Claude being a bit of a swanker appea led to girls like Joan Tarrant & Co., and
they in turn in their flashy way aroused admiration in Gore-P earce.
His mind chased over possibilities
of getting back with Gulliver and Bell for
here his money would be useful.
He knew Forrest's
popularity
with these two
juniors had begun to fall of late due to l ack of funds but Bernard Forrest was
still
a force to be reckoned with .
Forrest had brains.
He was clever.
Again Gore-Pearce thought of his money.
He also thought of his father's
wealth and all the power that wielded that wealth .
Forrest came back to St.
Frank's after being expelled only because of the great help his father had given
him.
In fact without his father's
ass i stance Forrest would have been helpless.
And money must have been used, quite a lot of money, to carry out t he plan to get
Bernard reinstated.
Gore-Pearce frowned as he thought of the time when Forrest had paved the way
for Gore-Pearce to be thrown out of Study A.
Forrest's
idea was duly carried out
by Gulliver and Bell and suddenly Gore-Pearce had found himself thro,m out of
The
Study A after Gulliver and Bell had picked an imaginary quarrel vrith him.
scheming Forrest had pre-arranged
the whole thing , for such was his faith in his
father to get him back to St . Frank 's.
Forrest had made plans covering long
after his return to the school.
It had all been cut and dried .
Forrest had planned eve ryt hing down to the
smallest detail.
Forrest had brains and was a hard nut to crack.
And whichever
way Gore- Pearce looked at it Forrest would upset any plan Gore - Pearce made to
supplant Forrest ' s leadership
of Study A.
No, there must be another way out,
though t Claude moodily.

He thought of Fullwood .
At one time Ralph Leslie had occupied Study A but
this was before Gore-Pearce had arrived at St. Frank's.
Before Forrest had come
to the school , too.
But Claude ' s th oughts came back to Forrest .
If Gore-Pearce
wanted to continue enjoying Joan Tarrant's
company he had to get back to Study A
and he had to get rid of Forresto
Get rid of Forrest,
that was the first
thing
that mattered.
Forrest had to leave Study A.
Of course, if Fullwood went back
temporarily
wi th his old cronies •••• temporarilyZ
....
Gore-Pearce got up and began pacing the study.
His mind was now concentrated
Gore~Pearce was no fool and for the moment he could see no way in
on Fullwood .
which Fullwood could be used.
But he believed Fullwood would be welcomed back to
Study A since he was the original
leader and his breaking away from Gulliver and
Bell had always been a sore point with them.
Gore-Pearce stopped pacing the floor of the study and sat down by the table.
He was very tnoughtful as he pulled a sheet of writing paper towards him.
Then
suddenly he seemed to have come to a decision and he commenced writing.

The letter

was addressed to his mother.

It duly arrived at the London home

Mrs. Gore- Pearce
of the Gore-Pearce's,
the following morning .
at the breakfast
table where Mr. Gore-Pearce sat hidden beneath

opened the letter
a newspaper.
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Claude had wTitten

thus:-

"Dear Mater,
I am sorry my weekly letter
to you will not contain my usual happy news but
the fact is, Mater , although I try to be popular with the chaps here, there are
one or two who are jealous of me, jealous of our wealth, and because they fear
I shall attain
leadership
by becoming captain of the Junior Lower School they
put out false accusations
about me and consequently I am always held back from
gaining any advancement and respect from the fellows.
Naturally Mater, the
boys are only too willing to listen
to these rumours about me, but I feel sure
that if I c·ould regain my leadershi.p .of my f or mer Study I would soon be the most
popular schoolboy at St . Frank's .
But first,
it is important to be leader of
your particular
study bef ore you can rise to be captain of the school.
Other wise you remain a nonentity all the time you stay at school."
The crafty Claude had adopted the r i ght line by assuming the role of a martyr.
But the letter
although addressed to his mother was indirectly
written to his
father and Mrs. Gore-Pearce's
rising indignation
was on the poin t of carrying out
her son's wish.
The letter
con t inued:
"With all our wealth, Mater, I am well above many of the poorer chaps here and
but at every turn I am hindered from
many of them rely on my generosity
advancing my social status among the chaps by Bernard Forrest,
the boy who was
previously
expelled from St. Frank's but was reinstated
by a trick of his
for my
father.
It is he who wormed himself in t o my shoes and was responsible
getting thrown out of Study A because I was leader.
I held that position
with pride for a long time, but Forrest is good at trickery
like his father.
He bam- boozled the fellows in Study A to over t hrow my command and after a
quarrel which Forrest caused I left the study and went in with two nondescript
juniors in Study B.
Every In spite of my in..~ocence Mater , I could get nobody to back me up.
body believed Forrest and now I am left out of any important game.
I am very
unhappy here for I am not being t reated with the respect that is due to me.
social position.
I am not receiving
the attention
that is due to my family's
But I shal.l carry on and keep my head high.
Perhaps all the l ies put out by
Forrest will eventually
prove to be the untruths
they really are and then the
my true worth .
I will go on supplying any poor boy
fellows will appreciate
with assistance
as I have always done.
My studymates rely on my charity
otherwise they would often be very hard up.
I must be feeling low today, Mater, for my letter
doesn't sound very
cheerful.
Perhaps it is the cross I have to bear that makes me misunderstood
at St . Frank's.
Your Loving Son, Claude.
P.S .

I think the only way Forrest
t o resume leadership
there.
Forrest came.
"

can be ousted from Study A is for Fullwood
Fullwood was for a long time leader till

Mrs. Gore-Pearce gave a little
cry of al arm as she came to the end of her
son's letter.
Certainly
it was the kind of letter
that promised to incite ariy
mother's devotion to her absent son but it was from his father that Claude was
hoping to receive aid.

"William!" cried Mrs. Gore-Pearce.
"This is from Claude.
Read it and see
if you can help the poor boy! "
"A letter
from Claude, eh?" said Mr. Gore-Pearce as he looked up from his
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paper . ·"What the devil does he want now? more money?"
He scanned the letter
quickly but read it again thoughtfully .
Then he rose
and walked over to a ·writing desk and withdrew a pape:c from a drawer.
"Yes,"he muttered, "I thought it was the same gentleman."
"ifnat is it William. what are you going to do?" his wife asked peevishly.
"1i'fhy, this Fullwood Claude mentions, my dear, is the same gentleman I met at
the Stock Exchange yesterday .
The boy 1 s father I mean.
And Fullwood senior had
dropped quite a packet from what I heard.
"But what about our son?" wailed Claude 1 s mother .
"What are we paying all
You must do something about it,
that money to the school for if he is unhappy.
William.
How dare they treat Claude like a common pauper?"
The millionaire

waved her away and studied

the letter

again.

"Yesterday Fullwood senior was in great trouble;
and although I have met him
once or twice at St . Fr2.nk's I am not what you would term a close friend to him.
But I do know he tried to borrow a loan to level off his losses and that it was
refused .
Now I am not entirely
unfa rrnhar with the boys of St. Frank's since it
was mainly through their interference
that we lost Edgemore Ma.nor and I thin..'lc I
Yes, 11 he added gloatingly,
"there's
a chance to
can SE?ea way out for Claud.e .
settle
off some old scores with those boys .
Don1 t you worry , dear, our son will
get his wish;
I will see to it personally!"
The vulgar, ostentatious
mil lionaire
was not likely to forget the time he came
up against the St . Frank's juniors .
But as this episode has already been described elsewhere it need not be ventilated
here.
put my
"I shall probably meet Mr. Fullwood tomorrow at the Exchange and I'll
little
proposi t.ion to him." he exp l ained .
'"rhis letter
fr om his broker mentions
a Mr. Fullwood plunging heavily on RONDOSGILTS just before the Bank Rate rumour.
And only the day before I had sold all my shares in that white elephant!' ' he
It tickled
the va".li ty of this parvenu millionaire
to know he had
chuckled.
scored where others had failed.
Gore-Pearce senior was well served by his
brokers.
Ivlr. William Gore-Pearce stepped
out from the London Stock Exchange.
"Confounded idiots~"

he growled.

back sharply

as several

"It must be the raise

figures

came running

in the Bar1k Rate!"

Men and boys swept past him 11.ke racehorses
coming up to the winning post and
he waited till
the rush was over before he stepped into the most famous building in
London.
Gore-Pearce's
temper was like London 1 s weather, never reliable.
And
although he was a wealthy man, rises in the Bank Rate were always a threat to his
personal fortune.
But actrng on the good advice from his brokers he had forestalled
any plunge that may have suffered him a loss .
For Mr. Gore-Pearce ,ms a
Bear.
'rhat is., he was a speculator
who sold securities
he didn ' t as yet possess
in the expectation
of buying them back at a lower price before Settling
Day.
He
was also a Stag.
He had the day before applied for shares in some new issues
with the intention
of selling
then: at a profit today to members of the investing
pubpublic.
And now it looked as if the Bank Rate had risen and the speculating
lic would hesitate
to buy· new shares in any venture.
But besides being a rich
man, Gore-Pearce was also a lucky man and his brokers had held off.
Claude 1 s father was a comparative newcomer to London's most famous institu tion for stocks and shares, for his status of millionaire
erupted out of a war-torn
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world when the door was wide open to men lJ,ke Gore-Pearce who swept everything
before them in their efforts
to become the quick rich merchants ready to welcome
home the men from the fighting
Forces with eager hands open for their money.
Mr. Gore-Pearce pushed his way through the stormy crowds on the floor of the
Exchange and walked up to a gentleman who had been watching the rise and falls
of
commodities resulting
from the change in the Bank Rate.
It would have been difficult to have overheard their conversation
but suddenly the two gentlemen detached
themselves from the throng and eased their way out into the street.

"I shall not keep you long, Fullwood" said Gore-Pearce.
"Come over here for
a cup of tea and I'll
explain everything."
.And they entered a tea shop and sat
dovm in a quiet corner.
A waitress
appeared and Gore-Pearce gave her his order.
"What
"Now, Gore-Pearce,
if you will kindly explain,"
began Mr. Fullwood.
is all this mystery?
What is the idea you have about my son at St. Frank's?".
Gore-Pearce refused to say anything until the waitress had returned and placed a
well laden tray on the table, and it was not till
the girl had departed that he
answered.
"You," said Gore-Pearce pointing a finger at Fullwood's pater,
"You have lost
am I right?"
a packet and it 1 s left you in a fix;

Mr. Fullwood looked at him curiously.
He had met this aggressive,
unpleasant
man at St. Frank's when the Lytton Trust Scholarship
award had been presented to a
junior and many of the boys' parents had come down to see the presentation.
The
exams for the Lytton TruBt Scholarship
were held every January and although coming
as it did soon after the Christmas holidays it nevertheless
brought a fair gathering of parents down to the schooL
.And Fullwood senior was not attracted
by
this clean shaven, slightly
bloated and coarse person who had a son at St. Frank's.
"I want to help you" added Gore-Pearce.
It was true Mr. l<'ullwood had suffered a great loss but he sensed there was
something more to it than this strange offer from this big man.
Fullwood's pater
sat waiting to hear the kind of strings
attached to the offer to help.
this rise in the Bank Rate has affected me, but
"Well, I don ' t mind admitting
I don't quite understand ••.•• "
a cup of tea at Mr. Full"Here, drink this~" said Iflr. Gore-Pearce 1 thrusting
wood.
Etiquette
had never really meant much to Mr. Gore-Pearce.
In his haste
to acquire a million the finer points of social decorum had vanished for him.
"It concerns my son at St. Frank ' s"
His mother has received a very depressing letter
from him.
It appears the main body of the boys have ostracised
him
and even throvm him out of a study of which he was leader.
Now I may as well own
that I am not too familiar
with college life - I have been too busy making my way
in life - but it seems that your son can put my boy back in favour with the rest
I may as well tell you Fullwood" he added
of the juniors and I want your help.
"I'll
make good your losses if your son can pull this thing off for me!"
As Gore-Pearce had admitted his knowledge of Public Schools was very small.
He wanted his son to be a leader, and if being a leader of a Study meant prestige
then he would see to it that Claude became a leader.
Even if it meant paying for
it.
Ralph Leslie Fullwood frowned as he looked at his watch.
He had missed the
last train back to Bellton and the next 'bus wouldn't be along for another hour.
Already rain had beg,rn to spatter
on the pavement and it looked set for a wet
evening.
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ne looked across the station yard in the hope of seeing the ancient taxi that
was always available
for passengers alighting
at Bannington Station,
but of course,
it wasn't there now.
Fullwood with a shrug strode out into the Bannington High Street where shop
lights were already gleaming in the early dusk.
He had decided to walk the three
miles back to St. Frank's;
there was always the possibility
of meeting another
junior in similar distress
to make company for him and he kept a sharp look-out.
He had spent the afternoon with Winnie Pitt and they had met Irene & Co., in
Bannington later where plans and times had. all been scrapped to fall in with
Irene's wishes .
Consequently Winnie had returned to the Moor View School with
Irene and her chums and Ralph had smilingly assured the girls he would get back to
St. Frank ' s in plenty of time.
Now he was glad he had left Winnie with Irene &
Co., for they had hired a car to take them back and they wouldn't be late.
Had
Winnie remained with him she would have been in this unhappy position
of walking
back in the rain.
He wished now he had accepted Irene's
offer of a lift,
but the fact was Fullwood wanted to be alone af te r he had seen Winnie Pitt safely on her way back.
Fullwood senior had come down to the school the previous day and had explained to
Ralph the strange position Mr. Gore-Pear ce had placed him.
Although his pater
had seemed his usual cheery self the junior knew well enough that his father was
And it was when he accompanied his pater to the station
that
secretly worried.
Ralph was told of the plan Gore-Pearce had evolved for getting Claude back into
Study A.
Fullwood was not so surprised
at Claude's father going to such lengths
for his son but such was Mr. Gore-Pearce's
conceit for an imaginary Lower School
Study leadership
that he was willing to pay Jl'Ir. Ful.lwood's .losses - which were
substantial.
It made Ralph smile ruefully at the role had had to play to help
his father.
That he, Ralph, had to dislodge Forrest from Study A and forsake all
It was a tall order;
a
his new found friends and go back with Gulliver and Bell.
thoroughly nasty assignment;
but he would do it for the sake of his father.
The affair
to Mr. Fullwood was a ridiculous
assignment for Ralph, an easy job.
Just a simple arrangement of changing studies and if Mr. Gore - Pearce set so much
store to his son's desire to be a study leader then surely.-Ralph would carry out
his father's
wish and do what Gore - Pearce senior wanted done.
But had Mr, Full wood known of the terrible
consequences resulting
from Ralph's change of frie nds
he might have hesitated
giving his son the appe a l to help him.
No junior in all St. Frank's history had gone through such strenuous
times as
had Ralph Leslie Fullwood .
Gambler, smoker and an out and out rotter he had
ruled the destinies.
of the Junior School before Nipper came.
And Nelson Lee's
astute assistant
had toppled Fullwood from his exalted position of self-ap pointed
captain soon afterwards.
The reformation
of Fullwood in later years was welcomed
by all the decent chaps although Fullwood had a terrible
uphill fight to maintain
his reformation.
Now, for the satisfaction
of the Gore-Pearces,
he was compelled to renounce
his friends in the Junior School and pretend to go back with Gulliver and Bell
whom he now despised more than ever.
But he felt sure Clive Russell would understand;
Clive being Ralph's special friend and study mate.
And all the other
Somerton and all those
chaps like Nipper and Co., Handforth & Co., Singleton,
decent juniors whom he choose to call his friends would, he felt,
feel for him
when the true story came out.
But for the moment his lips were sealed.
He
would respect his father ' s wish and keep secret the reason why he was going back
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into

Study A.

He had reached the end of the High Street now and the rain was now falling
heavily.
Fullwood pulled his overcoat more tightly round him as he walked on in
the cold, icy rain.
Suddenly a car,
standstill
alongside

i.ts headlamps thrusting
him and a door opened.

"Come in out of the rain Fullwood:"
ing to Bernard Forrest.

a gleam on the wet road,

shouted

a voice he recognised

braked

to a

as belong-

Fullwood hesitated
for Just one second but started
to walk on.
"Thanks,
But the car started up again and came up to
but I'd sooner walk:" he replied.
him.
Forrest held open the door.
"Come on Fullwood;
Don't look a gift horse in the mouth.
take you back to St. Frank'sr"
pleaded Forrest in mock distress.

Get in and we' 11

Then Ralph saw his father,
with his strained look as he took the train back
to London.
He had agreed to do what his father had asked him and this looked a
golden opportunity
to begin operations.
As much as he disliked
the scheme he had
to go through with it.
Ralph hated the idea at COrLDiving at Gore-Pearce ' s
schemes, but Fullwood was a resolute
Junior and his father came first
in any matter
of importance and his father had stressed
this was an important scheme.
With Forrest beside the chauffeur Fullwood sat between Gulliver and Bell as
the car went forward in the rain"
Inwardly Forrest was gloating at getting Fullwood in the car for never had he been able to get Ralph to fall in with any of his
wishes.
"Quite like old times, Fully! 11 remarked George Bell.
"Yes, just like the old days!' 1 chimed in Gulliver as he bent over towards
Fullwood.
"We've just come back from Bannington Races.
Forrest lost heavily
but Bell and I broke just about even."
"If you had been there , Fully, you would have seen one of your old fa vourites
win today.
Broken Spell won at ten to one!"
"By gad: Did it?" cried Fullwood, resolved now to carry out his father 1 s
wish and get back into Study A.
"That nag owed me quite a bit before.
So it
has won at lasti 11
And as the car carried them back to the old school Fullwood cast away any
doubts whether he would have courage enough to break away from his real friends
and appear to go back to his old ways.
But Forrest had to go.
ForTest had to
leave Study A.
He thought it would be fairly
easy to get rid of Forrest since
What Clive
Fullwood & Co., of Study A in the old days were a recognised trio.
Russell would say made Ral ph wince to think about it, but he had to go on with it.
After al1 9 once he got Forrest out of it perhaps that was all that was required of
him for the banishing of Forrest was the mai n item in the ploto
He supposed he
would be expected to remain in Study A for a short time but after that Gore-Pearce
was welcome to take over:
very welcome indeedo
Fullwood felt a little
easier in his mind now,
It didn't seem so complicated
after he had thought about it.
He had only to explain to the fellows why he took
The fact that he was making
over from Forrest and his friends would believe him,
a way for Gore-Pearce was obvious to anybodyo
Even the shrewd Nipper would see
But Ralph Leslie Fullwood forgot one
that it was only a job Fullwood had to do.
thing.
He did not allow for the evil mind of Claude Gore-Pearce.
He did not
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reckon on Claude's cunning and crafty nature.
Had he done so he might have
hesitated
bef ore agreeing to his father 1 s wish.
Forrest was not aware he was carrying out Gore-Pearce's
plan to have Fullwood
back as leader of Study A when he transferred
to the East House and went into Study
15.
But whether it was the fact that Fullwood had re-entered
his set or whether
Forrest wanted to move out of Study A will never be known but when Ralph was seen
with Gulliver and Bell and was a frequent visitor
to Study A Bernard Forrest
decided to go in with David Merrell and Frederick Marriott in Study 15 in the East
House.
Enoch Snipe 9 the other member of the Study 15, must have been paid by
Forrest to move into Study 14 with Clifton and Simmons for he left without
objecting.
It was Gore -Pearce 's idea to let Fullwood stay long enough in Study A to
break his friendship
with his friends but somehow the plan mis fired for the shrewd
Nippe r was not entirely
unfamiliar
with the moods of the juniors and the unconcerned way in which Forrest lef t Study A for the East House set him thinking.
He
called a meeting in his study and explained the possible reason why Fullwood may
have suddenly gone back to his old ways.
At the end of it even Handforth was
willing to admit there was something peculiar with Fullwood's action.

Now that the way was clear for Gore-Pearce to release Ralph from his
artificial
leadership
of Study A he held his hand.
His most deadly enemy Bernard
Forrest,
was in the East House and the sadistic
Claude enjoyed the discomfort
which Fullwood so manifestly
showed although Gulliver and Bell were entirely
indifferent
to Full wood 's feelings.
In the old days Fullwood affected a disdainful
outlook on everything and if Gulliver and Bell thought anything at all about
Ralph's misery now they concluded he was reverting
to his old self and treating
the
goody-goodies wi th contempt.
And all this suited Claude's evil mind.
His letter
to his mater had brought about the removal of Forrest,
the apparent break-up of
Fullwood's friendship
with Clive Russell,
and Fullwood's high esteem with t he other
chaps, trouble with Gulliver and Bell when Ful lwood was released from his promise
to his father,
and Claude's return as leader of Study A.
A week went by but although Fullwood remained in Study A he never really became the old Ralph Lesl ie.
Nipper, who had been keeping a close watch, realised
Fullwood was under a strain.
Even when he suddenly entered Study A one day and
saw a wave of cigarette
smoke suspended towards the ceiling it was Gulliver and
Bell who were smoking; Fullwood was sitting
by the table doing his prep.
It was then that Gore-Pearce decided to leave Study Band apply for re He entered Study A and found Gulliver and Bell
admission to Study A as it were.
discussing
horse racing.
Fullwood had left the study with Nipper earlier
and
Claude's entry had startled
the two juniors.
"You fool,

Gore-Pearce~"

snapped Gulliver.

"Why didn't

Gore-Pearce chuckled.
"It ' s your own fault for not
could have easily been a beak and you wouldn't have stood
"What do you want , Gore-P earce?" asked BelL
"You
here you know! "
"And if Fully finds you here when he gets back he'll
Gulliver cheerfully .

you knock?"

locking the door.
I
a dog's chance~ "
are not exactly welcome
throw you out!,"

put in

Gore-Pearce studied the pair thoughtfully.
These two nondescript
juniors
had reigned in Study A for a very long time and they had shared its notoriety.
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The type who became leader of this study conformed to certain directions
laid down
of Sto Frank'so
by the rascals
In the old days Fullwood had responded to these
rules by defying the conditions
laid do"m by the School.
Other juniors had likewise occupied the leadership
of Study A after Fullwood"
There was Wallace who
had been transferred
from the River House but he returned to that school soon
afterwardso
Claude Carter had been a contender but he had left Sto Frank ' s for
Bernard Forrest fitted
the position wello
Now with Fullwood out
some reason.
of the way Gore-Pearce would once more occupy Study A.
He could easily buy off
Gulliver and Bello
Now that Forrest had moved out they would welcome Gore-Pearce
with open arms - or rather they would welcome his tino
And when Claude had explained to Gulliver and Bell how he had arranged for
Fullwood to get back into the study they laughed uproariouslyo
He forgot to
mention Joan Tarrant's
ultimatum to him for now that Joan's whim had been satisfied she had entirely
forgotten
ito
Gore-Pearce had yet to understand the idiosyncrasies
of young ladies.
Gore-Pearce reigned as leader of Study A exactly one day.
Forrest he was to
realise
had been playing with himo
As Forrest had been playing with Fullwood.
And Gulliver and Bell accepted the return of Bernard Forrest to Study A since they
were too weak to refuse himo
Such was Forrest's
dominant personality
these two
juniors were completely under his thumb,
Gore-Pearce 1 s money was very welcome
but Forrest had the brains.
And since Forrest ' s supply of cash wasn't meagre the
trio were well suited.
Ralph Leslie Fullwood returned to Study I with Clive Russell and Stanley
Waldoo
He had carried out his father ' s wish and Mr. Fullwood had written to say
things were now back to normal,
had been put in order by the loan Mr.
His affairs
Gore-Pearce had given himo
And that loan would very shortly be paid backo
The outcome of Gore-Pearce's
St. Frank's o

plot

was one of the wildest

fights

ever seen at

he sought out Gore-Pearce
Now that Fullwood was released from any obligation
and challenged him to a scrap behind the Gymn. And Gore-Pearce accepted the
challeng;eo
He couldn ' t very well do anything else since the whole of the Lower
School knew of his part in the scheme.
Not the sort of limelight
he had
For once 9 Claude occupied the limelight.
bargained for but he was the centre of attraction
as he entered the ready-made ring
to face Fullwood.
It was a tough fight.
By the end of round five both juniors were sobbing
for breatho
In the eighth round Fullwood delivered
a blow that sent Gore-Pearce
rocking.
And seizing his chance at the opening he had made Fullwood followed up
with a stinging~ punishing blow to Gore-Pearce ' s chin and the millionaire's
son
crashed to the ground.
He stayed there long after the referee had counted him out.
The fight was over.
Fullwood was not unmarked, but his were scars of honour.
They carried GorePearce into the Gymn from the prying eyes of the prefects
and masters.
For GorePearce was in a shocking stateo
All the pent up fury that Fullwood had been nursing was released in the blows he had given Gore-Pearceo
It will be a long time before Gore-Pearce crosses swords again with Ralph
Leslie Fullwood.
But as Handforth remarked 9 a leopard cannot change his spots;
Claude Gore-Pearce will be a dangerous enemy in the future.
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Many readers will
recognise
this illustration.
It is one of the most famous,
if not actually THE most
famous, in the en tire HamilIt appeared in
ton story.
the year 1906 on the cover of
PLUCK (and also inside the
the
s .1.me issue) to illustrate
first St . Jim's story e ver
written.
That story was
entitled
"Jac k Blake of St.
Jim's . " The picture was
drawn by Leonard Shields.

Our reproduction,
however, c omes from a Rookwood story,
published in 1917
in Th e Penny Popular.
Same pic ture - different characters
. The Rookwood
story was passed off as "the ea rl y adventures
of Jimmy Silver & Co ., " b u t it
wa s really a sub s titute
story, a nd it had never appeared in the Boys' Friend.
A year or t wo ago in t h e Annual we reproduced
another old PLUCK picture
which ha d bee n pre ss ed into servi ce to illustrate
Rookwood over a decade later.
Econom y at t he Flee tway House?
Or perhaps a shortage
of artists
due to the
war?
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RE-PRINTS
EDITORIALCOMMENT: In Collectors ' Digest this yea r s ome reade r s have suggested
that we reprint
some of the articles
written when our hobby was young.
We promised
to do this in this year's Annual, and here we are keeping our promise.
Both
articles
are from an old collecb ng magazine published by the late J. Parks of Saltburn.
The first
article
was written by the late John Medcraft in 1937; the second
was written ten years later.
THE DAWNOF THE MODERN
ERA OF BOYS'
LITERATURE- S. CLARKEHOOK
By J. Medcraft
Many of Jack, Sam and Pete ' s early journey i ngs were made in a balloon named "De
Old Hoss," a disrespectful
allusion
to Clarke Hook by Pete.
I n the navigation
of
this precarious
and uncertain
mode of travel t he famous trio were amazingly fortunate.
From China to the Sahara, thence across the Dark Continent and the Atlantic: to Scuth America, plus several
crossings
of the Andes and journeys to Hudson Bay
and Patagonia,
all this was accomplished without mishap.
Many equally thrilling
adventures
i n a submarine followed,
including a nerveshattering
journey along a subterranean
riv er, not a bad performance for a vessel
sold off cheaply by the Government of a Central American Republic in 1905.
In Marvel No. 230 we were introduced
to "Pete's Steam Man," another unu sually
successful
mechanical contrivance
which could generally
be relied upon in emergencies
no matter how much trouble it gave in normal circumstances.
The motive power of the Stearn Man was supplied by a form of petrol engine, but
how the comrades contrived to obtain the necessary fuel in remote pl aces is not
stated;
evidently
the petrol consumption must have been as low as the power gen erated was high.
Still,
we recked little
of these inconsistencies
while the story was
good and this series was deservedly
popular.
Mention must also be made of the comrades four-footed
friend Rory, an Aired al e
of remarkable courage and sagacity with an infallible
judgeme~t of character,
at
least,
in Pete ' s opinion.
Truly a dog in a million.
Clarke Hook also
followed by a series,
1904/ 5 .

wrote a fine serial entitled
"Jack, Sam and Pete's Quest"
"Circus Pete" both of which appeared in the Boy's Friend in

Runs of the Boy's Friend containing
these serials,
of the Marvel (New Series) are very scarce and eagerly

also of the first
250 numbers
sought by collectors.

After several fluctuations
of fortune in which the comrades lost their entire
fortune and then amassed another with enviable rap i dity, the interest
in these stories
began to wane a little
so Clarke Hook introduced a new character
i n Marvel No. 393,
a lad named Algy Stone.
In

my

opinion

this

was a mistake,

Jack Sam and Pete were a reasonable

and

··-·

-·--·------
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balanced combination,
but the new
partner altered all that.
In a measure the results
justified
this importation
and results
count;
the interest
revived and tie author had
now a reserve of fresh matter to draw
upon, but to those of us wr,o remembered
the early adventures of the fa.Il'ous trio
the new combination was almost farcical.
Of the stories
in the subsequent
years there is little
of interest
to
mention, and the Marvel ended its long
run in 1922 just short of the 1,000th
number, unlamented and unregretted.
During the e&rly years it was a grand
paper but the fina l stages are best
forgotten.
S . Clarke Hook also wrote many
long complete tales of Jack, s~m and
Pete for the Boys Friend 3d. Library,
·
nearly all of which were original
although practically
all other titles
in this library were abridged reprints
of serials
which had appeared earlier
in the Harmswcrth journals.
Fired by the success of his world
famous trio,
S. Clarke Hook launched
other adventurous combinations along
similar lines but none attained
a
fraction
of the success enjoyed by
Jack Owen, Sam Grant and Pete the Negrc.
His son, H. Clarke Hook, was the author of an amusing series of school stories
dealing with the adventures of Specs and Co. at Lyncroft School, which appeared in
Pluck in 1906/7.

* * * * *
SEXTONBLAKE:
How Did The Name Originate?
By F. N. Wearing
In 1894 when Harry Blyth wrote the first yarn about the popular sleuth for No.
11 of the halfpenny "Marvel," (Jan. 24th), he probably had in mind another detective of a similar name.
The second Sexton Blake story came along about four months
later when the "Union Jack" commenced publication,
No. 1 was published April 27,
1894, but it was No. 2 which contained the second story about Blake.
It was the
"Marvel," however, which launched Blyth's famous character.
The other character
to whom I refer was Jackson Blake, a popular American detective
creation
who
appeared in "Beadle's Dime Library."
About that

date

the Aldine

Publishing

Co. started

reprinting

the Beadle
continued
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New Zea iland

certain

on
topics.

BUNTER'SBREECHES
That famous character
with "the tighte st trousers
in
Greyfriars,
recreated
herewith by Geoff Harrison of Napier, New
Zealand, seemed to lose a lot of avoirdupois
on the not very
i ·
· ' ·, Somehow the artists
freq1.At::rltoccasions when he was shown in short pants.
ted to show that mountain of flesh that must have been displayed
if Bunter was to be pictured in the over-ripe
condition he waP
shown to be in as a general rule, especially
in Magnet cover
illustrations.
Maybe Billy Bunt er is lucky he did not have to "tread
the boards," so to speak, at a New Zealand college,
where
even teenagers up to 18 and 19 years-old
always wear shor'
as part of their school time uniform.
trousers

THE LESSER LIGHTS
Naturally
there are some long dead story papers
and comics that have never been remembered in the pages of
Collectors ' Digest.
One has only to browse over the pages of publications in a varied collection
to come upon one or more never heard of :.,, :·ore.
For instance,
in Chips dated May 17, 1919, it is announced that No. 1 of "a
cheerful paper for cheerful people" first
saw the light on May 16.
The new journal
was called Cheerio, price 11-d.
Cheerio seemed to be a combination of comics and
story efforts,
and could have been cast in the same mould as Fun and Fiction,
for it
WE.S described
as having "the best jokes, the best pictures
and the best stories."
With No, 1 was given "a magnificently
autographed photogravure plate of George Robey. "
How long Cheerio lived
interest ing to learn.
It
by W. 0. G. Lofts and D. J.
so my guess is that Cheerio
field.

in the cheerful years of printed plenty it would be
is not listed in that complete catalogue of comic papers,
Adley, published in the 1963 Collectors'
Digest Annual ,
could have been a lesser light in the Fun and Ficti on

Does ahyone have any more concrete

evidence?
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Ther e is another

piece

"Charlie Chaplin appears
for boys."

of informa t ion glean ed from 1 1919 copy of Chi ps:
every week in Young Britain

, the new 2d. paper

I presume Charlie Chaplin appeared in cartoon pic tures so , once again, was
Young Britain following Cheerio ( it was born a few weeks later) with a Fun and
Fiction trend?
Finally in Chips of Ju ly 12, 1919, it is announced th at popu l ar serial stories
from Chips, Comic Cuts~ J es ter and Funny Wonder were soon to appear in a new publi Seeing that I can find no further reference
any
cation called The Big 4 Library.
place I am inclined t o think that The Big 4 Library nev er saw the ligh t of day.
Can any collect or conf irm?
And now. having a look at a comic sent me by collector
Geoff Harrison of
Napier, N.Z. , I find I should add a postscript
to record another "lesser ligh t 11 in
boys' journals,
In The Butt erf ly dated October 27, 1934 , it is announced that:
"Boy's
Broadcas t , No. 1, Now on Sale Everywhere, Price 2d. 2 Free Gifts - 20 Big Pages,
6 Big Stories."
Its l ife was ve ry brief,
I presume.
I wonder what became of that one?
THE CHANGELESS
CHIPS
In all t he vast collection
of comics that came and departed in those dear,
dead days from 1900 to 1940 none changed so little
in appearance and general makeup as illus trated Chips.
True, Chips was nearing its 500 number when this century commenced, and was
still
going strong when 1940 faded, but its most popular period was undoubtedly
the 40 years I have ment i oned.
Before me I have Chips for Nov, 3, 1900, and Chips for March 19 , 1938.
How
little
page one had changed over the years!
The popular pair were still
wearing
the same clothes in both sets of pictures,
and Tired Tim was just as unshaven.
In fact the only difference
I can pick is the appearan ce of Willie ' s beard.
In
1900 it was thin and pointed, in 1938 it was shorter and fork-like
where it
finished.
Page 2 in the 1900 number had a truly sensational
se ri al, "The Man Without A
Soul, " by Hubert Tr elawney .
It concerned a pro fessor of science who vivisects
the body of a chance guest, and then places some of his organs into the body of a
murdered man found near the professor's
home.
This restores
the ~an to life, but
he proves a truly objectionable
character,
with a huge and fierce tiger for a pet.
On Page 2 of the 1938 issue a thrilling
Island,"
appeared.
No author was named.

tale

of sea adventure,

"Sunken

while 38 years l ater
Page 3 in 1900 had a complete yarn, "'rhe Black Sentinel,"
Dane, the Dog Detective featured in a complete story adventu r e of similar length.
The two middle pages in 1900 were made up of joke blocks and severa l sets
odd character
adventureso
Homeless Hector and Casey Court , the much-loved
creations
of 1938, were yet to be born .
Page 6 at the century's

birth

featured

"The Man Spider,"

a polished

villain

of
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who dominated "the mo:::t sensational
serial
ever published."
had "Rogues Marsh, " a gripping serial of "strange intrigue
village,"
A complete story "The Rogues GaJlery,"
was the last fiction
in 1900"

an adventure

Sarne page in 1938
in a d.esolate marshland
of Professor

.Another complete story of Tubby Bright. a Bunter-like
"cheery
most of page 7 in 1938,
Philpot Bottles had half a column.

Barton-Dare ,

chappie, " filled

A Tegular character,
Sir Jerry a knight in shining armour, had most of page 8
in 1900.
Joke blocks made up the balance.
Then comes the biggest difference
of
That
alL
Page 8 in 1938 ran a strip serial 1 "Chums of the E- Men Patrol. "
strip adventure was the only notable departure from established
se t -up of Chips in
at least 38 years.
Maybe pink is a
cations I have known
(Australia)
Sporting
Chips-sized
pages on
recollections
of that
and different.

Several pink publi lucky colour for a paper to prosper by.
have had long and successful
careers.
One~ the Melbourne
Globe, born about 1900, is still
going strong.
Its pink,
always bring back to me cherished
New Zealand bookstalls
other "pink one," with contents so vastly more entertaining

COMICCONCLUSIONS
It has been commented on how boys'
double numbers in the days of the first

papers and comics continued
world war,

to turn out

One of the biggest and brightest
efforts
was put out by Puck on August 5,
1917.
The Grand Sumner Double Nu.,.11ber
that year was 24 big pages for twopence.
Eight pages were in colour, and there were sixteen pages of reading, prize competitions
and games.
Puck, in its 40 years of colourful
life~ was noted for its excellent
special
issuesj but that 1917 Summer Number must have been the most memorable of all.
Just to travel on half a century may I congratulate
the D. C" Thompson firm
on that modern comic with the old-time look , Bimbo?
Heading on to its 300th
number Bimbo is a coloured comic in the Puck tradition,
meant mainly for youngsters
5 to 12 years-old"
All the reading connected with the drawings are below the
pictures.
There are :no untidy "balloons"
to spoil the impact of the excellent
artistic
efforts.
The issue of Lot-o'-Fun for April 23, 1921 , was certainly
different
from all
Instead of 4 pages of comic pictures
there were only
other issues I have seen.
threeo
Four full pages were taken up with a Pete, Jack and Sam type of serial,
"Tuckaway Jack .,"
The comrades. Sporting Bob Lord, Larry and Tuckaway Jack, were
having adventures in the wilds of Western America, and Lot-o'-Fun was giving them
more space than any serial in that popular comic ever had before.
Maybe the story tiaS an attempt to steal some of the thunder of S. Clarke
Hook's odd characters,
then at the peak of their popularity.
The only other story in the Lot-0 1 -Fun in question was a school and boxing
Harry
serial,
"The Fighting
i Ts' ."
Even Dreamy Daniel was absent that week.
Weldon had the front page? and much space was given to boosting Bubbles, No. 1
which was appearing that week.,
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LAST DAYSOF THE LEE
By Len Wormull
In Collectors'
Digest a recent article,
"Are Authors Nuts?," posed this
question:
Where do Lee fans place the blame for the untimely demise of the Lee
Library?
A nuJUber of factors contributed
to the paper's downfall, but first
it may
interest
readers to hear E. S. Brooks on those controversia l years.
He writes:
'Was I fed up with St. Frank's in 1932-33?
Definitely
not.
The deterio r ation
in the stories
was due to Edi t orial "help."
They though t they knew how to write
School stories
better than I, and told me what t o do.
So, in that sense, I was
fed up.
But I was fighting
a losing battle...
The re-in t roduction of full
l ength School stories
into the N.L.L . after so short a run of detective
stories,
was an Editorial
in which I had no say.
At that time the paper was
decision,
doing badly, and they were trying all sorts of stunts to ra i se t he circulation.
Perhaps they did not give them enough t ime.'
Artis t ically inferior,
the new N.L . L. in 1930 was at once unattractive
and
shattering
in policy.
Starting,
as it did, with the infamous des t ruction of St .
Frank's - a cardinal factor in speeding the end - the paper ran a hopeless course.
Referring
to this, E. S.B. states that he had to agree with a lot of things which
sometimes went against t he grain.
But the damage was done, irreparably.
St .
Frank's rising out of the ashes taxed credulity
beyond the limit,
and not surpris ingly, readers began to drift .
The varied programme of School, detective,
and
adventure stories
which followed, only added fuel to the flames, although E.S.B.
was strongly against this changing policy.
Looking over Lee copies of this
period, there can be little
doubt that they reflected
in a mu ch lesser degree the
excellence
and high standard of earlier
years .
It could not last.
But the
author, I feel, was more a victim of circumstances .
The Lee's passing, like that of its contemporaries,
was greatly influenced by
the rapidly changing mood of the times.
The writing was on the wall.
As we
now know, those that stayed the course did so on borrowed time, and the war merely
It is significant
that no new paper of their kind has emerged
sealed their fate,
since.
The Nelson Lee may not have gone out in a blaze of glory, but it left its
mark as a School paper.
So, friends,
let's
be kind to the memory of St. Frank's,
and to its creator.

*

** ** *
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(continued

from page 133) . ..

publications,
and, in the issues of the 11Half - Holiday Library" appeared the well
written stories by Albert W. Aiken, one of America's star dime novelists.
These
tales dealt with Jackson Blake.
Some of the attractive
titles
were:''Jac kson
11
Blake, the Bouncer Detective,"
"Jackson Blake, the Fresh of 'Frisco,"
The Fresh
in New York," 11Fresh, the Race-track Sport," and many others.
These were reprinted many times during the run of the Aldine 11Half-Holiday Library" under new
titles.
I suppose Harmsworth, with the "Union Jack," and its self styled "crusade
against the penny dreadful,"
thought it was a good opportunity to grab some of the
Aldine thunder, with a similar named character,
and thus Sexton Blake was started
on his long career.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
S.B.Ls.
before
1940 also
WA N T E D

* * * * * * * * * * * * *
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